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Dear Colleagues, dear Friends 
We are pleased to announce that the 11th Colloquium Chemometricum Mediterraneum 
(CCM XI 2023) will take place in Padova (Italy) from 27 till 30 June 2023. 
In 1986, during an international conference, several French, Spanish and Italian 
chemometricians, each one speaking his own language, gathered and were able to 
share their own experiences on this topic. These facts were the seeds of the Colloquium 
Chemometricum Mediterraneum. The official languages of the conference are neo latin 
languages and English. 
These Conferences have had a continuity over the years, starting in Barcelona (Spain, 
1987), and following in San Miniato (Italy, 1991), Bastia (France, 1994), Burgos (Spain, 
1998), Ustica (Italy, 2003), Saint Maximin La Sainte-Baume (France, 2007), Granada 
(Spain, 2010), Bevagna (Italy, 2013), Arles (France, 2017), Menorca (Spain, 2019). 
The conference brings an outstanding and unique opportunity for exchanging 
knowledge on leading edge developments. The 11th Colloquium Chemometricum 
Mediterraneum welcomes all contributions on classical tools and new tools in 
Chemometrics. A non-limitative list of topics includes: 
- Pattern Recognition and Calibration 
- Experimental Design (DOE) and System Optimization 
- Qualimetrics and Chemical Metrology 
- QSAR/QSPR 
- Image Analysis and hyperspectral imaging 
- Process Analytical Technology (PAT) 
- Multiway and Multiset analysis 
- Teaching Chemometrics 
- Recent Chemometrics developments 
- Applications of Chemometrics in different domains: Cultural heritage, Environment, 
Food control, Omics sciences, Pharmaceuticals... 
Following the tradition of previous editions, a Virtual Special Issue (VSI) on 
Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems (Elsevier) will be published. (Further 
info here). 
The Organising Committee 

https://shorturl.at/dhtP8
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Toward the systematic development of hybrid 
models 

Marco S. Reis 

Univ Coimbra, CIEPQPF, Department of Chemical Engineering, Rua Sílvio Lima, Pólo II – 
Pinhal de Marrocos, 3030-790 Coimbra, Portugal, 

E-mail: marco@eq.uc.pt, phone: +351 239 798 700, FAX: +351 239 798 703 
 
As industrial data is becoming easier to assess, distribute, process, and store, more and 
more research efforts have been devoted to taking advantage of this resource for 
different purposes. In Industrial Data Science/Process Analytics, the stream of new 
statistical, machine learning (ML), and artificial intelligence methods has been growing 
(AI), to adapt to the increasing demand for data analysis and to turn data into value. The 
high visibility of deep AI methods for large-scale image and video recognition (with 
deep convolutional neural networks, such as the VGG-16, achieving remarkable 
accuracies, namely in the ImageNet challenge), and, more recently, for natural language 
processing (NLP) (with the generative pre-trained transformers, such as GPT-n, currently 
at n=4, enabling close-to-human expert interactions in different domains), has been 
attracting the attention of other scientific communities to test and adapt these large-
scale AI models to their own domains.  
A common feature of deep AI methods is their strong dependence on rich data sets 
where they can be trained and where the relevant features to be learned must be 
abundantly present. This is not a problem in image/video recognition, where more data 
can usually be collected or generated, and is certainly not a problem for NLP, given the 
huge resources of text data. But when addressing the analysis of industrial processes 
and their problems, the scenario is much different. And it is not just a matter of quantity, 
which could be the first obvious obstacle (further aggravated by the omnipresence of 
non-stationarity, that makes stored past data obsolete and useless for most current 
purposes). The main issue is the amount of information contained in industrial data sets, 
which may be too limited for robustly training a medium-scale statistical/ML model, let 
alone to meet the eagerness of the data-thirsty deep AI methods. In fact, most 
industrial processes operate around tight operational bounds, with as low variation as 
possible, which for the purposes of training data-driven models, means low information. 
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However, data is not the only source of knowledge available for building models for 
industrial processes. Phenomenological knowledge and the application of first principles 
offer further channels of information that can be fed and used during model building 
and development, and that can help overcome the low information density of industrial 
databases or to make better use of the data collected in experiments conducted at any 
scale: laboratory, pilot or industrial. This is the goal of the so-called hybrid models, first 
developed in the 2010’s (Georgieva et al., 2003; von Stosch et al., 2014), and more 
recently referred to by other designations, such as physics-inspired/guided/informed, 
grey-box, knowledge based, etc. (Sansana et al., 2021). The original developments usually 
have in common the need to fill in for some specific knowledge gap in the mechanistic 
description of the system, such as the kinetic model for a reaction. They were 
developed in a knowledge-intensive environment, and data were used to induce the 
behavior of one of its components. Currently, even though such situations remain valid 
and relevant in practice, one often must deal with data-intensive environments, that 
may be however information poor, for the reasons described above. This new context 
calls for new hybrid methods, and a new wave of interest has been emerging recently, 
leading to novel approaches such as Physical Inspired Neural Networks (PINN’s) (Raissi 
et al., 2019), among others.  
In this talk, different scenarios and applications are referred to, where the development 
of hybrid models is opportune to complement the limitations of data-driven approaches 
and/or make the results more informative and interpretable, including the analysis of 
batch/continuous processes, multimode operation, and degradation phenomena. We 
will also discuss some principles that structure the development of hybrid models, to 
contribute to a more systematic and structured activity for addressing this field under 
fast expansion. 
 
References 
Georgieva, P., Meireles, M.J., and Feyo de Azevedo, S. (2003). Knowledge-Based Hybrid 

Modelling of Batch Crystallisation when Accounting for Nucleation, Growth and 
Agglomeration Phenomena. Chemical Engineering Science 58, 3699-3713. 

Raissi, M., Perdikaris, P., and Karniadakis, G.E. (2019). Physics-informed neural networks: A deep 
learning framework for solving forward and inverse problems involving nonlinear partial 
differential equations. Journal of Computational Physics 378, 686-707. 

Sansana, J., Joswiak, M.N., Castillo, I., Wang, Z., Rendall, R., Chiang, L.H., and Reis, M.S. (2021). 
Recent trends on hybrid modeling for Industry 4.0. Computers & Chemical Engineering 151, 
107365. 

von Stosch, M., Oliveira, R., Peres, J., and Feyo de Azevedo, S. (2014). Hybrid semi-parametric 
modeling in process systems engineering: Past, present and future. Computers & Chemical 
Engineering 60, 86-101. 
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Application of DoE in pharmaceutical formulation 
development 

Pierre Lebrun 

Addresses: Pharmalex, Global Statistics and Data Sciences, Rue E Belin, 5, 1435 Mont-
Saint-Guibert, Belgium 

pierre.lebrun@pharmalex.com (corresponding author) 
 

Formulation development of biologics is a complex process as the number of excipients 
to be added to the drug substance and buffer can be large, to ensure the bioavailability, 
compatibility, safety, potency, and most importantly the guarantees of an appropriate 
shelf life of the drug product. 
 
The experimental studies hence come with a potentially elevated cost of material and 
the need to produce small drug product batches that are more difficult to control. 
Finally, a large cost is associated to the attributes that are verified on the drug product. 
Classical release attributes must be analyzed, which can be numerous for biologics. 
Furthermore, the product is often followed in stability studies, including long term, 
accelerated, and stress testing, such as high temperature, agitation, or freeze-thaw 
studies. 
 
The need to create minimal designs is therefore prominent, as the costs of all 
subsequent studies is, if not multiplied, directly related to the number of formulations 
to create. 
 
In a designed experiment, each formulation would count for a line of a design matrix. 
Strong knowledge on potential interaction may help to avoid including them all, or 
bracketing/screening strategies may help to decrease the costs. Often, design 
augmentation to uncover better interactions and quadratic effects is not a preferred 
strategy, for example because starting from scratch a new 2-year long stability is not an 
option. Hence, careful risk analysis of the formulation parameters (design factors) is 
paramount. 
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After collecting the data, it’s important to consider a statistical analysis encompassing a 
proper uncertainty analysis in order to make relevant inference. An optimization metric 
in such studies is the so-called probability of success (P(success)), which is the 
probability to have all attributes, including longitudinal stability profiles, to be 
satisfactory enough to ensure the future drug product will be of appropriate quality, 
from release to end of shelf-life.  
 
In this presentation, we will review several designs that can be applied in such context, 
from very sparse (e.g. super-saturated design) to more complete that allow for a 
predictive ability. We will see some common methodologies that allow creating these 
DoEs, and how they are generally analyzed to ensure nothing is left aside. 
 
Then, we will see how Bayesian statistics is the answer to the somewhat complicated 
P(success) computation using multivariate multiple regression, while some software 
provides solutions that may be appropriate or not depending on the uncertainty 
structure (e.g. variance profiles) 
 
Finally, we will oversee future developments of similar studies that could beneficiate 
from kinetic modelling of the degradation using ordinary differential equations. For such 
non-linear models, the question of the design and analysis is generally much more 
complex, while the final result is similar: guaranteeing long term quality of the drug 
product. Using kinetic modeling, the target is to have models that are better informed 
that first order model, so the number of experiments may be further decreased. 
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Harnessing deep learning for drug discovery – 
challenges and opportunities 

Francesca Grisoni1,2 

1Institute for Complex Molecular Systems, Dept. Biomedical Engineering, Eindhoven 
University of Technology, 5612AZ Eindhoven, The Netherlands;  

2Centre for Living Technologies, Alliance TU/e, WUR, UU, UMC Utrecht, 3584CB Utrecht, 
The Netherlands. 
f.grisoni@tue.nl 

 
Deep learning has the potential to revolutionize drug discovery by accelerating the drug 
development process, reducing costs, and improving the success rate of drug 
candidates. This talk will focus on recent studies that harnessed deep learning for drug 
discovery, with a particular emphasis on bioactivity prediction and de novo design. 
These studies will be used to illustrate the potential of deep learning in the chemical 
sciences, but also to underscore current limitations. Finally, I will provide a personal 
perspective on future opportunities for deep learning in medicinal and organic 
chemistry, to accelerate molecule discovery and chemical space exploration. 
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UNBLIND CROSS-VALIDATION 

Sergey Kucheryavskiy1, Oxana Rodionova2, Alexey Pomerantsev2 

1Aalborg University, Department of Chemistry and Bioscience, Niels Bohrs vej 8, Esbjerg, 
6700, Denmark 

2Semenov Federal Research Center for Chemical Physics RAS, Moscow, Russia 
E-mail (svk@bio.aau.dk) 

 
Validation is one of the most important steps in chemometric modelling, which can 
drastically change the final results and the performance of a model, especially when it is 
being applied for the prediction of new data. The best solution for validation of a final 
model with optimized hyperparameters is to use a validation set – an independent set 
of measurements comprising the same population as the calibration set. 
However, validation is also required for the optimization of the model, for selection of 
the best set of preprocessing methods and for the selection of the most important 
variables. In this case, the well-established solution is to use cross-validation, which is 
based on iterative resampling. However, cross-validation has several drawbacks. It does 
not actually validate the model of interest. The cross-validation outcomes (e.g. predicted 
values) are computed for a set of local models, which are built using initial calibration 
subsets. Another issue is how to split the objects from the calibration set into segments. 
Many different techniques exist, however, it is difficult to prove which one is correct in 
a particular case, as the only outcome cross-validation provides are predictions. Finally, 
conventional cross-validation can be time-consuming, especially in the case of large 
datasets, as the resampling procedure must be repeated over and over until the 
optimization is done. 
These drawbacks can be overcome by using a recently proposed Procrustes Cross-
Validation (PCV), which takes the best of the two methods – validation with an 
independent set and cross-validation [1, 2]. The main idea of PCV is to use cross-
validation for estimation of sampling error and then introduce this error into the 
calibration set, which results in a new set of measurements – PV-set. PV-set can then be 
used for validation of the global models in the same way as the independent validation 
set. It also provides several additional tools that help to assess the PV-set quality and 
find the best splitting strategy. One could say that PCV is the way to "unblind" 
conventional cross-validation. 
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In this presentation, we will show the main PCV principles and how it can be used for 
validation of a wide range of models, including PCA/SIMCA, PCR, and PLS regression. 
We will also present various diagnostic tools that can be used to assess the quality of 
the PV-set and optimize the splitting strategy of the calibration set. Finally, we will 
propose a new splitting strategy that was developed with the help of these tools. 
 
References 
1. Kucheryavskiy S, Zhilin S, Rodionova O, Pomerantsev O, (2020) Procrustes Cross-

Validation—A Bridge between Cross-Validation and Independent Validation Sets. Analytical 
Chemistry, 92 11842–11850. 

2. Kucheryavskiy S, Rodionova O, Pomerantsev O, (2023) Procrustes cross-validation of 
multivariate regression models. Analytica Chimica Acta, 1255  
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Last advances in the development of imaging 
biomarkers for breast cancer detection 

Aguado-Sarrió, E.a); Prats-Montalbán, J.M.b); Ortiz, C.a); Camps-
Herrero, J.c); and Ferrer, A.b) 

a) KENKO Imalytics S.L. Calle Pedro Duque, Edicifio 9B. Universitat Politènica de València. 
Cno de Vera s/n. 26022 Valencia, Spain  

b) Multivariate Statistical Engineering Group. Applied Statistics Department. Universitat 
Politènica de València. Cno de Vera s/n. 26022 Valencia, Spain 

c) Grupo Ribera Salud. Avd. Cortes Valencianas, 58. 46015, Valencia, Spain 
 
Currently, breast cancer is one of the types of cancer with highest incidence in the 
world. Approximately 2,261,419 cases of breast cancer were diagnosed worldwide in 
2020, representing 12.5% of all malignant tumors. Due to its prevalence and importance 
in women, worldwide technological and scientific efforts are oriented towards the 
search for a more efficient and earlier detection. For the identification of cancer, 
currently, in most hospital radiology services, the study of MRI images is done 
qualitatively, where the expert's criterion is what determines the result of the 
radiological reports. This way, there is a need in hospitals to support this methodology 
with objective (quantitative) parameters calculated from the images that report on 
certain characteristics of the tissues, the so-called "imaging biomarkers (IB)". The IB are 
location and quantification maps related to the presence and development of certain 
biological processes (for example, cancerous tumors) that provide, for each pixel of the 
images, quantitative and objective information that can be interpreted by doctors, thus 
improving diagnosis and providing information on how tumors develop. These IB are 
derived from perfusion (DCE-MRI) and from diffusion (DW-MRI) sequences. 
In the case of diffusion (DW-MRI), although in certain tissues (for example, the prostate) 
the restrictions can be considered similar for all directions and, consequently, isotropy 
can be assumed, in the case of other organs (for example, the breast or the brain) there 
are preferential directions for the water diffusion. Therefore, it is a case of anisotropic 
diffusion where it is not possible to characterize diffusion by means of a single apparent 
diffusion coefficient, ADC. Therefore, in the presence of anisotropy, the diffusion tensor 
technique (Diffusion Tensor Imaging, DTI) should be used instead, obtaining the IB from 
the calculation of the eigenvalues of the tensor. 
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Despite the enormous progress in the development of these imaging biomarkers, they 
still present a series of drawbacks: 
• Biomarkers are calculated pixel by pixel through mathematical models (complex on 

many occasions), without taking advantage of the internal correlation structures 
between pixels, and without offering information on the quality of their estimation. 

• The types of biomarkers to analyze depend on the organ studied. 
• Simultaneous evaluation of several biomarkers is difficult, even more so when 

considering the different combinations that may be related to a tumor. This can be 
complicated and requires a priori knowledge. 

• Some of the parameters obtained (e.g. Ktrans) have a complex physiological 
interpretation. Therefore, it seems interesting to obtain new biomarkers with easy 
clinical interpretability. 

One way to address these problems and challenges is to analyze MRI sequences by 
multivariate statistical projection models, such as MCR, PCA, or PLS ; obtaining 
simplified structures that help to understand the relationships between the variables 
studied and the underlying physiological phenomena. 
The application of these techniques to images is called Multivariate Image Analysis 
(MIA). In the case of medical images, the observations are formed by each of the pixels 
of the images, while the columns contain the signal of each pixel at each instant of time 
in the case of pharmacokinetic perfusion models, or b values in diffusion models. 
Thus, the application MIA is presented as an appropriate way to deal with this natural 
variation and develop new biomarkers, as well as to improve existing ones, such as the 
calculation of the DTI from PLS models. 
Moreover, through the application of MCR, new easy-to-interpret imaging biomarkers 
are obtained, so radiologists can understand them, regardless of their training and 
experience. In addition, error images are provided, locating those pixels of non-reliable 
values.  
Finally, it is possible to integrate all relevant biomarkers for diagnosis or prognosis 
depending on each organ, in a single image or probabilistic map (Virtual Biopsy) that 
quantifies in each pixel the probability of existence of a lesion, making the task of the 
radiologist much easier and, again, allowing its use by inexperienced personnel.  
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Multivariate Statistical Process Control via SMB-PLS 

J. Borràs-Ferrís1, C. Duchesne2, A. Ferrer1 

1 Universitat Politècnica de València, Department of Applied Statistics and Operational 
Research and Quality, Camí de Vera, València, 46022, Spain 

2 Laval University, Chemical Engineering Department, Rue de l’Université, Quebec, 2325, 
Canada 

joaborfe@eio.upv.es 
 
In modern manufacturing processes, massive amounts of multivariate data are routinely 
collected through automated in-process-sensing. These data often exhibit high 
correlation, rank deficiency, low signal-to-noise ratio and missing values. Conventional 
univariate and multivariate statistical process control techniques are not suitable to be 
used in these environments and, hence, several authors advocate the use of 
multivariate statistical process control based on latent variable modes as an efficient 
statistical tool for process understanding (Ferrer, 2007). In this sense, Partial Least 
Squares (PLS) regression is of interest because it models the variation in the critical 
input parameters space as well as in the critical quality attributes (CQAs) space of the 
final product (Kourti, 2005).   
Besides, very frequently in the industry one encounters processes composed of two 
critical input parameter blocks having an impact on CQAs (Y): the raw materials block 
(Z) and the process conditions block (X). In such a case, rather than building a model for 
both blocks, one could build a model for the full process that will take into account the 
interactions between these blocks by means of the Multi-block PLS (MB-PLS) (Kourti, 
2005). However, raw material variations are often intermittent and unpredictable (i.e., 
special sources of variations). In such a case, process conditions are usually modified by 
control actions to compensate for these variations and, hence, they are propagated 
from raw materials to process conditions. The latter hinders the process monitoring by a 
conventional MB-PLS. Besides, forcing the supplier to be in statistical control either 
would result in higher raw materials cost or may not be feasible, for instance, when raw 
materials come from natural resources.  
Sequential Multi-block PLS (SMB-PLS) algorithm has very interesting advantages to 
address such problem, since it allows considering the sequential nature of the blocks (Z 
and X) when modeling the relationship with the quality (Y) (Azari et al., 2015). Indeed, 
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the algorithm imposes a sequential pathway between the regressor blocks according to 
the process flowsheet, and then uses orthogonalization to separate correlated 
information between the blocks from orthogonal variations. Hence, variations in process 
conditions that are correlated with raw material properties (e.g., control actions) are 
extracted in a first block of latent variables, and orthogonal variations in process 
conditions (i.e., uncorrelated with raw material properties) are then extracted in a 
second block (e.g., operator actions, known disturbances, etc.). For that reason, the 
SMB-PLS is more efficient to establish the multivariate statistical process control when 
raw material properties and process conditions are correlated as better sort the 
contribution of both on CQA variations. 
The methodology was applied to a real case study from a food manufacturing process. 
In this case, raw material properties are subject to special sources of variations affecting 
process conditions due to control actions in the manufacturing process. The SMB-PLS 
ends up building two blocks of latent variables. The first one, related to raw material 
properties and correlated process conditions, can be used not only to predict the 
expected food CQAs before manufacturing, but also to improve control actions if it is 
required. Note that, the raw material monitoring would not be suitable in this case due 
to the special sources of variation. By contrast, the second block, related to the process 
conditions orthogonal to the food properties, can be used for process monitoring in 
order to detect significant variations with respect to the expected control actions.  
 
References 
Azari, K., Lauzon-Gauthier, J., Tessier, J., & Duchesne, C. (2015). Establishing multivariate 

specification regions for raw materials using SMB-PLS. IFAC-PapersOnLine, 48, 1132–1137. 
Ferrer, A. (2007). Multivariate Statistical Process Control Based on Principal Component Analysis 

(MSPC-PCA): Some Reflections and a Case Study in an Autobody Assembly Process. Quality 
Engineering, 19, 311–325.  

Kourti, T. (2005). Application of latent variable methods to process control and multivariate 
statistical process control in industry. International Journal of Adaptive Control and Signal 
Processing, 19, 213–246. 
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animal feed production via NIR spectroscopy and 

life-cycle assessment 
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The necessity of incorporating environmental criteria in decision making is increasingly 
recognized by stakeholders, that are urgently asked by international policies and 
agreements to adopt sustainable production pathways1,2. Environmental sustainability 
and economic profit, however, are not always in synergy. A better understanding of 
potential synergies between reducing environmental and economic costs may lead to 
more sustainable production strategies and win-win situations. In this study, we aim to 
explore whether new combinations of existing digital technologies can provide more 
efficient production strategies to achieve such synergy. Considering a standard animal 
feed production process, we demonstrate how NIR spectroscopy, Chemometrics, and 
life-cycle assessment can be integrated and employed as a complementary tool to 
optimize recipe formulations while enhancing the economic profit, lowering the 
environmental footprint and maintaining the quality standards. 
 
Animal feeds are mixtures of several feedstuffs (e.g., wheat, soybean) that are grown in 
different origins, shipped globally and combined in nutritionally optimal mixing ratios to 
satisfy market requirements. NIR spectroscopy allows a non-destructive, time- and cost-
effective, and accurate characterization of feedstuff properties, including nutritional 
content and origin3. LCA allows estimating the environmental impacts of feedstuffs of 
various origins over their life cycle. Chemometric predictive models were employed to 
link the chemical PAT spectra to the environmental footprint of the corresponding 
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samples, predicting not only feedstuffs’ nutritional content, but also the respective 
environmental impact. This predicted information was combined with feedstuffs’ price 
in a stochastic multi-objective optimization to obtain a set of candidate optimal 
formulations (i.e., Pareto front) with reduced costs. Multi-criteria decision making was 
ultimately applied to select the optimal feedstuffs’ mixing ratio that better approaches 
the synergy between environmental and economic costs (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 Workflow for the animal feed recipe optimization framework integrating NIR spectroscopy, 
Chemometrics and LCA. 
 
This interdisciplinary approach enabled deriving environmentally and economically 
optimal feedstuffs mix ratios (including feedstuff origin), while meeting product market 
requirements, from spectral fingerprints alone. As we include the variability in 
environmental and economic costs in our optimization, and use NIR spectroscopy, 
which is already routinely employed to assess quality standards, our approach 
constitutes both a pragmatic and efficient digital tool solution for companies to make 
sensible decisions to achieve environmental and quality targets without additional 
costs. 
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Food processing is highly complex due to the presence of many species, including 
microorganisms, which may participate in the biochemical transformations that take 
place. Quality control is therefore a fundamental step in all processing and production 
phases. Traditionally, quality control has relied on daily univariate measurements and 
final product characterization. However, Process Analytical Technologies (PAT), which 
have become popular in the pharmaceutical process, are also gaining implementation in 
the food and beverage sector. The concept behind PAT is to guarantee the quality 
throughout the entire production process [1]. Spectroscopic techniques, such as 
infrared, play a critical role in the implementation of PAT as they offer fast, non-
destructive and in-line or on-line measurement possibilities that provide information on 
the molecular composition of the process [2]. 
Spectroscopic techniques generate multivariate data, and for this reason, Multivariate 
Statistical Process Control (MSPC) techniques are used to monitor and control the 
process. The Dissimilarity Index (DI), firstly proposed by Muncan et al. for monitoring 
yogurt fermentation using near-infrared spectroscopy, is based on the use of a principal 
component (PC) loading to describe the progress of the process [3]. Using a moving-
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window approach and the first loading of the fermentation, changes in the process can 
be identified. The index is described as follows: 

A i=1-|p(i)Tp(0)| 

where Ai is the dissimilarity index to detect changes between angles of the principal 
component loading (p(i)T) of the ith sampling point and a reference loading p(0) of a 
preceding time. 
In this research, a modified version of the DI is proposed to monitor wine alcoholic 
fermentation. This modified DI uses an evolving window approach and calculates de 
reference loading from the first hours’ spectra working under Normal Operating 
Conditions (NOC). Then, spectra from the beginning of the fermentation to a given 
sampling point are considered and their first PC loading calculated and referred to the 
reference loading. The proposed approach was able to monitor alcoholic fermentation 
and, using an MSPC control chart, to detect deviations of the process. For this purpose, 
experiments were planned and performed by simulating temperature control problems 
and an initial deficit in assimilable nitrogen compounds that affect yeast metabolism. In 
both cases, a satisfactory detection was achieved at early stages. In addition, the effect 
of the deviations was studied with ANOVA–simultaneous component analysis (ASCA), 
showing a greater impact of the initial nitrogen concentration on the evolution of the 
process compared to sudden changes in temperature. 
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The work addresses the inversion of latent variables models (Partial Least Squares, PLS, 
models in this case) for intervals in the response space. The procedure applies in the 
general context of quality control under the Quality by Design (QbD) paradigm when 
the quality characteristic of interest has specification limits. In that case, the objects 
resulting from the inversion will be in the design space for the given process.  

Precisely in the present work, there is a single response to be fitted with a PLS model 
and the interest focusses on an interval of response values, i.e., in the output space. The 
goal is to determine, if any, a region that contains values of the predictor variables (i.e., 
in the input space) whose predictions with the PLS model lie inside the given interval.  

This interval of interest can define not only specification limits for a quality 
characteristic, it can be just a confidence interval on the prediction or a tolerance 
interval built for some predicted values of interest. Irrespective of its meaning, the 
situation is the same, the inversion of an interval of response values (y1, y2). 

Contrary to other approaches, with confidence intervals [1], and given the linear 
nature of PLS models, in the present work the inversion of the PLS model is only made, 
separately, for y1 and y2 to obtain parallel hyperplanes in the input space that account 
for the null spaces [2] related to both the projection and regression steps. 

The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 with a simulated three-dimensional data set X 
(emulating three parameters on which the process under study depend). The two 
extremes of a given interval in the output space, via the PLS model inversion, give two 
parallel planes inside the experimental domain, depicted in Figure 1 in blue and green. 
For the graphical representation in Figure 1, the experimental domain is considered to 
be the “cube” defined with the points in X (black diamonds).   

For practical purposes, these estimates preliminarily delimit the design space which is 
a set that will be inside the experimental domain and inside the region “between” these 
hyperplanes.   
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional input space. The objects in X are in black diamonds, the green and blue 

planes resulted from the inversion of a PLS model for an interval and define boundaries for the 

settings in the design space (magenta dots). 

 
To explore and more precisely delimit the boundaries of the design space, this region 

should be adequately filled to select points for the experimental validation. The 
magenta points in Fig. 1 mark some solutions, obtained with a Monte Carlo method, all 
of them with predictions that will lie inside the given interval.  

The method will be illustrated for the inversion of tolerance intervals, which can be 
relevant in some classification studies where it is more important to reduce false 
negatives than false positives. 
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The use of Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) for multiset analysis was a 
breakthrough for this kind of methodology1. Indeed, multisets allowed for the 
combination of data blocks containing very different information into a single 
augmented matrix structure that could be subsequently decomposed into a bilinear 
model of meaningful contributions.  

When a multiset lacks missing values, algorithms such as MCR-ALS (Multivariate 
Curve Resolution-Alternating Least Squares) work iteratively using a single factorization 
to obtain the basic bilinear model in equation 1: 

D = CST + E    (1) 
where D is the initial multiset data, C and ST are the single (or augmented) matrices, 
often related to concentration profiles and pure instrumental responses of the 
components of interest, respectively, and E is the matrix of model residuals. 
 However, there are situations where a multiset may contain full missing blocks of 
data, e.g., when some experiments could not be monitored by all available techniques, 
when images of different platforms do not cover identical sample areas or when in 
environmental campaigns, the values of some sets of parameters are systematically 
missing at a particular time period. In these scenarios, an adapted MCR-ALS variant was 
proposed to obtain the sought bilinear model, based on the combination of the results 
of multiple bilinear factorizations performed on complete multisets, which were defined 
as subsets of the total incomplete multiset structure2-4. Such a solution avoided the 
challenging task of data imputation when systematic patterns of missing values were 
present, but the strategy to combine the results of the multiple factorizations into a 
single bilinear model was not trivial.  
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 The new approach proposed allows analyzing incomplete multisets by MCR-ALS 
with a single factorization and without the need of performing data imputation. 
Whereas the usual MCR-ALS optimization obtains C and ST matrices in a single matrix 
operation step using D and the bilinear counterpart matrix, the new methodology is 
based on the fact that the C and ST matrices can be also calculated in a least-squares 
manner one row at a time (eq. 2) and one column at a time (eq. 3), obeying the following 
formulations of the bilinear model: 
   d(i,:) = c(i,:)ST + e(i,:)  (2) 
   d(:,j) = Cs(:,j) + e(:,j)   (3) 

Following these formulations and using only the non-missing values of every D 
row and the matching columns of ST, the C matrix can be obtained one row at a time 
(eq. 2). Likewise, with the non-missing values of every column of D and the matching 
rows of C, the full ST matrix can be obtained one column at a time (eq. 3). Working in this 
way, no data imputation is needed and a single factorization is only required. 

The approach is shown in simulated and real data sets of different typologies to 
show the advantages and limitations of the algorithm.   
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Batch processes are ubiquitous in many industries producing low volumes of high 
added-value goods. They consist of cyclic repetitions of finite-length operations (framed 
in a recipe) performed in specialized process equipment, and are typically adopted 
when flexibility is required. Both common-cause and abnormal variability can affect 
these processes, ending up in batches having uneven length. Furthermore, some 
processes (called multiphase processes) consist in more than one operating stage. The 
availability of process data due to the Industry 4.0 framework boosted the development 
of data-driven models for tasks such as product quality prediction and product 
classification. These models are faster and less expensive to develop than first-principles 
ones. Among the empirical modelling methodologies, time-resolved methods are 
frequently used because they preserve and incorporate time information in the 
modelling step (Rendall et al., 2019). However, in order to use this modelling approach 
with uneven-length batch processes, a synchronization step is required in order for all 
the batch data to be compared at the same degree of completion (García-Muñoz et al., 
2011). Several approaches have been proposed for batch synchronization, all of them 
requiring a certain degree of process knowledge to be applied. The indicator variable 
technique is one such methodology, which is widely adopted due to its effectiveness 
and simplicity. In multiphase batch processes, this technique can be applied for each 
phase separately, because a single variable indicating the degree of completion of the 
process across the whole batch is usually difficult to find (García-Muñoz et al., 2003). 
In order to apply the indicator variable methodology, a phase partition must be carried 
out in advance for all batches. Data-driven techniques can be used for identifying the 
correct phase partition, for example, by detecting correlation changes among the 
measured variables along the batch profile (Guo & Jin, 2019). Both phase partition and 
batch synchronization have a strong impact on the performance of the final model. 
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However, both batch synchronization and phase partition are usually applied by 
adjusting their parameters manually. 
In this study, an optimization framework is proposed, based on surrogate optimization, 
to identify the optimal parameters for phase partition and batch synchronization that 
guarantee that the phase partition and synchronization are applied in order to obtain 
the smallest prediction error in regression (or the maximum accuracy in classification). In 
order to implement this framework, a novel methodology for automatic identification of 
an appropriate indicator variable is proposed together with a novel phase partition 
methodology, which is robust to measurement noise. Two case studies, a simulated 
Penicillin fermentation process and an industrial batch process for the manufacturing of 
a specialty chemical, are used to illustrate the capabilities of the proposed approach 
with multiphase, uneven-length batch processes. In the first case study the proposed 
framework resulted in performance comparable to the state-of-the-art, but with a 94% 
reduction in computational time, while in the second case study the performance of the 
proposed framework was better than the state-of-the-art performance with a 
comparable computational time required. 
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Time-domain nuclear magnetic resonance (TD-NMR) provides new opportunities for 
large-scale and non-destructive studies of water distribution and transfers in many 
biological systems. TD-NMR is based on longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation 
time measurements [1]. These parameters that measure the molecular dynamics through 
the magnetic properties of protons (hydrogens), give access to molecular information, 
and to their physico-chemical properties in the investigated systems. Due to relaxation 
time phenomena, the measured NMR signal consists of a sum of decreasing 
exponentials , where the distribution of  values produces T1 or T2 spectra. Thus, the 
classical processing of such data consists of a Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) fitting 
procedure [2] or uses a numerical inversion of the Laplace transform [3]. Such signal 
processing task is known to be an ill-conditioned and ill-posed problem, resulting in a 
large number of solutions that small noise in the data can easily affect. 
To deal with this limitation, this work aims at proposing the use of chemometrics 
methods as an alternative, in particular multi-curve resolution approaches [3]. When 
MCR is applied to TD-NMR data, the pure spectra are NMR signals that can be processed 
by an inverse Laplace transform without numerical instability problems. This provides 
reliable information on the compounds present in the system. Moreover, concentration 
profiles estimated by MCR allow highlighting temporal phenomena, if the system 
monitored is process-related, and/or increases the knowledge of spatial structures if the 
raw data are organised in images. The advantages of using chemometrics instead of 
classical processing methods will be shown through the study of changes in hydration 
properties of nineteen genotypes of Arabidopsis seeds during water imbibition [4] and 
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the monitoring by Magnetic Resonance microimaging of a potato starch blend swelling 
process [5]. 
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Vibrational spectroscopy such as Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR), has been used 
successfully for soil diagnosis owing to its low cost, minimal sample preparation, non-
destructive nature. The present study aimed at facilitating the work of soil 
spectroscopist by optimizing one of the essential settings during the acquisition of FTIR 
spectra (viz. Scans number) using the standardized moment distance index (SMDI) as a 
metric that could trap the fine points of the curve and extract optimal spectral 
fingerprints of the sample. Furthermore, it can be used successfully to assess the spectra 
resemblance. The study revealed that beyond 50 scans the similarity of the acquisitions 
has been remarkably improved [1].  
 
Subsequently, the effect of the number of scans on the predictive ability of the partial 
least squares regression models for the estimation of five selected soil properties (i.e., 
water pH, soil organic carbon, total nitrogen, cation exchange capacity and Olsen 
phosphorus) was assessed, and the results showed a general tendency in improving the 
correlation coefficient (R2) as the number of scans increased from 10 to 80. In contrast, 
the cross-validation error RMSECV decreased with increasing scan number, reflecting an 
improvement of the predictive quality of the calibrated models with an increasing 
number of scans.  
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Figure 1 – Calculated standardized moment distance index (SMDI) for all spectra of the 

twelve soils samples resulting from different scan numbers. The points' (SMDI) 
rapprochement indicates the improvement of the spectra’s similarity 

 

The final finding of the present study showed that the number of scans has a 
remarkable effect on spectral stability and represents an important parameter to be 
taken into consideration when recording FTIR spectra of soil samples for the set-up of 
partial least squares models in soil spectroscopy. On the other, the chemometric 
methodology used as part of this study showed that the recorded spectra’s quality 
(stability and repeatability) was improved by increasing the number of scans. 
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The spread of Covid-19 has intensified studies related to airborne infectious disease 
transmission in indoor environments, highlighting the critical need for cost-efficient and 
effective air disinfection solutions. The aim of the present work is the development of a 
complete framework based on designed experiments for exploring and optimizing the 
bioaerosol removal and inactivation efficiency of a novel air disinfection device that 
combines the aerodynamic effect of a three-dimensional vortex structure with UV-C 
radiation provided by commercially-available UV-C light-emitting diodes (UV-C-LEDs). 
The system was designed and tested to locally maintain a high radiation intensity 
suitable for bioaerosol disinfection. A controlled experimental laboratory model of 
bioaerosol aerosolization was set up using an impinger medical vibrating nebulizer, a 
cylindrical chamber for bioaerosol travel, and an SKC biosampler1. A non-pathogenic 
strain of E. coli (BL21-DE3), was used as a model of airborne bacteria, in accordance with 
the ISO 15714:2019 standard. The inactivation efficiency was assessed based on the 
enumeration of the colonies originating from viable E. coli. Interactions between 
analytical factors and their optimal levels were investigated using sequential D-optimal 
designs adapted to domain constraints and previous simulations of the aerodynamic 
performance of the device. Six variables (concentration of aerosolized bacteria; aerosol 
particle size; volumetric airflow; LED power; presence of reflective material; single or 
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double filtration unit) were considered as factors in the optimization process. According 
to the results, the effects of particle size and concentration of aerosolized bacteria were 
negligible. Moreover, response surfaces allowed for the identification of the ideal 
working conditions to maximize the efficiency of the device even under high airflow, an 
essential requirement for the device’s future exploitation in real-world settings. 
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Within the world of chemometrics, design of experiment (DoE) is a multivariate 
technique whose application should be desirable in any research study. It aims at 
rationally planning the experiments to gain the maximum information of a chemical 
system with the minimum experimental effort 1,2. Despite being introduced almost a 
century ago (1935), it is still not widely employed by chemists and its usefulness 
continues to be underestimated. The application of one or more suitable experimental 
designs allows to perform a reasonable number of experiments to optimize even very 
complex analytical problems, avoiding the costly and tedious OVAT strategy. Indeed, 
through the application of response surface methodology, simple mathematical models 
can be built, relating the independent variables to the considered response(s), thus 
estimating effects and interactions. Depending on the research stage, as well as 
available time and costs, a “fit-for-purpose” experimental design can be chosen among 
screening designs (full factorial, Plackett-Burman) and response surface designs (central 
composite, Box-Behnken…).  
Herein, several applications of DoE in both sample preparation and instrumental analysis 
are presented, also highlighting the importance of combining DoE with other simple 
chemometric tools, such as principal component analysis. 
Generally, when several variables hypothetically influence more responses, a first 
screening followed by a response surface design is necessary. This approach was applied 
to maximize the QuEChERS-LC-MS/MS method accuracy in the determination of 
phytoestrogens in soy-based food. A Plackett-Burman design was used to explore the 
significance of 7 variables, 3 of which were then studied by a Box-Behnken design. 
Satisfactory mathematical models were obtained for the 10 responses involved, and a 
pareto-front strategy was employed to find the compromise for the optimal conditions.  
The power of DoE is particularly evident when dealing with chromatographic 
separations. A central composite design allowed to understand the effect of flow, 
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temperature and gradient velocity on peak resolution of 21 bioactive compounds, 
analysed by non-aqueous reverse phase chromatography. In less than one day of 
analysis (just seventeen runs) the data were collected and the best conditions to 
separate coeluted peaks were defined. 
The extraction of 16 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from complex matrices 
was optimized in three different applications, by employing suitable experimental 
designs and by combining DoE with PCA. Two studies regarded the magnetic molecular 
imprinted polymer dispersive extraction from seawater and plant extracts, respectively. 
In the first, 9 variables were studied by a screening design of 12 experiments and the 
correlation among responses was investigated by PCA. Two models (instead of 16) were 
built and revealed that only one variable significantly affected the recovery, with a 
consequent rapid optimization. In the second study, the D-optimal design was 
employed, defining the most informative experiments to explore the effect of 4 
variables on the PAHs recovery (with 18 experiments). Finally, a recent work regarded 
the optimization of a SPME method for the PAHs analysis in plant material, for which 
two sequential central composite designs were employed, since the first gave 
indications on a better region of the experimental domain to explore. In both cases, the 
models were built after an exploratory data analysis by PCA and the optimal conditions 
were rapidly identified. 
All these case studies demonstrate that DoE represents the winning strategy to face 
complex chemical problems and solve them in a costly- and timely-effective manner. 
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Identification of a system from observed data relies on the quality of the data 
generated by the system itself. It is therefore crucial to design experiments that are 
informative for the purpose of system identification. A well-established method to 
design experiments is factorial Design of Experiments (DoE; Montgomery, 2013), which 
requires relatively small information on the system beforehand and is effective in 
exploring the entire design space. Moreover, factorial DoE allows to identify factors 
with significant impact on the response variable and to build response surfaces suitable 
for optimization (Politis et al., 2017). However, factorial DoE relates response variables to 
input factors through linear regression models that may become inadequate for highly 
nonlinear processes (Barz at al., 2022). Moreover, detailed first-principles models to 
describe chemical, physical and biological phenomena occurring in the system are more 
robust particularly in unexplored regions of the design space. A method that exploits 
process understanding to design experiments is the so-called Model-Based Design of 
Experiments (MBDoE; Espie and Macchietto, 1989). It uses model equations and 
parameters guesses to calculate the optimal experimental conditions for a specific 
purpose in system identification. For instance, , MBDoE methods can be employed to 
design experiments to maximize parameters precision of the specific model structure 
(Franceschini and Macchietto, 2008). However, the resulting model is not necessarily 
characterized by a minimum prediction variance throughout the design space. 
Moreover, space exploration may be insufficient if too many replicates of optimal 
experiments are selected, which may worsen model prediction variance in the 
unexplored regions. We tackle these issues by proposing a novel MBDoE method, G-
map eMBDoE (G-map explorative MBDoE), that aims at increasing space exploration, 
while guaranteeing a significant reduction of model prediction variance. The exploration 
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is enhanced by the use of mapping of G-optimality (Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1960), which 
estimates model prediction variance at a given experimental condition. We have tested 
G-map eMBDoE on two simulated processes: (i) a system described by nonlinear 
algebraic model and (ii) a system described by differential and algebraic (DAE) model. 
The latter simulates the fermentation of Baker’s yeast through a Monod-type kinetic 
model for biomass growth and substrate consumption (Chen and Asprey, 2003). The 
results from G-map eMBDoE is compared to that of conventional MBDoE and full 
factorial DoE: G-map eMBDoE explores regions of the design space that are neglected 
by MBDoE and samples highly informative experiments that are not considered by the 
factorial DoE. Overall, the novel method has the best performance in terms of precisely 
estimating model parameters within the experimental budget and minimizing the model 
prediction variance in the whole design space. This suggests that G-map eMBDoE is 
highly efficient as the best trade-off approach for space exploration and information 
maximization with the minimum number of experiments required. 
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Model-based process optimization requires a causal model that relates changes in input 
variables (X) to those in the process outputs (Y). Data-driven models are commonly used 
to obtain causal models since deterministic models based on first principles, although 
always desirable, are unapproachable in most cases in practice (Liu & MacGregor, 2005). 
However, independent variation in the input variables is required to ensure causality 
when using data-driven approaches (Box, Hunter & Hunter, 2005).  
 
Design of Experiments (DoE) is the key tool for obtaining empirical causal models, but its use 

is usually not feasible in practice in the Industry 4.0 era due to the impractically extensive 

experimentation that would be required as a consequence of the generally high number of 

potential factors, and the complex aliasing structure among them, which may prevent some 

independent variations (Ferrer, 2021).  

 

Nevertheless, most companies in Industry 4.0 have huge amounts of historical data that may 

present some unplanned excitations. The problem with these data is that variations in the 
input variables (X) are usually not independent, and therefore they do not meet the 
requirement stated above. Consequently, predictive models such as linear regression 
(LR) (Draper & Smith, 1998) and machine learning (ML) techniques (Hastie, Tibshirani & 
Friedman, 2009; Provost & Fawcett, 2013) cannot be used for extracting causal models 
from raw historical data for process optimization (MacGregor, 2018).  
 
In this work, a retrospective DoE methodology is proposed to exploit this type of data 
(i.e. data from daily production) for optimization purposes. It consists of retrospectively 
fitting one (or more) experimental designs to available data and later carrying out the 
analysis in the usual way (Loy et al., 2002; Wold et al., 2004). The possibility of eventual 
not available (i.e. missing) treatment conditions was also addressed. Moreover, a meta-
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analysis can be performed in those cases where more than one experimental design was 
retrospectively fitted, which allows to check the consistency of the conclusions. 
 
Several datasets from real industrial processes were used to test the proposed 
methodology, identifying its advantages and disadvantages. Our approach is expected 
to be useful in extracting useful information from historical databases, gaining 
knowledge about the process and guiding subsequent real experimentation, all with 
significant cost savings. 
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In pharmaceutical studies, the Quality by Design (QbD) [1-6] approach is increasingly 
being implemented to improve product development. Product quality is tested at each 
step of the manufacturing process, allowing a better process understanding and a 
better risk management, thus avoiding manufacturing defects. A key element of QbD is 
the construction of a Design Space (DS), i.e., a region in which the probability that the 
specifications on the output parameters will be met, is imposed. Among the various 
possible construction methods, Designs of Experiments (DoE), and more precisely 
Response Surface Methodology [7], represent a perfectly adapted tool [8]. Nevertheless, 
the DS obtained may have any geometrical shape; consequently, the acceptable 
variation range of an input may depend on the value of other inputs (green arrows – 
Fig.1). However, the experimenters would like to directly know the variation range of 
each input so that their variation domains are independent. In this context, we 
developed a method to determine the "Proven Acceptable Independent Range" (PAIR) 
(purple rectangle – Fig.1). It consists of looking for all the hyper polyhedra included in 
the multidimensional DS and selecting a hyper polyhedron according to various 
strategies.  
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Fig.1 : QbD concepts in cubic experimental domain 

 
We present an algorithm which looks for all possible hyper polyhedra within the DS, and 
determines the PAIR using various strategies and considering different selection criteria 
[9].  
 
We apply this method on different DoE cases to compare these different strategies and 
to show the major benefit of this approach for pharmaceutical and chemical studies. 
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The development of biodegradable or biocompatible materials has represented an 
emergent trend in recent years, and among all the field of food packaging is one of the 
most involved in this trend. In fact, contaminations associated with synthetic food 
packaging and current increasing concerns related to the negative environmental 
impact of plastic packaging materials derived from petroleum have driven significant 
interest from both academia and industry in natural and biodegradable materials [1]. 
Most of the papers recently published on this topic have in common the choice of 
starch, as the main component, glycerol and citric acid, as additives, and casting 
method, as deposition strategy. Different experimental procedures are proposed, but a 
rational investigation of the influent factors and an optimization of reactive amounts 
and ratios have never been performed [2].  
As far as bioplastics composition is concerned, starting from a deep literature survey, 
we identified starch, glycerol and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) as the main 
components, and we further expanded our investigation by testing starches from four 
different sources and CMC with different molecular weight and degree of 
functionalization.  
The very preliminary experiments were focused on defining the pseudo-components 
domain, expressed as the fraction of starch, glycerol and CMC, in which a suitable 
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material was always obtained, applying the most common casting deposition 
procedure. Then Mixture and Process Design was exploited to optimize the mixture 
composition, together with the type of starch and CMC. Once identified model equation 
and candidate points, D-Optimal Design was employed to select the most informative 
submatrices of training experiments. Bioplastic films were then tested in terms of tensile 
properties, hydrophilicity and water solubility, and the results of these characterizations 
were exploited as DOE responses. 
Moving to preparation optimization, thousands of procedures can be found in the 
literature that slightly differ from each other in terms of order of addition of the 
reagents, time and temperature required for starch gelatinization and film formation, 
stirring rate, type of mold and other procedural aspects. Given that none of these 
procedures derives from a suitable multivariate optimization, we first applied Plackett-
Burman Design to identify the influent factors, with a particular focus on the final films’ 
homogeneity and absence of bubbles, and finally, we defined the optimized preparation 
procedure.  
In conclusion, by combining different DOE techniques, we could define a reliable 
methodology to produce a library of bioplastic films with different properties, among 
which the best candidate can be selected, depending on the final application of 
interest. Among all, an interesting option could be the possibility of exploiting these 
materials for food packaging, either as inert packaging material or as support for active 
or intelligent packaging devices. [4] 
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The global production of cement has grown very rapidly in recent years, and after fossil 
fuels and land-use change, it is the third-largest source of anthropogenic emissions of 
carbon dioxide. The main source of pollution is limestone decarbonation during the 
production of clinker, the main component of cement [1]. Supplementary cementitious 
materials (SCMs) are used to partially replace clinker in cement production. However, 
conventional SCMs (slags and coal fly ashes) have limited incorporation thresholds and 
cannot meet the increasing global demand for cementitious materials. Limestone 
Calcined Clay Cements (LC3) are being explored as a sustainable alternative. In LC3, 
clinker is partially replaced by calcined clay and finely milled limestone. The pozzolanic 
reaction delivered by calcined clay and the filler effect of limestone are enhanced by 
secondary reactions between these SCMs, enabling higher clinker replacement levels 
without sacrificing performance. Early studies indicate that the process is robust and 
tolerant to variations in the composition of the feedstock materials. The development of 
tailor-made LC3 cements and building materials with ad hoc characteristics for 
rehabilitation purposes is a novelty of this work [2]. 
This study reports a multi-step mixture-process (D-optimal) design with relational 
constraints (Aggregate/Binder=3 and Water/Binder=0.50 according the EN 196-1 
standards [3]; 0.5 ≤ Clay/Limestone ≤ 2) studied in pseudo-components of a LC3 
formulation focusing on the reduction of clinker without compromising technical 
characteristics to reduce associated environmental impacts and production costs. 
Alongside, for the first three steps gypsum was considered as process variable 
evaluated at three levels. To assess the different products seven responses were 
considered, mostly physico-mechanical properties tests after 28 days: 1-2) Apparent 
density at 7 and 28 days; 3) Modulus of elasticity; 4) Water absorption; 5) Open porosity; 
6) Flexural strength; 7) Compressive strength; 3,6, 7 to be maximized; 4,5 to be 
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minimized. After a three-step experimental design, to find the best compromise a 
Pareto Front approach has been followed which allowed to find the best formulation. 
Comparing the predicted results to the “reference” experiments (conditions: 100% 
clinker, 5% gypsum), a product characterized by improved quality especially for what 
regards the compressive strength (+22 %) can be obtained together with a reduction of 
20% in clinker. A central composite design is planned with the aim of further reducing 
the amount of clinker by adding the superplasticizer as a new factor.  

Figure 1. Multi-step mixture-process design within relational constraints followed by CCD optimization. 
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO) is one of the principal ingredients of the Mediterranean 
diet. Because of its nutritional and sensory properties and the multiple health benefits, 
its use has increased significantly worldwide. As a consequence of this use, fraud also 
increased. The most studied types of fraud are framed, mainly, in two large blocks: 
adulteration with other cheaper oils and lack of authenticity due to fraudulent labeling 
[1,2]. 
 
To authenticate Arbequina EVOO from two Protected Catalan Designations of Origin 
(Les Garrigues and Siurana, Catalonia, Spain) we have developed and validated a two-
class PLS-DA model from fluorescence spectra of the 2019 harvest samples.   
 
In the case of the authentication of seasonal products (or their derivatives), the future 
samples may contain sources of variability not considered when the model was 
developed. Therefore, maintaining the performance parameters and making the model 
applicable to seasonal variability remains a challenge in the authentication field. 
 
The correction of the differences between the measurements (spectra) performed 
under different conditions is done by chemometric methods known as standardization 
or transfer methods. Transfer methods calculate a transform function that corrects the 
measurements done in the new conditions according to the training set used to build 
the multivariate model (primary conditions). As a result, the model can be used to 
predict samples measured in the new conditions. This strategy aims to correct the 
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difference between measurements performed under different conditions to make a 
model transferable and useful at lower experimental costs. 
 
In this work, a strategy to account for the season variability is proposed by adapting the 
Piecewise Direct Standardization (PDS) method. PSD transforms the response from 
second/new conditions to correspond to the response from the primary conditions from 
a subset of samples measured under both conditions [3]. Alternatives for the 
determination of the transfer function have been proposed when it is not possible to 
have a set of samples measured in both conditions [4]. We propose to obtain it from the 
average of the spectra in the first conditions concerning the mean of a set of spectra in 
the second conditions.  
 
Samples from 2020, 2021, and 2022 harvests have been measured with the same 
instrument.  The corresponding transfer functions have been established and the 
spectra have been corrected so that they can be predicted using the PLS-DA model 
established from 2019 harvest samples.   
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Variable-selection ANOVA Simultaneous Component Analysis (VASCA, Camacho et al., 
2023) is an extension of the popular ANOVA Simultaneous Component Analysis (ASCA) 
that applies variable-selection using a step-up procedure. VASCA has proved to be more 
statistically powerful than both ASCA and the False Discovery Rate (FDR, Benjamini y 
Hochberg, 1995) for the analysis of highly multivariate responses (e.g., omics data) in 
designed experiments. The Group-wise ASCA (Saccenti et al., 2018) is a sparse ASCA 
implementation with the aim of obtaining models that are easier to interpret. GASCA is 
based on the concept of group-wise sparsity introduced in the Group-wise Principal 
Components Analysis (GPCA, Camacho et al., 2017) where structure to impose sparsity is 
defined in terms of groups of correlated variables found in the correlation matrices 
calculated from the effect matrices. Both VASCA and GASCA represent complementary 
approaches to identify relevant biomarkers in omics data. While VASCA is a more solid 
inferential tool, it may select more biomarkers than the relevant ones, and GASCA 
provides an elegant solution to this problem. We investigate this by comparing VASCA, 
GASCA and its combination (G-VASCA). 
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Decision tree ensembles are among the most robust, powerful, and computationally 
efficient machine learning approaches for modeling quantitative structure-activity 
relationships (QSAR). Among them, gradient boosting (GBM) has recently drawn 
significant attention due to its performance in data science competitions,1 virtual 
screening campaigns2 and bioactivity prediction benchmarks.3,4  However, there are 
several variations of the GBM algorithm, of which XGBoost,5 LightGBM,6 and CatBoost7 
are the most popular. Our study provides the first comprehensive comparison of these 
approaches for QSAR. To this end, we trained 157,590 gradient boosting models and we 
evaluated them on 11 datasets with 89 different endpoints, totaling 1.4 million 
compounds.8,9 Our results show that XGBoost generally achieves the best classification 
performance, outperforming the other alternatives in terms of ROC-AUC and PR-AUC by 
5% on average. LightGBM requires the least training time, especially on larger datasets, 
where it can be trained up to 100 times faster than XGBoost and CatBoost. In terms of 
explainability, the GBM models surprisingly rank molecular features differently in terms 
of importance for predictive performance, highlighting the need for expert knowledge 
to evaluate data-driven explanations of bioactivity. Finally, we also assessed the 
importance of tuning each hyperparameter when employing GBM models in order to 
maximize their predictive performance while reducing the number of optimization 
iterations. Our analysis shows that the impact of each hyperparameter varies greatly 
across datasets and that it is critical to optimize as many hyperparameters as possible to 
maximize predictive performance. In summary, our study provides the first set of 
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guidelines for cheminformaticians to select, train, and optimize gradient-boosting 
models for virtual screening and QSAR. 
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The endocannabinoid system, which includes CB1 and CB2 receptor isoforms is involved 
in the onset of several pathologies including neurodegeneration, cancer, neuropathic 
and inflammatory pain, obesity, and inflammatory bowel disease. Given the high 
similarity of CB1 and CB2 receptor isoforms, understanding what are the molecular 
determinants for finding selective ligands is very difficult.  In the study presented herein, 
a machine learning approach has been employed to predict compounds with dual or 
single target CB1/CB2 activity1.  For model derivation, CB1/CB2 compound activity data 
was extracted from the latest release of the ChEMBL database2 and the core-
substituent molecular fingerprint was used as descriptor3. Finally, Shapley values4 were 
computed to identify features determining correct predictions and explain machine 
learning models. The newly developed models are expected to better support the 
identification of new active compounds for CB1 and/or CB2 or the repurposing of known 
drugs. 
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Due to their promising performance for data-driven prediction, data-driven machine 
learning (ML) methods have become increasingly popular in the chemical and 
pharmaceutical fields. Among the several application areas, algorithms such as Random 
Forest (RF), Deep Neural Networks (NN) and Support Vector Machines exhibit positive 
results in the context of cocrystal prediction.1 Pharmaceutical cocrystals are crystalline 
materials composed of at least two molecules, i.e., an active pharmaceutical ingredient 
(API) and a coformer, assembled by non-covalent forces. Cocrystallization is successfully 
applied to improve the physicochemical properties2 of APIs, such as solubility, 
dissolution profile, pharmacokinetics, and stability.3 However, choosing the ideal 
coformers is a challenging task in terms of time, effort and laboratory resources. Several 
computational tools and ML models were proposed to mitigate this problem. However, 
the challenge of achieving a robust and generalizable predictive method is still open.4,5 
In this study, we propose a new approach to quickly predict the formation of cocrystals, 
employing the PLS-DA, RF and NN algorithms. The models were based on a training set 
consisting of 543 cases of cocrystallization with both positive and negative 
experimental outcomes. At the same time, the features were specially selected from a 
variety of molecular descriptors to explain the phenomenon of cocrystallization. All the 
proposed ML models showed cross-validation accuracy higher than 80%. Furthermore, 
this approach was successfully applied to drive the cocrystallization experimental tests 
of 2-phenylpropionic acid, showcasing the high potential of the ML models in practice. 
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Even though the importance of microplastics (MPs) in the environment, fauna and biota 
have been widely studied, by today it has not been clearly demonstrated that MPs of a 
certain size can be translocated via ingestion from the lumen of the digestive tract to 
tissues through epithelial cells of mussels. This fact is mostly due to inherent difficulties 
of sampling, measuring and analyzing; and the plausible spectral and matrix 
interferences during the analysis that hampers the reliability of any methodology. 
This presentation will put forward an analytical methodology composed of a meticulous 
sample processing, accurate spectral imaging and a precise chemometric strategy to 
demonstrate unequivocally that MPs of a certain size can actually trespass the 
biological barriers (i.e. digestive epithelium) of mussels and being internalized by cells 
and tissues. 
For this purpose, mussels under controlled laboratory conditions were exposed to 1 µm 
size polystyrene (PS) MPs. Following, confocal volumetric Raman imaging measurements 
were done (using a 532 nm excitation laser) using a 50x objective, and a scanning lateral 
resolution of 1 µm/pixel in the XYZ axes. The spectra were pre-processed, and a strategy 
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combining Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multivariate Curve Resolution–
Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS) was implemented. 
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When being faced with incomplete data sets in MCR analyses one may ignore the 
problematic parts or can estimate the missing data. However, ignoring some data 
typically increases the ambiguity of the possible pure components. A method for 
dealing with this problem has been proposed by Alier and Tauler [1]. Their method 
results in a single set of pure component profiles. Here, the goal is to obtain all feasible 
solutions without ignoring any data, but reconstructing data – thus keeping the 
ambiguity to a minimum. 
The proposed method is applied to image data where a block of pixels suffers from 
(sensor) saturation and is therefore assumed to have missing values. For instance, a 
noise free data set is shown in Figure 1. Our method requires a good signal-to-noise 
ratio. We compare the resulting ambiguity for either the case where the affected pixels 
are completely ignored with a new local reconstruction approach. This uses bilinearity to 
predict missing parts of the data from bilinearity constraints, see Figure 1 (right) for one 
component of the spectral factor. As shown here, the use of this method can 
considerably improve the results for saturated data. 
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Figure 1: Benefits of pixel reconstruction 
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Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) combines classical spectroscopic methods with imaging 
systems in order to obtain both spectral and spatial information from a sample. HSI 
images contain a wide amount of data since each image can contain up to thousands of 
spectra and, depending on the device, each spectrum can be composed of hundreds of 
wavelengths. On the one hand, this huge amount of data represents an advantage of 
HSI systems thanks to the possibility of obtaining a detailed chemical mapping of the 
analysed samples. On the other hand, this aspect is also known as the curse of 
dimensionality since the presence of a large amount of information in big data matrices 
generally makes their analysis time consuming and requiring a lot of random-access 
memory (RAM) and high computing power (Burger and Gowen, 2011). 
Furthermore, in practical applications of HSI systems it is often necessary to 
simultaneously analyse many images altogether (e.g., in time series analysis) and in this 
scenario the problem of effectively extracting useful information from such data 
becomes even more relevant. 
In order to overcome this issue, data reduction strategies can be applied allowing to 
analyse big data arrays with a reduced computation time without losing relevant 
analytical information. 
Among the different data reduction strategies proposed, the present study focuses on 
the use of a robust randomization method based on local-rank approximations, which 
allows to construct an approximate matrix factorization that, using a small fraction of 
the information contained in the hyperspectral data matrix, can provide the same 
results (Halko et al., 2011). 
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The prosed approach was recently tested in the frame of exploratory image analysis 
using Principal Component Analysis with successful results (Cruz-Tirado et al., 2022). In 
this study, the same approach has been evaluated in combination with sparse PCA 
(sPCA), an extension of PCA with sparsity induced on the loading vectors to force 
uninformative variables to be equal to zero and increase model interpretability (Calvini 
et al., 2015). 
More in detail, we evaluated the impact of different model parameters such as sPCA 
algorithm (Alternating Shrunken Least Squares or deflation-based), sparsity level, 
number of principal components, number of iterations and oversampling on the 
consistency between sPCA and reduced sPCA models as well as on computation time. 
The simulations were performed considering two datasets of hyperspectral images: a 
benchmark Raman hyperspectral of an oil-in-water emulsion and a large time series 
dataset of Near Infrared (NIR) hyperspectral images of bread samples. 
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MALDI mass spectrometry imaging technology (MALDI-MSI) combines chemical and 
spatial information. Indeed, the potential of MALDI-MSI lies in the spatial distribution of 
numerous biomolecules that can be used for both diagnostic and prognostic purposes, 
leading to its increasing use with effective benefits for early diagnosis (Mas et al.,2020; 
Meding et al. (2012); Ogrinc et al. (2022)). In addition to the benefits, the complexity of 
the data acquired with MALDI-MSI imaging can make data analysis challenging. Indeed, 
application to tissues with heterogeneous cellular composition, such as parotid gland 
tissue, can lead to two levels of complications. First, diagnosing parotid gland tumours 
and identifying malignant lesions, as well as distinguishing between different tumour 
types, can be challenging because tumour lesions can have a variety of histological 
appearances. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately identify and label each pixel to avoid 
errors in model training and analysis of results. Second, the enormous amount of data 
generated by this technique must be efficiently reduced to select the correct number of 
pixels and chemical information representing the tissue to generalise the changes 
associated with cancer cell signalling, mechanisms of disease development and tumour 
progression. In addition, to reduce the influence of the individual patient signature, an 
appropriate method for pre-processing the data must be used. 
 
In this work, different chemometrics strategies are compared to define the optimal 
workflow for heterogeneous tissue analysis using a case study of cancer in parotid gland 
tissue. MATLAB R2022B was used to import and analyse the raw data set. Principal 
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component analysis (PCA) was first used for an exploratory study. Then, to find out 
certain differences between the pathological and healthy groups and compare the 
different strategies, Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) was performed. 
Each approach was examined at both the pixel and object level to facilitate 
interpretation. In both cases, random selection and the use of a mask based on 
histological information (after image registration) were compared. To maximise 
information related to cancer cell signalling, mechanisms of disease development and 
tumour progression, different pre-processing and normalisation methods were 
compared, including full range, PQN, MSROI (Pérez-Cova et al.,2021) and co-localisation 
approaches. 
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In the domain of multivariate curve resolution (MCR) of spectroscopic data, the 
selection of essential information is driven by the properties of linear spectral mixtures. 
In this regard, a very useful practical tool to select the most relevant spectral 
information before MCR analysis has recently been proposed, both yielding a significant 
data compression rate and boosting the overall data processing speed. However, this 
approach relies on the use of principal component analysis (PCA) to determine the 
convex hull that encapsulates the entire set of investigated data points in the space of 
its normalized principal component scores. Since PCA is a data-driven transform, the 
evaluation of the essential information in this case can, therefore, only be achieved after 
all the data have been acquired. In other words, all spectra must have been registered 
before one can decide on the essentiality of each of those spectra. This obviously 
hampers the evaluation of essential information on-the-fly, i.e., while spectral data are 
being acquired. Nonetheless, not only factorial representations such as PCA but any 
linear transformation preserving the convex geometry of a dataset can be used to 
retrieve essential information. We thus propose to use Fast Fourier Transform to provide 
representations of spectroscopic signals characterized by sine and cosine functions of 
varying frequencies. These representations are called phasor and allow convex hull 
calculations to be performed directly in the space defined by the Fourier coefficients of 
a given harmonic. This constitutes an alternative approach to identify and recover 
essential information, and this approach has striking advantages for the sake of curve 
resolution. To illustrate them, we show the efficiency and robustness of this novel 
strategy through the analysis of Raman hyperspectral imaging data. We also propose a 
new approach for data acquisition based on selective sampling which is capable of 
guaranteeing a fifty-fold acceleration of the whole Raman imaging procedure. 
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The evaluation of chemical weathering processes along with the surface alteration 
sulfide minerals undergo after oxidation [1] is fundamental to assessing the effect of 
acid drainage problematic that causes low-pH effluents and the release of potentially 
toxic metals to the environment [2]. In this study we propose and apply a novel 
approach based on chemometrics and Hyperspectral Raman imaging for the analysis of 
chemically heterogeneous surfaces of weathered minerals. The approach was applied to 
a pyrite crystal from Lugagnano Val d’Arda, northern Italy. 
This methodology includes data pre-processing and subsequent multivariate modelling 
with different approaches [3],[4]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been initially 
used to evaluating data structure and to identifying Raman phases and vibrational 
modes related to 
minor and major weathering features. Afterwards, Multivariate Curve Resolution-
alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) and K-means clustering were used to identify the 
specific chemical components and end-members spectra, as well as to group similar 
pixels of low percentage of variability in the hyperspectral image, respectively. 
Particularly, MCR-ALS was applied also considering the availability of a Raman library, 
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proposing a procedure for the selection of the best candidates to be used as reference 
spectra.  
In the analyzed sample (Figure 1), three major components were found corresponding 
with pyrite vibrational modes and alteration products, whereas four additional spectral 
signatures associated with the presence of sulfates were identified after the analysis of 
the minor components fraction.  
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Figure 1.- Graphical abstract of the approach accomplished. Pure spectral signatures of components 1 and 2 

correspond to pyrite and hematite, respectively, while an undefined spectral signature related to the presence of an 
amorphous patina was identified for component 3. 
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MALDI imaging has a high potential for the exploration of biological samples, such as 
tissue sections, as it provides a complete information on molecular composition and 
distribution. It is then possible to observe the spatial distribution of proteins, peptides, 
lipids, etc. Due to the huge amount of information contained in such datasets, the use 
of chemometric methods is important in order to be able to proceed with a deeper 
analysis. 
The most used chemometric tool in this domain is certainly clustering. Clustering, 
applied to an image, allows the visualisation of k regions with a similar molecular 
composition, thus potentially allowing for different region of the tissue to be 
delineated. 
Out of the many segmentation algorithms, many researchers in in the MALDI imaging 
field use the the so-called bisecting k-means1,2, defined as a hierarchical application of k-
means clustering. For each step of the dataset partioning, a cluster is systematically 
divided in two sub-clusters, with the k-means algorithm, until the desired number of 
clusters is reached. It is above all the observation of the clustering maps that guides the 
researcher's choice in this segmentation, which is not an optimal solution and 
potentially proposes a biased exploration of the data set. Firstly, from our point of view, 
this systematic division of clusters into two subsets is not justified. Secondly, the 
selection of the number of clusters should be done automatically without any 
intervention from the researcher who will always tend to look for a partitioning he 
would like to observe. This inevitably leads to a biased exploration of the dataset. The 
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work we propose will be based on two aspects. Firstly, we will keep a hierarchical 
approach in the search for clusters as it is a way to handle two critical situations, namely 
unbalanced clusters but also non-spherical cluster structures. Second, we will focus on 
the use of statistical indices to propose an optimal number of clusters without human 
intervention1. This presentation will be an opportunity to present an algorithm that we 
have developed called embedded k-means3 which takes up the two previous points. 
Thus in a first step, a k-means analysis is performed on the MALDI dataset considering a 
variable number of clusters. The use of statistical indices then allows in this step to find 
an optimal number of clusters. In a second step, a new k-means analysis is performed on 
each cluster found previously. The same statistical indices are of course used to find an 
optimal number of sub-clusters for each of them.  
Our approach and  bisecting k-means1,2 will compared in the context of clustering a 
MALDI dataset acquired from a rat brain tissue section. It is indeed an ideal sample 
(often considered as a gold standard in MALDI imaging) as it has a well-defined 
structure very detailed in the atlases (ex: http://atlas.brain-map.org/).  
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Omic studies traditionally focused on analyzing metabolites from homogenized 
samples, resulting in the loss of morphological information. However, new techniques 
like mass spectrometry imaging (MSI)1, useful for proteomics and metabolomics studies, 
and spatial transcriptomics2 (ST) have emerged, allowing for the acquisition of images 
while retaining morphological information. MSI generates an image containing a mass 
spectrum in each pixel whereas ST allows for the identification of gene expression 
information and its location at the image. These techniques provide both structural 
information that characterizes and identifies the compounds or genes found on the 
surface of the samples, and morphological information that represents where these 
compounds are located. 

The latest developments involve the fusion of multiomic images, which can be 
achieved by generating transcriptomic, proteomic, and/or metabolomic images from 
consecutive tissue sections3. Targeted studies analyze pre-defined molecules, while 
untargeted methods consider the entire dataset, using multivariate analysis to reveal 
most of the biological information and generate new hypotheses. 

In this study, we present chemometric strategies for analyzing spatial 
transcriptomics and metabolomics (lipidomics) images, with the goal of identifying 
spatial regions with similar behavior and determining the genes or chemical compounds 
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responsible for the observed differentiation. To illustrate our approach, we consider 
several testicular sections from European sea bass testicular sections in which different 
developmental stages, according to the maturation level, could be identified. 

Our chemometric workflow includes several key stages, such as data import, 
quality control, filtering, and dimensionality reduction. We apply chemometrics tools for 
resolution and clustering to identify regions of interest and their potential markers. 
Figure 1 shows distribution maps for spatial transcriptomics and lipidomics for two sea 
bass testicular sections, revealing distinct clusters characterized by specific molecular 
signatures.  

a)                                                                                        b)

 
Figure 1. Clustering images obtained for a) spatial transcriptomics and b) spatial lipidomics 

 

Finally, we aim to obtain a holistic picture by fusing the spatial multiomics 
images. However, the fusion process presents certain drawbacks from a chemometric 
perspective, such as ensuring correspondence between images (i.e., similarity between 
consecutive tissue slices) and addressing differences in spatial resolution used by the 
different spatial omics approaches. Therefore, an additional step of pixel size 
homogenization is required before the final chemometric analysis and the different 
considered approaches will be discussed. 
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Fast determination of food chemical composition is ever more performed by means of 
non-destructive analytical techniques, which offer to the opportunity to extract the 
information of interest by proper chemometric elaboration of signals/images that can 
be acquired using objects of common use, such as smartphones. Within this framework, 
we have recently developed a device in order to provide a real-time support in the 
monitoring of the anthocyanins content of red grapes over time, by multivariate 
analysis of RGB images of grape berries acquired using a smartphone camera. The device 
has been designed to be used directly in the vineyard thanks to its small size and to the 
possibility of acquiring geolocated images of the berries under controlled lighting 
conditions. The system essentially consists of a hardware part (3D-printed controlled 
lighting acquisition camera equipped with LED lights, colour reference, grape sample 
and smartphone housings) and a software interface (smartphone app coupled to a web 
interface). The core idea consists in relating the color information of the grape samples 
contained in RGB images with the chemical parameters of interest, i.e., total and 
extractable anthocyanins, using a data reduction algorithm and multivariate calibration. 
To this aim, we basically followed three steps: i) images standardization to account for 
possible variations of the lighting conditions; ii) conversion of the images into one-
dimensional signals, named colourgrams (Calvini, 2020; Orlandi, 2018), which codify the 
colour-related properties within the image; iii) development and external validation of 
PLS regression models using the colourgrams to estimate the anthocyanins content. The 
device was tested on grape samples of three different varieties (Ancellotta, Lambrusco 
Salamino and Sangiovese), in the context of the research project "Technological 
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innovation for an efficient harvest forecast - VITEVEN" funded by the Emilia-Romagna 
Region as part of the Rural Development Program 2014-2020. Samples were collected at 
different harvest times from veraison to maturity during vintages 2020 and 2021, and 
considering nine different vineyards on the whole.  
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The Multivariate Curve Resolution Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS) method1-4 is 
used to analyze multiway data by imposing multilinearity constraints. However, strict 
adherence to these constraints can lead to unrealistic results when the structure of the 
multiway data does not match the requirements of the multilinear models. To address 
this issue, various methods have been proposed to relax the trilinear model constraints, 
such as the PARAFAC25, PARASIAS6, and Direct Non-Trilinear Decomposition (DNTD)7 
methods. 
This work demonstrates how the multilinearity constraint in MCR-ALS can be adapted 
to different data scenarios where some of the component profiles are shifted or have 
changed shapes in one of the data modes. This adaptation is particularly useful in 
applications such as GC and LC, and FIA. Instead of preprocessing the raw data to 
correct the shifts, the shift correction constraint can be incorporated into the ALS 
iterations. 
In more complex scenarios where the profiles of different components are linearly 
dependent, or when the shapes of the profiles change, the application of the multilinear 
model becomes too demanding, and the recovery of the chemical profiles is not 
realistic. In such cases, multiway data analysis can still be performed effectively using 
mixed bilinear multilinear or simpler bilinear model factor decomposition methods, by 
augmenting the matrix data along one of the data modes (usually the spectral mode). 
Although the factor decomposition is no longer unique, the application of MCR-ALS 
with mixed bilinear multilinear or only bilinear is still possible, yielding realistic and 
meaningful results, especially if additional constraints such as local rank, selectivity, 
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correlation, or unimodality are imposed. Results from different data sets will be 
presented to demonstrate the efficiency and flexibility of implementing the 
multilinearity constraint in MCR-ALS in these different data scenarios. 
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We introduce a new strategy of analysis for relating data sets. This encompasses 

the case of a response dataset to be predicted by one or several datasets X and the 
case of path modeling. We discuss the advantages of this strategy of analysis over 
alternative methods, particularly those methods pertaining to PLS regression.  
Illustrations and comparison of methods based on real datasets are presented. 

All the datasets considered throughout this presentation are supposed to be 
centered. Standardization and pre-scaling may also be applied.  

It is of paramount importance to bear in mind two pre-requisites. Firstly, given a 
matrix, X, the matrix XXT may be seen as a pseudo-projection upon the space spanned 
by the columns of X. Secondly, given a variable, ξ, that we shall refer to as auxiliary 
variable, we define a latent variable in the X-space as XXTξ. Throughout this 
presentation, we shall assume that ξ is of unit length. Obviously, the vector of loadings-
weights associated with the latent variable XXTξ is XTξ. This vector may be standardized 
to unit length for an interpretation purpose.  
 

Relationships between two datasets X and Y. 
 Let us consider two dataset X and Y. We aim at predicting Y from X. We consider 
a latent variable, YYTξ, in the Y-space. The (pseudo-) projection of this latent variable 
upon the X-space is given by XXTYYTξ. We seek ξ so as to maximize cov(YYTξ, XXTYYTξ), 
where cov()  stands for the covariance. The rationale behind this maximization problem 
is intuitively appealing since it bears resemblance to the rationale behind linear 
regression and more generally canonical correlation where we maximize the correlation 
between (latent) variables and their projection upon the X-space. The solution to the 
previous problem is given by setting ξ to the eigenvector of YYTXXTYYT associated with 
the largest eigenvalue. Alternatively, the problem could be solved by means of an 
iterative algorithm that runs as follows: (0) select a random vector ξ and standardize it 
to unit length; (i) compute  YYTξ;  
(ii) ‘project’ this vector upon the X-space yielding XXTYYTξ; (iii) ‘project’ back this vector 
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upon Y, yielding YYTXXTYYTξ; (iv) This new vector is standardized and used as an 
update of ξ.  (v) the process starting from step (i) is iterated until convergence.  
Subsequent latent variables can be found after deflation. Several interesting properties 
of the strategies of analysis will be shown. 
 

Multiblock setting. 
 The extension of the previous analysis to a multiblock setting where we aim at 
predicting a dataset Y from several datasets X1, X2,…, Xm is straightforward: (i) consider 
a latent variable YYTξ; (ii) this variable is ‘projected’ upon the X-spaces, yielding 
XkXkTYYTξ (k=1…m); (iii) the auxiliary variable, ξ,  is sought so as to maximize the sum of 
the covariances between YYTξ and their (pseudo) projections  XkXkTYYTξ.  
 

Path modeling. 
 The case of path modeling is of particular interest and the strategy of analysis 
proposed herein presents advantages over well-established alternatives. For the sake of 
simplicity, consider the case of three datasets X1, X2, and X3. Assume that these datasets 
are linked by the path diagram depicted in figure 1. As customary in path modeling, we 
associate to each dataset a latent variable. A notable feature of the approach adopted 
herein is that all these latent variables are associated with the same auxiliary variable, ξ. 
Another feature is that the auxiliary variable is determined taking account of the 
direction of causality between the datasets. 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

X1 

X3 

X2 

X1X1Tξ 
 
 

X3X3Tξ 
 
 

X2X2Tξ 
 
 

Figure 1. Path diagram 
showing the causal effects of 
X1 upon X2 and X3 and of X2 
upon X3. It also shows the 
latent variables associated to 
X1, X2 and X3. These latent 
variables are defined by the 
same auxiliary variable, ξ. 
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Spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) is an analytical technique with 
characteristic of acquiring the Raman signal at a point shifted from the point of 
incidence of the excitation laser. Thus, it collects the signal from deeper layers of the 
analyzed material, avoiding the contribution of the surface layers. This technique 
therefore becomes very relevant for non-invasive control, for example, in the food 
industry, since food could be analyzed through packaging in a fast and non-destructive 
way. 
Currently some portable instruments are available, such as the Vaya Raman model 
(Agilent). This equipment collects two Raman signals in a single SORS-type measuring 
run: (i) one acquired at the same point of incidence of the laser [ZERO] and (ii) another 
acquired at a point shifted with respect to the point of incidence of the laser [OFFSET] 
(Figure 1). The ZERO measurement consists of the Raman signal in a conventional way, 
and therefore has a higher contribution from the surface layers of the measured 
material. While the OFFSET measurement allows the laser to travel deeper and collect the 
Raman signal from deep layers of the measured material. However, OFFSET spectrum also 
contains some contribution from the surface layers, as the collected signal, although it 
travels in depth, then returns to pass through these layers (surface) and then the 
equipment collects the signal. This process is carried out by the equipment's software, 
which works as a black box and does not allow the user to control the conditions under 
which a 0-1 normalized FINAL spectrum is reached.  
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Figure 1. Raman signals collected in a single SORS-type measuring run: ZERO and OFFSET. 

 
Therefore, to acquire the "pure" Raman target spectrum of the measured material inside 
of, for example, a food inside its original packaging, the correction of the OFFSET 
spectrum is a critical step, to remove any contribution from the surface layers that has 
been collected in this second measurement. This could not be performed by the 
preprocessing methods that are used as a preliminary step for the application of 
chemometric methods.  
This communication presents the development of a methodology to correct the spectra 
obtained with Vaya Raman equipment (Agilent) of 4 materials analyzed through 2 types 
of packaging (polypropylene and polyethylene terephthalate). To achieve this objective, 
two types of analysis have been used: Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and 
Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR). The resulting spectra for four chemical compounds 
(sucrose, sodium sulfate anhydrous, ethanol 96% and glycerol) after chemometric 
separation have been compared by similarity analysis with both the FINAL equipment 
spectra and the target "pure" Raman spectra, this last one retrieved from an available 
spectral database. 
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Anaerobic digestion can be described as driven oxygen-less biochemical digestion of 
organic waste that lead to the production of a substrate named digestate and a 
complex gas mix mainly composed of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2). Organic 
feedstock of various nature and origin can be used as substrate for fermentation 
process, from organic waste to crops, slurry and manure but it has to pass first through a 
series of preprocessing steps such as filtration, thickening, dewatering, drying, 
hygienization and disintegration. Reaction of digestion triggered by chosen 
microorganism under anaerobic condition lead to a mean ratio of around 70 : 30 for CH4 
over CO2 percent rate, depending both on feedstock nature and quality at the entrance 
of the fermentation unit and internal control parameters such as temperature, humidity, 
pH, oxygen rate... Gazes produced by fermentation are then post treated in a gas 
treatment unit until a minimum methane purity of around 97 percent is achieved. Bio-
methane is then ready to be commercialized.  

Monitoring of Anaerobic digestion with analytical technique applies both at gazes and 
substrate characterization but requirements and constraints are not the same for these 
two applications. For feedstock and digestate analysis, both a rapid, low-cost at-line 
characterization and an online monitoring inside the fermentation unit can provide 
useful information for process control. For biogas, online monitoring at different steps of 
product purification process is more adapted to ensure safety and specifications. On-
line monitoring of bio-methane concentration at the output of digester is also the most 
reliable way to follow process performance in real-time, thus confirming Biochemical 
Methane Potential that are targeted in the feedstock quality control strategy. Even if 
biogas and feedstock characterization are part of different proof-of-concept project, 
objectives are joining in a common direction: improving performance and process 
control of anaerobic digestion. Today spectroscopic techniques such as NIR or Raman 
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system show real advantages regarding these requirements compare to classical 
physico-chemical analytical technique, particularly since a growing offer of miniaturized 
low-cost solution are now available on the market. Here, focus is made on feedstock 
characterization. Main challenges to tackle are, according to literature: samples 
variability, heterogeneity and preparation. 

Different technologies were tested: µNIR, benchtop NIR and Raman instruments. Proof-
of-concept have highlighted the potential of NIR spectroscopy combined with 
chemometrics, and especially for rapid, low-cost and low-preparation measurement of 
dry matter content directly on site. Next step is to extend the PoC to biogas market.  

 
Table 1: Summary of results for each properties tested 
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Recently, it has been verified the usefulness of the error correction output code 
matrices application to codify the responses of a Partial Least Squares model with 
multiple classes (PLS2-ECOC). In the ref. [1], the authors found that the K-class-model 
obtained has shown an improvement over the model based on class indicator variables 
One- versus All (OVA).  
In this work, the AONIR in-line measuring platform developed by AOTECH [2] is used in 
order to monitor the dough kneading and rolling processes in a bakery industry [3]. The 
versatility of the Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR) in the food industry to assess the 
quality of raw materials and the final product is widely recognized for being a fast and 
non-destructive technique, and without sample preparation. What makes it increasingly 
demanded by the food industry. The purpose is to demonstrate the possibility to detect 
deficiencies in the kneading and rolling processes through NIR spectroscopy. For that, 
579 and 481 samples have been monitored respectively in both processes, measuring 
the reflectance in a wavelength range between 900 and 1670 nm (125 wavelengths). The 
samples are grouped into four different classes, that reflect the operation of the 
kneading process: correct dough (C1), dough with an excess of water (C2), dough with 
lack of water (C3) and dough with little kneading time (C4). The proposed PLS2-ECOC 
entails a decomposition of a class-modelling problem into a series of binary learners [1], 
based on a family of code matrices with different code length, which are evaluated to 
obtain simultaneous compliant class-models with the best performance. The 
codification that provides the optimal model is obtained by comparing the sensitivity-
specificity matrices in prediction of the built models with each one of the ECOC 
matrices. For that comparation, the DMECEN (Diagonal Modified Confusion Entropy) 
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index is used. This index is more sensitive to changes in the sensitivities and specificities 
of the class models in difference with others like the total efficiency or accuracy. 
In table 1 the number of samples in each class for each process is noted. Each class has 
been divided in training samples (70%) and prediction ones (30%) by using the Kennard-
Stone procedure. 
 

Table 1. Number of samples in each class for each process. TG y TT mean training and test. 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 
 TG TT TG TT TG TT TG TT 

Rolling 88 38 88 38 77 33 83 36 
Kneading 90 39 90 38 108 46 118 50 

 
In table 2 the sensitivity and specificity matrix in training and in prediction for the 
kneading process, obtained using a code length of five, is noted. 
 

Table 2. Kneading process. Sensitivity and specificity matrices 
Training  Prediction 

  Class model    Class model 
  C1 C2 C3 C4    C1 C2 C3 C4 

Tr
ue

 cl
as

s C1 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00  

Tr
ue

 cl
as

s C1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C2 0.97 1.00 0.34 0.42  C2 1.00 1.00 0.26 0.29 
C3 0.97 0.78 0.96 0.06  C3 0.93 0.74 0.96 0.13 
C4 1.00 0.92 0.20 0.97  C4 1.00 0.98 0.14 0.98 

 

For the rolling process, a code length of four was needed. In this case, both for training 
and prediction, sensitivities greater than 0.98 were obtained for every class, while 
specificities were equal to one. Furthermore, in prediction both parameters are equal to 
1 for all classes. 
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Variable selection is a highly studied topic in machine learning. In chemometrics, 
variable selection can be used as preprocessing to make calibration easier. In this case, it 
is a matter of eliminating uninformative variables, e.g. by means of a filter, such as VIP 1. 
Variable selection can also be used to simulate a simpler measurement device or to 
identify the chemical compounds of interest. It is then a matter of finding a subset of 
variables related to the phenomena of interest. This can be done by wrapper methods, 
such as genetic algorithms, or with specific methods, such as sparse-PLS 2 or CovSel 3. 
CovSel selects the columns of a matrix  in a stepwise process, maximising the squared 
covariance with a response matrix . A deflation between each step ensures a 
parsimonious selection of poorly correlated variables. A multiblock (SO-CovSel, 4) and 
multiway (N-CovSel, 5) versions have been proposed. They too provide a parsimonious 
set of poorly correlated features. CovSel-based methods are therefore particularly 
suitable for the identification of compounds of interest (6, 7, 8). However, in some cases 
the identification of a small number of compounds of interest may not be sufficient, as 
for example in the case of mass spectrometry, when the molecules are fragmented. 
Indeed, in this case, clusters of fragments should be selected. The g-CovSel method 
proposes to generalise the x-CovSel methods (CovSel, SO-CovSel, N-CovSel). But below 
let us consider only the case of CovSel. 
Let  and  be the descriptor and response matrices, respectively. Let 

 be a list of indices of  variables of . Let  be a matrix 
containing for each variable of  the degrees of membership in  groups corresponding 
to the  variables of . The result of CovSel is a "hollow" matrix , i.e. such that 

 and otherwise. The aim of g-CovSel is to produce a non-hollow 
matrix defining groups centred on the variables selected by CovSel. To do this, two 
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solutions are possible. Either the selection  is modified, or the CovSel algorithm is 
adapted to generate a non-hollow matrix . 
The first solution can be implemented using one of the many variable clustering 
algorithms. We propose, to remain in line with the CovSel philosophy, based on 
orthogonal projections, to adopt the following algorithm: 

  
 

The second solution consists in calculating, at each step of the Covsel algorithm, a 
column of the matrix  by:  

 
First solution produces a matrix of scores, from which membership degrees can be 
derived and can be applied to any variable selection method. Second solution produces 
directly membership degrees and is intricated in the CovSel algorithm. Both solutions 
will be presented, discussed and illustrated with real applications, and the extensions to 
multiblocks and multiways will be discussed. 
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In this paper, we present the development of a self-optimizing high shear wet granulation 

process using DeepMPC, a deep reinforcement learning-based Model Predictive Control 

(MPC) technique. DeepMPC is a control approach that combines the benefits of Deep 

Learning and Model Predictive Control. 

 

The development of self-optimizing high shear wet granulation processes is a key area of 

research in the pharmaceutical industry, particularly in the context of Pharma 4.0 and the use 

of advanced technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) 

to improve drug development and manufacturing processes. One promising approach to self-

optimization in this context is the use of DeepMPC, which involves using machine learning 

algorithms to build models of the granulation process, which can then be used to predict the 

outcome of different process conditions and optimize the process in real-time.  

 

However, a key challenge in the development of self-optimizing high shear wet 

granulation processes is the limited availability of sensor data. To overcome this challenge, 

this paper proposes the use of sensor data fusion and online learning to enhance the 

performance of DeepMPC. Sensor data fusion involves combining data from multiple sensors 

to improve the accuracy and reliability of the measurement, and online learning algorithms 

can continuously update the models developed using DeepMPC based on new sensor data as 

it becomes available. The proposed approach involves the integration of Process Analytical 

Technology (PAT) sensors, such as Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) and (first-order) 

torque. 
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In addition to sensor data fusion and online learning, this paper also discusses the 

importance of nonlinear dynamics modeling in the development of self-optimizing high shear 

wet granulation processes. Nonlinear dynamics refer to the complex, non-linear relationships 

between different process variables, which can make it difficult to predict the outcome of 

different process conditions. To address this challenge, deep learning algorithms can be used 

to model the nonlinear dynamics of the granulation process and improve the accuracy of the 

predictions. One approach that has shown promise in this context is the use of Recurrent 

Neural Network (RNN), which are capable of modeling complex, high-dimensional data and 

can be trained using reinforcement learning techniques to optimize the control policy based 

on real-time process data. By using deep learning algorithms to model the nonlinear dynamics 

of the granulation process, it is possible to improve the accuracy of the predictions and 

optimize the process more effectively. 

 

Finally, this paper discusses the potential use of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to 

optimize the granulation process in real-time based on the sensor data and models developed 

using DeepMPC.  

DRL involves the use of deep learning algorithms to enable an AI system to learn from the 

interactions between an agent and its environment. In this case, the agent is the DeepMPC 

controller and the environment is the high shear wet granulation process. We demonstrate the 

use of DRL to enable the DeepMPC controller to adapt to changes in the process and improve 

its control performance over time. This represents a key aspect of cognitive control, as the 

controller is able to learn and adapt to the dynamic nature of the process. 

 

Overall, this paper presents a comprehensive approach to the development of self-

optimizing high shear wet granulation processes that is in line with PAT guidelines and 

incorporates a range of engineering advances, including sensor data fusion, online learning, 

nonlinear dynamics modeling, and deep reinforcement learning. These approaches can help to 

overcome the challenges posed by limited sensor data and enable real-time optimization of 

the granulation process, leading to improved efficiency and product quality in the 

pharmaceutical industry. 
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In the past, several studies (e.g. Lesnoff et al 2022) demonstrated the efficiency of 
averaging the predictions of a set of partial least squares regression (PLSR) models with 
different numbers of latent variables (LVs). Such an approach belongs to the ensemble 
learning (or model averaging methods) whose advantageous properties have been 
described (Burnahm & Anderson 1998; Hastie & Tibishirani 2009; Ballabio et al. 2019), in 
particular the reduction of the variances of the predictions. The principle is as follows. 
Assume that xnew is a new observation to predict, and that  is the prediction 
returned by the PLSR model having a number r of LVs. The averaging model prediction 
with A LVs is given by:                      

 
where wr (r = 0, …, A) is the weight (bounded between 0 and 1) of the model with r LVs, 
with the constraint: . Vector w = {w0, w1, …, wA} represents a pattern of 
weights and the shape of this pattern is specific to a given averaging method. 
LVs-averaging can be extended to any method using PLSR, in particular the local PLSR 
(also referred to as kNN-PLSR) where a given number of k neighbors to each new 
observation to predict is selected, and then a PLSR model is fitted on these neighbors.  
Local PLSR averaging was for instance implemented in the Winisi © software for the 
pipeline described by Shenk et al (1998).  
In this communication, I present the extension to another local pipeline, referred to as 
kNN-locally weighted PLSR (kNN-LWPLSR) (Lesnoff et al. 2020) where, in addition to the 
neighbors’ selection, training observations that are closer to the new observation to 
predict receive higher weights in the PLSR. I compare the efficiency (predictive errors) 
between the usual kNN-LWPLSR and various strategies of averaging. The method is 
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applied to an extensive NIR database available at Cirad (Selmet research unit), built to 
predict the chemical composition of European and tropical forages and feed (twelve 
variables; Table 1). The study showed an overall superiority of the averaging over the 
usual approach where the number of LVs is set to a given value (partial results in Fig. 1).  
 
Table 1: The twelve variables of forage and feed chemical composition to be predicted (N = total 
number of observations, ntest = size of the test set; for each variable, the test set was replicated five 
times). 

Abbreviation Unit Variable  N ntest (20% N) Mean Std 

DM % Dry matter   17714 3543 92.2 2.5 

ASH %DM Mineral matter  17299 3460 9.7 8.3 

CP %DM Crude protein  16295 3259 14.9 12.3 

EE %DM Crude fat  7004 1401 5.7 7.2 

CF %DM Crude fiber  13006 2601 26.0 11.8 

NDF %DM Neutral detergent fiber  10414 2083 52.1 18.0 

ADF %DM Acid detergent fiber  11097 2219 33.3 13.4 

ADL %DM Acid detergent lignin  10809 2162 8.2 6.5 

DMDCELL %DM DM enzymatic digestibility  9043 1809 52.5 17.6 

OMDCELL %DM OM enzymatic digestibility  8713 1743 50.4 17.9 

STARCH %DM Starch  1919 384 31.3 20.8 

SUGARS %DM Total sugars  2014 403 8.0 9.5 

 

 
Figure 1: RMSEPtest for kNN-LWPLSR: usual and various strategies of averaging. 
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Here we focus on the study of state of health monitoring of secondary batteries with 
advanced “green” formulations. European recycle map on battery energy storage plans 
to replace positive electrodes consisting of cobalt (Co) and fluorinated (F) graphite-
based negative electrodes constituents with environmentally sustainable alternatives. 
Recently, "green formulations" was validated; in particular, recent trends suggest the use 
of electrodes based on silicon (Si), Co-free manganites (LiMnO2) aqueous soluble 
binders and fluorine-free electrolytes [1]. Our aim is to describe the chemical and 
morphological changes occurring during the battery cycling, through spectroscopies 
(Raman and IR) operating in parallel with impedance analysis. These experimental data 
will be integrated with the electrochemical performance in a multiblock dataset, which 
will constitute the basis for chemometric processing. The purpose of this chemometric 
modelling is to correlate SOH evolution to the chemical and physical state of the 
battery [1]. Here we illustrate the analysis of SOH of two different pouch cells 
formulation constituted by LTO (Lithium-Titanate) as anode, LFP (Lithium-Iron-
Phosphate) as cathode and the LP30 electrolyte (EC:DMC 1:1 and LiPF6 1M); the second 
formulation is constituted by a thin film layer of commercial Li metal (purity of 99.7%) as 
anode, LFP as cathode and an ethers based formulation as electrolyte. After formation 
cycles (CC-CV), the cells have been submitted to aging tests. The different operating 
conditions are chosen with an Experimental Design (ED).  Turning to the chemometric 
modelling, as a starting point we verified the ability of PLS regression applied to the 
voltage profiles during charge cycles to estimate the SOH of a benchmark dataset by Lin 
et al. [1] (Figure 1c). 
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Figure 1: a) SOH trend of Li-ion battery during the aging test; b) SOH trend of Li metal battery during the 

aging test; c) Results of PLS modelling of the benchmark data in [1]: the plot displays the comparison 
between predicted and measured SOH for the training (data from 5 cells) and the test (data from the 

remaining three cells) sets. For the test set, the value of R2 is 0.9977 and RMSEP is 0.0034. 
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Visualizing and understanding the structure of the spectral data at hand is a key step for 
selecting the appropriate analysis methodology. This becomes even more important 
when no a priori knowledge or ground truth information is available. In this work, a 
geometric interpretation based on convexity of normalized scores and loadings data 
points, resulting from a Singular Value Decomposition analysis (SVD), is proposed to 
extract the most useful (essential) information, in terms of linear mixture analysis, from a 
complex Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) hyperspectral image of a 
turquoise rock sample [1,2,3]. Figure 1 illustrate the results obtained. In the normalized 
score plot (Fig.1a) visualized in 2D, where each data point represents a spectrum, purest 
spectra can be identified (highlighted with red circles at the vertices of a convex 
geometry).  

 
Fig.1: Plots of: a) normalized scores and b) normalized loadings of LIBS hyperspectral imaging 

data of a turquoise sample. 
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 In the normalized loading plot (Fig.1b), where each point now denotes an image for a 
specific wavelength, the purest images can be identified in the same way, and more 
contributions may be found. The identified pure spectra and images are then used to 
initialize clustering and spectral unmixing approaches (initial estimation of number of 
clusters, components, components profiles). While clustering aims to find similar groups 
of pixels by looking at their spectral signatures, considering that the spectrum of one 
pixel belongs to one cluster only, linear spectral unmixing aims to find pure 
contributions under the assumption that a pixel is a linear combination of pure spectral 
profiles. However, in cases where the initial estimation of the number of clusters or 
components is tricky, or when spectra profiles are very similar, none of the approaches 
provides satisfactory results. We illustrate this issue by comparing the results obtained 
applying Kmeans for clustering and Multivariate Curve Resolution-Alternating Least 
Squares (MCR-ALS) for spectral unmixing analyses to the LIBS data introduced 
previously. The results show that none of the two individual methods can extract as 
comprehensive information as the one obtained from the extraction of essential 
information in both the scores and loadings subspaces. This translates that the structure 
of the investigated data deviates from the ideal one for K-means and MCR-ALS analyses. 
This can be explained by the fact that very similar distributions are associated with 
different spectra, reflecting the fact that some elements in the samples may exchange 
between different phases during the mineral crystallization. This preliminary work 
emphasizes the need to bridge the gap between clustering and spectral unmixing, 
opening the door to the development of new methods, in situations where the data 
structure deviates from the ideal one for clustering (pixel not characteristic of a unique 
cluster) and spectral unmixing (deviation from the ideal bilinearity). 
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The present work is aimed at developing water maps for understanding how a micro-
ecosystem composed by nonvascular epiphytic communities (mainly, lichens and 
bryophytes), manages water and, consequently, how the thalli can prolong water 
availability depending on the morphology of the species and the composition of the 
community itself. For the first time, in fact, the nonvascular epiphytic community has 
been studied during the dehydration process with the objective of understanding the 
relationship between bryophytes and lichens and their competition or facilitation 
regarding water management. 
To achieve this aim, the water status of bark, lichens (crustose and foliose) and 
bryophytes was monitored by means of near-infrared (NIR) hyperspectral imaging (HSI), 
working in the spectral range from 1000 to 2500 nm (SWIR3 – Specim, Finland). This 
spectroscopic technique appears to be the most suitable from both a spectral and a 
spatial perspective. From the spectral perspective, in fact, NIR spectroscopy presents 
strong absorption bands ascribable to the O-H bond and, so, water shows an 
unmistakable signature in this spectral region. Moreover, the application of an imaging 
technique allows to identify spatial patterns, a key aspect when a non-homogeneous 
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sample is analysed. Furthermore, the non-destructive and non-contact nature of the 
technique offers the advantage of enabling the monitoring of the same sample for the 
entire duration of the process without interferences. 
Regarding the sampling protocol, it was possible to analyse pure communities 
(composed mainly by a single organism), binary and ternary mixtures, for a total of 32 
samples. All of the micro-ecosystem were naturally supported by chestnut bark. 
Samples of non-colonised (or as less colonised as possible) bark were also analysed. 
The samples were first submitted to a full hydration protocol and, then, let dry at room 
temperature (19°C) and humidity (41%) for about 12 h. During the dehydration period, 
NIR-HSI acquisition was carried out every 45 minutes for 15 sampling points, obtaining 
480 images. Before image acquisition at each sampling point, the samples were 
weighed to quantify their dehydration curve, relative to their weight, prior to the 
hydration phase. The system, in fact, over the period of time relative to the dehydration 
cycle, can be considered constant regarding its chemical composition and so the 
variations along NIR spectra can be ascribable mainly to water content variation. 
On the images, an exploratory data analysis was performed, by means of principal 
component analysis (PCA), with the aim of comparing the drying trajectory in the 
orthogonal space defined by the lowest-order components with the dehydration curve. 
The study of these correspondences on pure communities opens the possibility to 
understand the water management of each organism and then to use such information 
in the study of more complex microclimates (binary and ternary mixtures). The 
projection of the microclimate images in the space defined by the pure samples allows 
to map changes in the water status of each complex sample, focusing on lichens and 
bryophytes and on their interaction. The role of the bark support was also considered. 
After this exploratory step, a supervised strategy is proposed, with the aim of extracting 
not only the water pattern inside the microclimate but also a numerical parameter 
expressing the water content in the different regions of interest inside a single map. 
The study of these communities and their relative behaviour in water stress condition 
plays a crucial role in understanding how these organisms are facing the climate change 
and the subsequent  water scarcity or overabundance. 
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Least squares-based estimations lay behind most chemometric methodologies. In the 
domain of Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR), for instance, the use of Alternating 
Least Squares (ALS) has been ubiquitous since the very first development of one of the 
workhorse algorithms proposed for such a purpose, MCR-ALS, in the 1980s. All over 
these years, the applications of MCR-ALS have significantly increased, which has 
nowadays rendered this technique one of the most commonly utilised by operators and 
practitioners.  
Conversely, though, scarcer attention has been paid to the limitations MCR-ALS can 
suffer from in case the handled data structures exhibit certain characteristics violating 
specific distributional assumptions that should be ideally fulfilled when ALS-based 
approaches are concerned. As an example, we have recently highlighted how, in the 
presence of minor components underlying the datasets at hand and if the number of 
analysed data points is relatively large, the weight or relevance of those that may be 
essential for a MCR-ALS resolution might become too low for guaranteeing its 
correctness. In such a regard, this work aims at offering a comprehensive perspective on 
this particular deleterious phenomenon which has been lately denominated the black 
hole effect. A distinctive focus will be put on the analogy it has with the biased 
calibration of univariate and multivariate regression models that may occur when high-
leverage outlying observations are collected and processed. Most importantly, two 
solutions to successfully overcome this effect, namely data pruning and object 
weighting based on a measure of essentiality for the sake of curve resolution, will be 
discussed and tested in both simulated and real case-studies. 
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Digitizing biomarkers analysis by quantifying them at the single-molecule level is the 
new frontier for advancing the science of precision health. The enhancement of the 
technical capabilities of bioelectronics systems, by giving clinicians the possibility to rely 
on biomarkers quantifications down to the single-molecule, holds the potential to 
revolutionize the way healthcare is provided. Such an analytical tool will indeed enable 
clinicians to associate a biomarker tiniest increase to the progression of a disease, 
particularly at its early stage.1 Eventually, physicians will be able to identify the very 
moment in which the illness state begins. Such an occurrence will enormously enhance 
their ability of curing diseases by supporting better prognosis and permitting the 
application of precise treatment methods. The single molecule bio-electronic smart 
system array for clinical testing - SiMBiT - technology has been developed within the 
blooming field of precision medicine, leveraging on the single molecule with large 
transistor (SiMoT)2 lab-based technology that can perform single-molecule detection of 
both proteins and DNA bio-markers.3,4 Specifically, the SiMBiT technology has lately 
developed the SiMoT lab-based device into a cost-effective portable prototype 
multiplexing array that integrates, with a modular approach, standard components and 
interfaces with novel materials and exhibits enhanced sensing capabilities. The SiMBiT 
prototype has proven its potency in early detection of pancreatic cancer, being capable 
to discriminate among low-grade and high-grade mucinous cyst’s lesions in peripheral 
biofluids, such as plasma samples. In this perspective, machine learning approaches play 
a pivotal role in developing classifiers for a fast, reliable multiparametric biosensors 
output.  Supervised model based on multivariate data processing has been undertaken 
to enable multiplexing, i.e. the simultaneous quantification of three biomarkers, namely 
MUC1 and CD55 proteins and KRAS DNA mutated sequence, in plasma and cysts’ fluid 
samples. The main technological aspect of the SiMBiT device, with particular emphasis 
on the potency of machine learning approaches, will be discussed. 
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SiMBiT portable prototype. 
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Recently, response‐oriented sequential alternation (ROSA) was presented as a novel 
method for multiblock data analysis (Liland et al., 2006). With respect to competitive 
approaches for multi-block data analysis, ROSA exploits a “winner takes all” approach, 
where each component is calculated from the block of predictors that leads to the 
minimum residual error, to produce accurate model in exceptionally rapid 
computational times.  
This new method, in fact, has numerous advantages as it is independent of the scaling 
and order of the blocks; it is computationally faster than other multi-block methods; 
each component of the model is calculated from the block of predictors that most 
reduce the current residual error. 
However, in addition to these strengths, this method also has a major limitation: it has 
been noted, in fact, that the choice of the various blocks and, in particular, of the first 
block, considerably influences the choice of all the others and, hence, the resulting 
performance of the model. 
The present work therefore focused on the criteria for choosing the various blocks 
during the regression, implementing two alternative criteria to the standard one, which 
provides for the default choice of the block which minimizes the overall residual error 
during the cross-validation (RMSECV). Compared to the standard criterion, the two 
alternative criteria investigated in this work are as follows. The first (“diff”) imposes that 
the chosen block must necessarily be different from the one chosen in the previous 
iteration. With the second criterion ("Thres"), however, the method tries to take the 
second block, in the event that the second block chosen during a certain iteration is the 
same as the one chosen in the previous iteration, we will choose to select a different 
block (the second in order of criterion), only if the difference between the residuals is 
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lower than a certain threshold, for example 5%, %; otherwise it continues with the one 
initially chosen. 
Moreover, starting from the original formulation, which was meant for the prediction of 
a univariate response, we developed a multi-response version which was then extended 
to cope also with discriminant classification problems. In the present communication, 
these extensions of the original ROSA algorithm will be discussed together with their 
application to real and simulated data sets.  
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)1 is a widely used technique to reduce the 
dimensionality of multivariate data sets while retaining the most relevant information 
and to estimate the number of underlying sources of variation needed to reproduce the 
original data. Additionally, the reconstruction of the data using reduced number of 
principal components can be used as a noise filter to improve the convergence and the 
stability of iterative unmixing algorithms, such as Multivariate Curve Resolution-
Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS)2.   
 
There are several alternatives to deal with missing values in PCA. Among those, the 
Single Imputation algorithm uses an iterative process to update the estimated values 
for the missing data at each iteration based on the prediction of the model itself3,4. 
However, the method can be computationally intensive and may not always be the 
most effective approach to estimate missing values in large datasets or in sets with 
systematic patterns of missing data4. 
 
Another good alternative to deal with missing values in PCA is the Nonlinear Iterative 
Partial Least Squares (NIPALS)5 algorithm. In this context, NIPALS can be modified to 
deal with missing values by simply excluding those missing values from the row-by-row 
and column-by-column calculations of scores and loadings, without significantly 
impacting the accuracy of the PCA results, and being faster than other algorithms based 
on imputation approaches3. However, a limitation of NIPALS in the presence of missing 
values is that the calculated components are not perfectly orthogonal and, then, a small 
bias in the reproduction of the data is induced3. 
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In this presentation, we explore a new alternative to both approaches, based on the 
implementation of the orthogonality constraint on the scores and loadings during the 
ALS, which could be called Orthogonalized-Alternating Least Squares (O-ALS). Starting 
from a preselected number of components, the O-ALS approach decomposes the data 
using a row-by-row and column-by-column ALS procedure. When a missing value is 
detected during the calculation, it is just skipped, as in the NIPALS case. As no 
imputation is required with O-ALS, the analysis is significantly speeded up while, at the 
same time, the calculated components are perfectly orthogonal resulting in unbiased 
reproduction of the data.  
 
Here, we present the application of NIPALS, Single Imputation and O-ALS algorithms 
when missing values are present, showing the benefits and limitations of each method 
and the possibility to be applied as a noise filters and rank estimators. 
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Introduction. Untargeted metabolomics is a powerful phenotyping tool to better 
understand the biological mechanisms involved in the physiopathological processes, 
and identify biomarkers of metabolic status. The complex data need dedicated 
preparation and treatments to extract meaningful information. The major specificity of 
metabolomics data is the large number of variables compared to the number of 
samples, as well as their high degree of correlation. The common analysis strategy 
consists in performing univariate and multivariate statistics to highlight variables of 
interest. In a discriminant context, partial least squares-discriminant analysis (PLSDA) is 
one of the most effective multivariate tools currently used, because of its ability to 
analyze collinear and noisy data. Another multivariate method that could be used is the 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the matrix of barycenters of the observation 
groups (called here “PCAC”). The objective of our study is to compare these approaches 
in terms of explained variances and important variables. 
Material and methods. Published data from a project on the impact of genetic 
mutations in mice (ProMetIS) were used as a case study (Imbert, 2021). Mice (n=42), 
males and females, belonged to one of the three genotype groups (wild type, lacking 
the linker for activation of T cells gene, or lacking the MX dynamin-like GTPase 2 gene). 
The metabolomics dataset we used, was obtained from the analysis of plasma samples 
using a mass spectrometry-based untargeted approach (LC-MS), and contained 6104 
variables after preparation. In the present work, data analysis was performed with the R-
package “rchemo”. Six atypical mice were removed to have a balanced experiment 
design, before Pareto scaling. Due to the sex effect, without interaction with the 
genotype, the data were centered by sex before applying PLSDA, and PCAC, to 
discriminate genotype groups. On one hand, the optimal number of PLS components 
was determined according to the error in repeated cross-validation (30 repetitions of 10-
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fold cross-validation) and application of the one-standard-error-rule. On the other hand, 
using PCAC model, subjects were projected onto the components. For each PLSDA or 
PCAC component, the total, inter- and intra-group variances were then calculated, and 
the group effect was assessed by ANOVA. ANOVA were also performed for 
metabolomics variables becoming important in the discrimination in the PLSDA model 
with the optimal number of components (called here “PLSDAopt”), compared to the one 
with 2 components. 
Results. The optimal number of PLS components was 3, and the number of PCAC 
components was 2. Only these components had a significant p-value in the ANOVA. As 
expected, the 1st component of both methods were the same, and, as shown below, in 
our study, the 2nd components were closely similar. The 3rd component of the PLSDA 
model was also of interest because it still significantly explained intergroup variability 
and highlighted other important discriminant variables. 
 PLSDA PCAC 

Score 
scatter 
plots 
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nt 
variances

 
  

Discussion and conclusion. The PLSDA and the PCAC components maximize the inter-
group variability. When 3 groups are to be discriminated, the PCAC finds 2 components 
while the PLSDA can find more. Presumably, each component of the PLSDAopt can 
discriminate one group from one or both others, and would thus allow a better 
discrimination. 
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Gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) are massively employed in radiology to 
increase the sensibility of magnetic resonance imaging. During the past decades, 
warnings about potential harmful effects from the use of linear GBCAs ascribable to the 
release of free gadolinium cations have been raised.1 However, investigations aiming at 
detecting possible metabolic perturbations and/or potential adverse health effects due 
to gadolinium deposition are still lacking. Thus, the aim of the present work was to 
exploit a multi-organ (liver, kidney, spleen, cerebrum, and cerebellum) and plasma 
metabolomics approach to investigate the effects of multiple administrations on the 
main metabolic pathways in healthy mice of one linear (Omniscan, gadiodiamide), and 
one macrocyclic GBCA (ProHance, gadoteridol). 
In this work, we have analysed aqueous extracts of five organs (brain, cerebellum, 
kidney, liver, and spleen) and plasma by employing, GC-MS and 1H-NMR, from thirty 
mice divided in three study groups: control group, Omniscan-treated group, ProHance-
treated group. Mice received twenty consecutive injections of each GBCA during a 5-
week period, then organs and plasma were retrieved 1 month after the end of the 
treatments.  
After GC-MS analysis, a low-level data fusion was performed by concatenating the data 
matrices of the five different organs to generate an individual data matrix which was 
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submitted to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) allowing to draw interesting 
observations about the potential toxic effects of Omniscan and to identify the organs 
most affected by its administration. On the other hand, Multivariate Curve Resolution 
(MCR) was crucial to reliably assign the nature and the relative concentration of both 
metabolites and lipids from plasma samples analysed by 1H-NMR. Also in this case, PCA 
was employed to explore the data, revealing a clear lipid dysregulation in the GBCAs-
treated animals. 
In conclusion, this study demonstrated the importance of using chemometric methods 
to extract relevant biological information from a complex multi-organ and plasma 
metabolomics dataset allowing, for the first time, a detailed identification of the 
perturbed biochemical pathways in mice exposed to two GBCAs having different 
chemical structure and thus, different capability to retain the gadolinium ion. 
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Very often, arrays of data that would be naturally multi-way are re-elaborated to make 
them suitable for traditional approaches tailored for data matrices. This can be done by 
unfolding the arrays, or by feature selection. Among the other contexts, this happens 
with data provided by HPLC-DAD instruments. In fact, these instruments provide a 
three-way array of data, but, customarily, chromatograms are only taken at specific 
wavelengths. Regardless of the way dimensionality reduction occurs, unfolding or 
variable selection can lead to a loss of useful information. Given this premise, the 
present work proposes a multi-way strategy for the analysis of the entire spectro-
chromatograms collected by HPLC-DAD. The outcome of this strategy will be shown on 
a classification problem concerning the discrimination of PDO saffron from L'Aquila from 
other samples of the same spice harvested in different areas [1]. The multi-way strategy 
has been compared to the analysis of the individual data matrices. The entire spectro-
chromatograms were handled by N-Partial Least Squares (N-PLS) [2] and then classified 
by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [3], whereas individual matrices were classified 
using PLS-DA [4]. Both approaches provided satisfactory accuracies; the best results 
from the prediction point of view (estimated on an external set of samples) were 
achieved by the multi-way methodology. This achievement indicates that three-way 
spectro-chromatograms contain relevant information for the characterization of the 
investigated samples, which is lost restricting the analysis to only a few specific 
wavelengths. 
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In the past years, the interest towards metabolomics has been considerably gaining 
momentum. Its application ranges from medicine to environmental science, also 
including life science, agriculture, and food science. In the latter, robust and sensitive 
methodologies need to be developed and continuously updated to assess traceability 
and to guarantee quality and safety of a huge variety of food products [1]. 
Accordingly, NMR-based and LC/MS-based approaches have been established as useful 
tools in Foodomics studies. The high reproducibility of the NMR technique, combined 
with its low difficulty in the automatization of the entire analytical process, even with 
very large numbers of samples, makes it suitable for high-throughput analysis [2]. On the 
other hand, LC/MS combined techniques show a remarkable sensitivity and excellent 
identification capabilities [3]. 
In this perspective, the present study proposes a promising NMR–LC/MS combined 
approach applied to traceability and authenticity of an Italian food excellence, the 
“Tonda Gentile Trilobata” (TGT) hazelnut variety, which in 1996 obtained the Protected 
Geographical Indication (PGI) collective label from the European Union [4]. 
Using 1H solution nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) spectroscopy and ultra-high-
performance liquid chromatography coupled with electrospray ionization quadrupole 
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UHPLC-ESI/QTOF-MS) we analyzed 54 hazelnuts 
samples of different origin, variety, and production year (2020 and 2021). All samples 
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were finely ground and treated with a methanol extraction process. Then, different 
volumes of the extracted liquid were submitted to the two analytical techniques.  
Data originating from both techniques were imported into MATLAB environment to be 
analysed with multivariate statistical tools. The two datasets, i.e. the spectral data from 
NMR analysis and the quantified compounds from LC/MS, were firstly treated 
separately with different pre-processing methods, mean centering and autoscaling 
respectively, and then investigated with principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA 
models of the two separate datasets revealed interesting clusters related to production 
year, but also groupings referable to Piedmont origin and to the TGT variety. For these 
reasons, we decided to apply a data fusion approach by creating a new joined dataset 
containing data from both techniques. Because of the diversity of the PCA results 
obtained from NMR and LC/MS, we chose a mid-level data fusion approach. The new 
dataset was therefore obtained combining the scores of the first 10 principal 
components of each PCA model, i.e., the individual model of each characterization 
technique.  
The new fused dataset was explored with PCA and then used to build three different 
classification models using partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA). The 
obtained cross-validated models, with different performances and robustness, were 
able to distinguish year of harvest, hazelnuts of Piedmont from other origins and TGT 
variety from other varieties.  
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This work presents a novel approach for the quantification of recycled polyethylene-
terephthalate (r-PET) in commercial bottles [1]. Several bottle samples of different 
brands, producers, and with different percentages of r-PET were purchased from the 
market or directly supplied from the producers.  
Samples were analyzed by IR spectroscopy in two different settings: near-infrared (NIR) 
spectroscopy and attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy in mid-IR (MIR). The 
spectra were then used to compute partial-least squares (PLS) regressions, with the aim 
of create quantitative models for the prediction of the percentage of r-PET. A multi-
block regression was also applied to join the two datasets and to strengthen the 
quantitative analysis.  
All models were validated by cross-validation and by excluding and projecting onto the 
model the replicated spectra of one brand at a time. Results are promising, also 
considering the variability that commercial samples can have in terms of additives, 
shape, or thickness of the bottles: for samples close to the centroids of the models (i.e.: 
from 10 to 50% r-PET) the predictions seldom departed from the expected values of 
±10%. Moreover, no chemical pre-treatment was applied before analyses, making them 
fast, simple, and cheap. 
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Food fraud has been identified as an emerging risk to the food industry and as a 
significant concern to consumers [1]. Any food chain can be affected by food frauds, 
with no exception for the meat production chain: one of the most significant cases is 
represented by processed meat, where it becomes very difficult to distinguish the 
different meat source and it is therefore very easy to incur fraud. One product that 
shows evidence of such fraud are sausages produced from minced meat that can be 
mixed or replaced with Mechanically Separated Meat (MSM) [2]. The latter process 
works by exploiting high pressure to separate the still edible meat tissue, remaining 
after slaughter, from the bone, obtaining mashed meat which is then mixed with other 
ingredients, shaped in sausages and cooked. MSM products allow a reduction of the 
final price of the meat products, as it is of lesser food quality and safety if compared to 
selected meat cuts. The use of undeclared MSM in the production of sausages and 
bratwursts is therefore a fraud and may pose a safety risk. 
Several analytical techniques have been tested with the aim of distinguishing products 
containing MSM from those only containing minced meat, but the main problem is the 
fact that those that proved successful are expensive and time-consuming [3]. In the 
present work, we inspected the use of NIR spectroscopy as a rapid and non-destructive 
tool for the investigation of MSM products. Three different NIR instruments were used 
for this purpose: a benchtop full range NIR spectrometer – MPA (Bruker), a pocket-size 
spectrometer – SCiO (Consumer Physics), and a portable one – MicroNIR (Viavi). The 
acquired data were processed with chemometric tools to elaborate explorative and 
classification models to enable the distinction between MSM and non-MSM products. 
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These models were built using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Partial Least 
Square–Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA), respectively. Both explorative and classification 
models provided good results in distinguishing between MSM and non-MSM, with both 
classification and prediction accuracies in cross-validation (CV) higher than 95% for all 
the three analytical techniques. 
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In recent years, the advancement of high-resolution mass spectrometry technologies 
has enabled the development of untargeted approaches for food product analysis [1,2], 
which do not require prior knowledge of the compounds being investigated, leading to 
the discovery of unexpected or unidentified compounds. However, in the use of liquid 
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) or hyphenate techniques in general, the 
produced signals can reach sizes up to gigabytes and for their analysis, it is necessary to 
reduce the file size and compress the information to avoid memory issues on limited 
computers. Compression must be carefully studied to prevent the loss of useful 
information, eliminating possible sources of error or spurious variability. Furthermore, it 
is of utmost importance to use methodologies able to resolve overlapped signals and 
depict ‘identitation’ features. 
In this study, based on an untargeted analysis, LC-MS signals, obtained from the 
metabolic profile analysis of Parmigiano Reggiano DOP cheese samples, were 
preprocessed using two different methodologies, namely the ROIMCR protocol [3] and 
the Compounds discover software, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of both 
procedures. Finally, the characteristic features extracted from both procedures were 
subjected to Principal Component Analysis to differentiate Parmigiano Reggiano 
samples based on their geographic origin. 
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Trilinear decomposition of multi-way data sets is a powerful chemometric technique 
that offers a clear advantage over other methods by providing unique solutions1. In the 
analytical chemistry field, there are several techniques, such as the Excitation-emission 
fluorescence matrices (EEM), which are widely used in chemical analysis and provide a 
trilinear structure based on the data configuration of excitation, emission, and sample 
modes2. EEM are regarded as one of the best-known paradigms of chemical 
measurements and their trilinear structure enables the identification of underlying 
factors and the exploration of the latent components. By applying decomposition 
techniques such as Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC)3 or Multivariate Curve Resolution-
Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS)4 with trilinear constraint, the information 
contained in EEM can be effectively extracted and utilized for a range of analytical and 
predictive purposes. However, in the case of EEM measurements, no fluorescence 
emission signal is recorded below the current excitation wavelength and such a fact 
results in a systematic pattern of missing data values. This characteristic poses a 
significant problem to the classical implementations of trilinear models in MCR-ALS or 
PARAFAC, since those rely on complete data sets. Dealing with the challenge of missing 
values in EEM data is a topic of active research, and several approaches have been 
proposed to address this issue. One approach involved the use of data imputation in 
PARAFAC5, which has demonstrated a good performance in handling missing values. 
However, it should be noted that imputation methods can sometimes suffer from poor 
convergence because of the portion of missing values on the data and the systematic 
pattern, which can lead to suboptimal results5. 
On the other hand, a recent methodology based on implementing the trilinear 
constraint sequentially on complete subareas of the EEM landscape by Singular Value 
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Decomposition (SVD) in MCR-ALS has been published with good results6. This 
methodology avoids the imputation step, but requires several optimized factorizations 
on the EEM landscape of the pure components. 
In this work, we propose a novel alternative to the traditional sequential SVD approach 
used to implement the trilinearity constraint in MCR-ALS, which is based on the use of 
the Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS)7 algorithm. NIPALS is applied 
calculating the first principal component linked to the pure EEM landscape to be 
constrained extracting the score and loading values doing a row-by-row and column-
by-column calculation that plays using only the non-missing values and avoids the 
multiple SVD analyses used in the previously proposed approach. In this way, NIPALS 
speeds up the computation time and provides a very simple and scalable constraint to 
be applied on higher order tensors. With these advantages, MCR-ALS with the NIPALS-
based trilinear constraint has the potential to become a promising tool for analyzing N-
dimensional data sets with missing values. The performance of this new constraint has 
been tested on simulated data and experimental data sets. 
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Sulfamethoxazole (SMX) has been used for many years as an antibiotic and has become 
a water contaminant worldwide. It is a bioactive contaminant with elevated risk due to 
its long-term persistence and difficulty to eliminate in conventional water treatment 
technologies. It is of paramount importance to develop methodologies for its removal 
and understanding the mechanism by which SMX degrades, and the transformation 
products generated. 
The objectives of the present study were to evaluate the degradation of SMX in four 
different ways: a) by chlorination (Cl), adding a solution of hypochlorite solution which 
contains free chlorine; b) by photodegradation (UV), using a Suntest chamber which 
emits UV radiation; c) by the combination of both chlorine and photodegradation at the 
same time (Cl/UV), and finally d) by pyrolysis (Py). The reactions in which chlorine or UV 
light was employed were monitored spectrophotometrically. In parallel, aliquots were 
taken at different reaction times and analysed by liquid chromatography with a diode 
array detector and mass spectrometry in positive and negative ionization modes (LC-
DAD-MS(+)-MS(-)). On the other hand, the degradation by pyrolysis was performed in-
situ by Py-gas chromatography coupled to an Orbitrap mass spectrometer (GC-Orbitrap-
MS). 
The high amount of spectrophotometric and chromatographic data obtained in the 
different experiments were fused and analysed using Multivariate Curve Resolution-
Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS)1, in which the different blocks of data were fused 
and integrated. This arrangement allowed the comparison of the four different types of 
degradation processes (chlorination, light, their combination, and pyrolysis), to resolve 
the different chemical species produced and, for each of them, their kinetic profiles, 
elution profiles, UV-Vis spectra, MS(+) and MS(-) spectra and Orbitrap-MS. This 
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information was compared with previous works2,3 and allowed the identification of the 
compounds generated.  
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In the food industry, to evaluate the characteristics of products, there is an increasing 
need of fast and non-destructive analytical methods, especially for on-line monitoring. 
Hyperspectral imaging is a powerful methodology joining the possibility to describe the 
morphological characteristics of the sample (the image) to acquiring detailed chemical 
information (the spectra available for each single pixel). In fact, with respect to digital 
images where the three red, green, and blue channels are acquired (RGB images), in 
hyperspectral imaging for each pixel a whole spectrum in visible and or NIR range is 
acquired.  
In the present work, a preliminary study has been done on the evaluation of Italian 
“Pesto alla Genovese” sauces. “Pesto alla Genovese” is a typical Italian sauce containing 
mainly basil, olive oil, cheese, and other minor ingredients. It has a complex structure 
including several phases: water, oil in water emulsion, solid suspension, and a protein 
matrix. The evaluation of the structure became relevant in the cases where pesto loses 
the stability, where typically the emulsion breaks releasing oil with an unwanted 
evident phase separation. 
Hyperspectral imaging in visible and NIR range coupled with proper data elaboration is 
potentially able to give information about the chemical components and their 
distribution on the imaged surface. In present study were used two hyperspectral 
cameras covering the spectral ranges from 409 to 987 nm and from 964 to 2494 nm, 
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respectively. In each hyperspectral image was then collected a region of interest (ROI) 
and images spectra were pre-processed. Images were then unfolded to reduce 
dimensions from three to two. Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) where the applied 
to individuate the different chemical (matrices) classes present. 
Reconstructing the 3D images is possible to individuate the location and the 
concentration of each component. 
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The association between environmental chemistry and chemometrics has deep and 
consolidated roots. Environment indeed, is characterized by an extreme degree of 
chemodiversity, with highly expressed time-variability (especially in the fluid phases), 
huge inhomogeneity over a massive size as compared to the laboratory scale, always 
claiming large datasets. Therefore, chemometric modeling is a necessary step for both 
understanding environmental complexity and diagnostic purposes. 
The present work proposes the use Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)[1] for diagnostic 
purposes, i.e. to detect the influence of Saharan dust (SD) events in March 2022 in 
Munich, Germany, an unusual occurrence for this type of transport at these latitudes. 
Munich, indeed, besides being a heavily man-impacted city in southern Germany, is 
located beyond the Alps and is therefore rarely reached by Northern African air masses 
loaded in Saharan mineral dust, differently from the Mediterranean basin. 
These events, however, are increasing in frequency and intensity, sometimes reaching 
latitudes as high as the UK, as a possible result of climate change. During these events, 
huge alterations of PM10 concentrations, often exceeding the EU air quality standards as 
well as of composition are observed leading to increased environmental and health 
hazard[2]. 
In this study, particulate matter (PM) was collected daily on quartz fiber filters from 
March to May 2022, and its metal composition was evaluated by Inductively Coupled 
Plasma Mass-Spectrometry (ICP-MS). After basic data pre-processing, data was then 
subjected to SOM with the aim of evaluating the enrichment of metal concentrations 
due to the presence of SD over Munich. Although Positive Matrix Factorization would 
have been more appropriate to achieve source apportioning of airborne particulate 
matter, it requires a huge amount of data to compute reliable models. Though many 
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other multivariate models are usually applied in the case of limited matrices of data, 
SOM has been proved as a valid and reliable alternative to such methods, due to its 
simpler and faster computational procedure that can be carried out with any number of 
samples. 
SOM results, also assisted by meteorological data and physical transport-based models, 
as backtrajectory analysis, successfully demonstrated not only the differences in trace 
element composition of PM in Munich due to the advent of SD, but even some 
differences in SD composition according to different source locations as a result of 
evolving atmospheric dynamics. 
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The authenticity assurance of foodstuff around the world is of great concern, since food 
fraud continues to be present, nationally or internationally, along the supply chain of 
food products [1]. Despite the availability of official analytical methods and quality 
assessment bodies, food fraud cases are constantly arising, such as adulteration or 
counterfeiting of olive oil [2], tequila [3] and more [1]. Thus, new analytical methods 
should be adopted to increase the food fraud detection and to strengthen the current 
quality control process of foodstuff among different routine analytical laboratories.  
In this regard, the current study demonstrates the potential of the tandem instrument-
agnostizing [4,5] and non-target fingerprinting methodologies [6] to transfer 
chromatographic signals (fingerprints) among laboratories to verify the stated quality of 
the food product in concern. In this framework, the reliability of the chromatographic 
signals of White Tequila samples, acquired from two different analytical instruments 
from two laboratories, is verified: first, applying the ad hoc developed 'Equity Function'; 
and, then, agnostizing the chromatographic signals (i.e., standardizing both intensities 
and retention times) of White Tequila samples. Afterwards, the chromatographic signals 
of each sample, before and after agnostizing, are compared using the nearness similarity 
index (NEAR) and cosine angle (COS). Finally, the instrument-agnostizing 
chromatographic signals are used to create a global database and a single PLS-DA or 
SVM multivariate mathematic model to authenticate the '100% agave' and 'mixed' 
categories of White Tequila. 
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Results showed that the critical evaluation of the chromatographic signals using the 
'Runtime Ratio' and 'Starting-time Lag' (StL) parameters, as part of the Equity Function, is 
crucial in order to ensure that they are free of distortion effects. The suitability of the 
chromatographic signals was demonstrated with the increment of the NEAR and COS 
values, which was originally lower than 0.4 and higher than 0.7 after correction and 
agnostizing. The performance of the single mathematic model, built from the global 
instrument-agnostic fingerprints database, was better using the SVM model than the 
PLS-DA model, which allowed to obtain a saving index of 60%, indicating that the 
correctly classified samples coming from a different laboratory do not require to 
undergo potential confirmatory analyses.  
This study describes the way of creating a global database of instrument-agnostic 
chromatographic signals from two different analytical laboratories, which was used to 
perform the first single multivariate mathematic model capable to distinguish the 
quality of two categories of White Tequila. This suggests new horizons for the food 
quality control activities, which will allow to increase the detection pace of food frauds 
worldwide. 
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The use of fresh forage in the animals' diet improves the nutritional composition of milk 
and, hence, of dairy products [1]. Grazing or fresh forage cultivation may become less 
feasible as Mediterranean agriculture is threatened by climate change, drought and 
scarcity of natural resources such as water and arable land [2]. Recently, hydroponic 
cultivation system has emerged as a new soilless cultivation method for growing 
quality-constant fresh forage, offering advantages such as better environmental 
sustainability, reduced labour costs, lower resource and space requirements [3]. The 
evaluation of the best nutritional composition of the milk, to avoid possible frauds, has 
focused on time consuming and laborious analyses such as chromatographic ones. This 
study aimed to use an E-nose to differentiate raw milk samples from buffaloes fed on 
maize silage or hydroponic barley forage. 108 samples of raw milk were taken on three 
different days, from three groups of twelve buffaloes (Italian Mediterranean breed). The 
control group (C) was fed maize silage and concentrate (60:40). In the first experimental 
group maize silage was replaced at 50% (LH) by hydroponic barley forage, while in the 
second group at 100% (HH). The E-nose, equipped with ten metal oxide semiconductor 
sensors (MOS), was used in combination with statistical data analysis (LDA and PCA) to 
classify the milk samples. In order to obtain information on the volatile compounds that 
characterised the milk samples, a SPME-GC/MS analysis was also performed. The 
confusion matrix for the cross-validation results, obtained from LDA performed on the 
E-nose data vectors, showed a correct classification rate of 84.3%. Furthermore, the PCA 
observation plot of the resulting 10-dimensional patterns corroborates the LDA findings, 
showing good discrimination of the three types of milk samples (Figure 1).  
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Figure 2 PCA results of electronic nose data vectors of 108 milk samples obtained from maize 
silage-fed buffaloes (control group, C, in red) and hydroponic forage-fed buffaloes, with 50% 
(LH, in blue) and 100% (HH, in green) silage replacement percentage. Data were extrapolated in 
the time range 55-59 s and processed with Winmuster v.1.6 software (Airsense Analytics GmbH, 
Schwerin, Germany). 

 
This different response of MOS sensors to samples is due to quantitative differences of 
some volatile compounds. In fact, C milk samples had a higher overall abundance of 
volatile compounds, particularly for esters and ketones. In conclusion, the evidence from 
this study implies that E-nose can be a portable, solvent free and relatively inexpensive 
device for the rapid control of the authenticity of raw milk to protect producers and 
consumers of dairy products from potential fraud. 
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Objective 
In the rubber production process, one of the most important parameters for quality assessment 

is Mooney viscosity. Appropriate instrumentation and dedicated personnel are usually 

employed to measure the Mooney viscosity through long-lasting and expensive laboratory 

analyses [1]. However, in case of anomalies the quality monitoring and the corrective 

intervention can be significantly delayed by measurements taken off line, leading to 

unacceptable levels of product quality and downgraded rubber.  

Virtual sensors have been developed to estimate in real time the Mooney viscosity from 

online process measurements, accordingly speeding up the quality monitoring. For example, 

deep learning methodologies were employed to achieve an acceptable estimation accuracy 

[2]. These models are very complex to deal with the typical high non-linearities of rubber 

manufactory. However, they suffer from low interpretability and require huge amounts of data 

to be built.  In this presentation we propose to use a moving window [3] dynamic [4] partial 

least squares [5] regression model to estimate the product quality of the rubber after the 

stripping section of the production plant. Not only the proposed virtual sensor is easily 

interpretable, but it requires also a relatively limited amount of data.  

 

Results and conclusions 
The accuracy of the estimation is quite satisfactory (Mean Relative Error = 2.3%) and the 

model typically identifies the top-quality products (i.e., products which meet specification 

requirements for Mooney) correctly (Top-quality Identification Rate = 96.2%). The 

identification of products to be downgraded (i.e., products which do not meet specification 

requirements for Mooney) is good (Downgraded Identification Rate = 63.2%), but it requires 
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improvement to guarantee a fast and efficient intervention when the quality drifts out of 

specification. Hence, the virtual sensor increases the efficiency of quality monitoring and 

ensures a quick identification of out-of-spec products, which allows timely corrective 

interventions to face faults and malfunctions. As future work, we aim at improving the 

prediction accuracy of the virtual sensor through model hybridization by means of a process 

simulator.  
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Precise feed formulation improves farm animal productivity without causing nutritional 
excesses or deficiencies. This is achieved by formulating based on parameters that 
reflect how the animal digests the feed. Two of the most important in broiler 
formulations are AME and AIDP. These values are obtained through bioassays in which 
the animal is fed a test diet and its excreta and/or ileal contents are collected. Bioassays 
are controversial due to the use of animals and expensive, mainly due to the large 
number of samples to be analysed (Zaefarian et al. 2021). In broiler diets, AME is 
determined by subtracting the gross energy (GE) of the excreta (obtained by 
calorimetry) from the GE of the feed and AIDP by subtracting the phosphorus (P) 
content (obtained by spectrophotometry) in the ileal digesta from the P of the feed. In 
this work, we evaluate the use of NIRS as an alternative methodology to determine 
AME and AIDP.  
The diets and the excreta/ileal digesta were obtained from studies of the effect of 
different enzymes on AME and AIDP. Four modelling strategies using partial least 
squares regression (PLSR) were compared: a) using the feed spectra, b) using the 
excreta/ileal digesta spectra, c) combining feed and excreta/ileal digesta spectra 
(Campos et al. 2017) and d) including the phytase concentration as an additional 
predictor variable in AIDP strategies a, b and c. The standard error of leave one-out cross 
validation (SECV) was used to compare the models.  
For AME, the best predictions were obtained by combining the feed and the excreta 
spectra (Fig. 1A). This shows that the spectra provide complementary information. 
Similar conclusions were found by Paternostre et al. 2021 in the prediction of net energy 
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in pig diets. The success of this model means that the determination of GE in diets and 
excreta in order to find AME may no longer be needed. Although the model using only 
the feed spectra was less accurate, it could be useful on some occasions since the 
collection of the excreta and hence bioassays would not be necessary to make AME 
predictions. For AIDP the best predictions were obtained by combining the ileal digesta 
spectra with the phytase concentration (Fig. 1B). The reason is that most of the feeds 
had a very similar P concentration, so feed spectra did not correlate with AIDP variation, 
which is related to the differences in the digestive capacity of the broilers and to the 
phytase concentration in the diet. The success of this model means that the 
determination of P in diets and ileal digesta in order to find AIDP may no longer be 
necessary.    

 

 
Figure 1. A) SECV of PLSR models for AME developed from a) using the feed spectra, b) using the 
excreta spectra and, c) combining feed and excreta spectra. B) SECV of PLSR models developed 
for AIDP from feed spectra, from a) using the feed spectra, b) using the ileal digesta spectra, c) 
combining feed and ileal digesta spectra and d) combining the ileal digesta spectra with the 
amount of phytase.  
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B2 vitamin (riboflavin) and its cofactors are essential compounds required by all 
life forms. Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) have been widely used as starter cultures for 
fermentation in a wide variety of foods, since they can improve the nutritional content 
and quality of fermented foods. Among all lactic acid bacteria, there are certain strains 
capable of synthesizing B vitamins, including riboflavin. Riboflavin, or vitamin B2, is a 
precursor of two coenzymes responsible for the transport of electrons in certain redox 
reactions, so it is essential to take in adequate amounts through the diet. According to 
literature, different LAB strains have been isolated and their ability to fortify foods such 
as milk, whey and cereals has been demonstrated [1]. 

For this reason, nowadays the synthesis of RF and its cofactors has a growing 
importance in an industrial level, which means that the importance of rapid 
determinations of these micronutrients is also growing. According to this, the main 
objective of this work is to design and validate a method for a simultaneous and rapid 
determination of RF and the cofactors flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin 
mononucleotide (FMN), based on their most important property: fluorescence.  

The three analytes show practically overlapping emission spectra, but their intensity 
varies as a function of pH (Figure 1).  
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The present work proposes the use of combined signals from mixtures of the three 
analytes recorded at pH 2 and pH 10 and their subsequent treatment with multivariate 
calibration algorithms. Excitation-emission fluorescence spectra have been obtained at 
excitation wavelength between 200 and 700nm and emission wavelength between 490 
and 700 nm for mixtures containing RF, FMN and FAD. PLS models have been obtained 
for unfolded data as well as MCR-ALS models for three-way excitation-emission spectra. 
The obtained models have been applied for the determination of RF, FMN and FAD 
produced by LAB in several growing media and results have been compared to those 
obtained by HPLC. 
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Mass spectrometry (MS) is a widely used analytical technique applied in several 
research fields, such as food and environmental science. Despite of the many 
advantages this technique provides e.g., high sensitivity, some issues can appear when 
chemical compounds are present in high concentrations. Among them, saturation of the 
MS detector affects the quantification of chemical species because the area of the 
saturated spectrum does not reflect the actual concentration of the sample1. When gas 
chromatography precedes MS, extracted ion chromatograms of saturated masses (m/z) 
result in flat lines at the upper limit (Figure 1) which is the main reason for the deviation 
from linearity of the area versus concentration. 

 
Figure 1. Extracted ion chromatogram of a given saturated m/z 

 
We conjecture that such flat lines of saturation can be automatically detected and 
further that we can develop methods that optimally disregard these artefacts. This will 
then lead to a linear or near linear relation between imputed area and concentration. 
These alternative numerical methods will be assessed and incorporated to PARADISe, a 
PARAFAC2-based Deconvolution and Identification System for untargeted analysis of 
GC-MS data2. 
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Hazelnuts are a highly valued and popular ingredient in both sweet and savoury 
products, with their sensory and qualitative attributes greatly influenced by cultivar and 
geographical origin [1]. Their high value makes them susceptible to economically 
motivated fraud, further aggravated by the lack of effective fraud detection methods. 
Suitable tools for verifying the cultivar and origin of hazelnuts are critical to guarantee 
authenticity and protect consumers.   
Metabolomics, focusing on the unsaponifiable fraction, has been proposed as a 
promising tool for both varietal and geographical authentication as several secondary 
metabolites from this fraction such as hydrocarbons, linear and terpene alcohols, and 
sterols, are known to be significantly influenced by the cultivar and environmental 
conditions [1,2]. Its analysis with/through gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-
MS), provides comprehensive molecular-level information through 3-way data with high 
sensitivity. 
The data treatment and chemometric analysis are crucial parts of the authentication 
strategy. Rather than using traditional targeted methods, untargeted approaches offer 
more information and are better suited for analyzing complex chromatograms as the 
ones of the unsaponifiable fraction of nuts, since they overcome the difficulties of 
identifying and quantifying analytical compounds [3].  
In the present study two state-of-the art untargeted methods are compared to 
authenticate hazelnuts. One of them is fingerprinting, which consists on finding specific 
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patterns, known as fingerprints, that are unique to a specific characteristic of the food 
sample, such as cultivar or geographical origin. Fingerprinting of three-way data, such as 
GC-MS data, typically entails complex multi-way chemometric algorithms, but the 
process can be simplified by transforming the data into a manageable two-way format, 
an unfolded matrix. An alternative is using advanced profiling techniques, such as 
powerful deconvolution tools to extract maximum information from the samples. The 
second method evaluated is a user-frienfly deconvolution and identification system for 
analysing high-dimensional data that has recently emerged, called PARADISe, which is 
based on PARAllel FACtor analysis 2 (PARAFAC2). PARADISe enables the analysis of 
three-way chromatographic data by providing pure mass spectra and determining the 
relative concentrations of each chemical compound in the sample peaks [4].  
Both data processing techniques are compared to determine the most suitable method 
for developing efficient hazelnut authentication models. For this purpose, classification 
models based on GC-MS data of hazelnut unsaponifiable fraction using both 
fingerprinting and PARADISe methods are built. The performance of the models is 
assessed through the percentage of correct classification, sensitivity and specificity in 
an external validation. 
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Gamma irradiation is one of the most widely used methods for sterilizing medical 
equipment and biopharmaceuticals. As a result of the existing sanitary environment 
(COVID) leading to a significant increase in the production of pharmaceutical goods, 
several doubts are raised about the current sterilizing capacity. Thus, to ensure the 
continued manufacture of these systems, alternate radiation sterilization techniques 
must be developed; X-ray sterilization is seen as a potential option.  
In this research, the effects of gamma rays and X-rays on 22 medical device materials are 
examined. They consist of polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE). 
During a period of 380 days, EPR analyses were conducted on each substance. The 
purpose is to detect and quantify the radicals produced by gamma ray and X-ray 
irradiation of each polymer type. 
The two examined classes of polymers produce distinctive radicals regardless of the 
irradiation technology. A comparable EPR signal was seen in all PP samples and ascribed 
to a peroxyl radical1. Using a curve resolution analysis (SIMPLISMA)2, the radicals are 
identified. HDPE samples, unlike LDPE and LLDPE, exhibit a high EPR signal following 
gamma and X-ray irradiation, which is linked to their density and crystallinity. Alkyl, allyl, 
and polyenyl radicals are detected in all HDPE samples and distinguished3 by their 
coupling constants (Figure 1). There was no substantial variation in EPR signals between 
gamma and X-ray irradiation among the 22 tested materials.  
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The comparability of EPR signals, kinetics, and radical concentration for the two 
examined classes of polymers allows for the identification of a radiation-matter 
interaction that is comparable. 
 

 
Figure 3: Signal of sample 8, 9 days after gamma (full line) and X-rays (dotted line) irradiation 
corresponding to a mixture of allyl, alkyl and polyenyl radicals. g1=2.021. g2=2.003. g3=1.985. (b) Signal of 
HDPE 60 days after gamma (full line) and X-rays (dotted line) irradiation corresponding to a polyenyl 
radicals 
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The aim of this work is to authenticate and characterize a particular type of 
Brassicaceae, namely the Mugnoli of Pettorano sul Gizio, a typical Italian product from 
Abruzzo (Central Italy). 
Brassicaceae are commonly used vegetable species of particular scientific interest 
because they contain pharmacologically active substances. 
The Mugnoli of Pettorano sul Gizio are one of the winter vegetables found in Italy. It 
resists to low temperatures and to the harsh winter climate that softens the leaves 
making them tastier. 
The beginning of the cultivation of mugnoli dates back to the early 1900s and it is 
assumed these vegetables have been imported into Abruzzo by transhumant shepherds 
who returned from Apulia. With the passage of time, the Mugnoli have adapted to the 
climate of Pettorano sul Gizio becoming a unique typical product. The use of chemical 
fertilizers is not required for its cultivation as it is resistant to pests and this makes it a 
natural product. 
The seed is not commercially available because it is handed down year by year, from 
cultivation to cultivation. 
In order to characterize and authenticate this product, different cultivars of Brassicaceae 
(including mugnoli) have been harvested in the same experimental field of Pettorano sul 
Gizio (Abruzzo, Central Italy), and analyzed. In this way, all plants are subjected to the 
same pedoclimatic conditions, and it is possible to appreciate the different 
characteristics provided by their diverse varieties. Eventually, samples were analyzed by 
IR spectroscopy and Multivariate Image Analysis (MIA), with the aim of developing a 
green and rapid tool for the discrimination of this typical species with respect to other 
brassicaeae.  
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Eventually, the data obtained by means of the mentioned analytical techniques have 
been explored by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), to magnify differences and 
similarities among the various samples, and then analyzed by Partial Least Squares 
Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) [1,2] and Soft Independent Modelling of Class Analogies 
(SIMCA) [3], with the purpose of classifying mugnoli with respect to all the other 
individuals. 
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) disease still lacks reliable diagnostic and prognostic 
biomarkers to characterise the earliest phases of the disease.  ALS is characterised by 
progressive muscle weakness, with rapid progression and fatal outcomes only a few 
years after diagnosis. In addition, the tardive appearance of ALS clinical symptoms 
delays the diagnosis and appropriate treatment. Here, we investigated the potential of 
attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy as a 
rapid tool for discriminating ALS patients from controls and ALS progression. In this 
preliminary study, the analysis based on LDA classification and SIMCA class modelling 
was performed on reduced spectra wavenumbers, providing excellent group separation.  
Therefore, both ALS at onset and after six months of follow-up and ALS at the disease 
onset from controls were discriminated with almost 100% accuracy by LDA and SIMCA.   
Several wavenumbers were identified as possible biomarkers towards tumour 
differentiation in the ‘’fingerprint’’ region. These findings demonstrate the potential of 
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy towards ALS discrimination as a fast, low-cost, non-destructive 
and sensitive tool that could facilitate rapid disease management in clinical settings.  
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Mass spectrometry (MS) is extensively used for the identification of compounds by 
matching the measured mass spectrum against a database of reference spectra. This 
approach can suffer from a partial coverage of the existing databases. Among the 
computational approaches for the identification of metabolite structures based on MS 
data, one possibility is to predict molecular fingerprints from the mass spectra with 
chemometric strategies and, in particular, multi-task neural networks [1,2]. Then, if 
models result to be accurate, predicted fingerprints can be used to screen compound 
libraries. However, it is necessary to train multi-task artificial neural networks from large 
datasets of mass spectra, used as inputs, while molecular fingerprints are used as 
outputs. We organized a large LC-MS/MS dataset from an on-line open repository and 
these data were used to train and test neural networks to predict molecular fingerprints. 
Predicted fingerprints of test compounds were then matched against an extended 
library including 14 millions of compounds to evaluate the capability to retrieve the 
correct compound. Effects of data sparseness and the effect of strategies of data curing 
and dimensionality reduction have been evaluated, as well as extensive diagnostics 
have been carried out to estimate modelling advantages and drawbacks as a function of 
the explored chemical space. 
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Partial least-squares (PLS) modelling (Geladi et al., 1986) is a data-driven modelling 
method widely used to establish regression models when predictor variables feature 
significant correlation, a common occurrence in data from (bio-)chemical processes. PLS 
models can be exploited to design process conditions that lead to a preset target 
quality by means of latent-variable model inversion (LVMI; Jaeckle et al., 2000). A unique 
solution is obtained by LVMI if the dimension of the space of process conditions is less 
than, or equal to, the dimension of the quality space, while an infinite set of solutions is 
obtained otherwise: the so-called null-space. Theoretically, any combinations of process 
inputs falling on the null-space leads to the target quality. However, the PLS model is 
affected by uncertainty, which (upon model inversion) is back-propagated to the 
estimated null-space. If one wishes to move the LVMI solution along the null-space to 
optimize the LVMI solution (e.g., according to some economic objective), considering 
the null-space uncertainty is critical. Estimation of the null-space uncertainty is also the 
basis for the identification of the design space of a process, as commonly intended in 
pharmaceutical manufacturing (Facco et al., 2015). 
Different methods are available to estimate the null-space uncertainty in LVMI, or 
design space, based on resampling (Tomba et al., 2012), simple analytical formulations 
(Zhang et al. 2009; Facco et al., 2015), numerical optimization (Pantelides et al., 2010), or 
rigorous analytical derivations (Palací-López et al., 2019). However, none of the available 
methods simultaneously offers both computational simplicity and ability to deal with 
correlated quality attributes. Yet, output correlation is frequent in PLS modelling and 
LVMI, and can lead to numerical issues upon ill-conditioned matrix inversion. 
Recently, Arnese-Feffin et al. (2022) proposed a generalization of LVMI to tackle the 
problem of correlated quality variables in LVMI. The proposed method is based on 
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regularized matrix inversion and can efficiently solve the numerical issues discussed 
above. In this study, we extend such method to the estimation of the null-space 
uncertainty. We demonstrate our procedure on a simulated case study of a batch 
fermentation process. Our results show that the proposed method can efficiently solve 
conditioning issues with minimal information loss, allowing for a reliable estimation of 
the null-space uncertainty. 
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In the field of food control of fresh products, the identification of foods subjected to 
illicit conservation treatments applied in order to extend the shelf life of the product 
plays a very important role. Fresh fish products are particularly subjected to this type of 
fraud, both because of the high commercial value of some fish species, and because 
they often have to be transported over a long distance from the fishing site, keeping 
their organoleptic characteristics unaltered. Treatments of this type involve for example 
the bleaching of the meat and / or the momentary abatement of the microbial load, 
however, the product continues the degradation process with the production of 
molecules that can also be dangerous to health. 
It is therefore important to develop methods that allow the identification of illicit 
treatments based on sampling procedures that can be easily applied in the field during 
the control phase. 
The study presented here was performed on sea bass samples divided into four groups: 
controls stored on ice in the fridge for 3 hours; controls stored under the same 
conditions for 24 hours; treated with a solution of hydrogen peroxide and citric acid for 
3 hours; and treated with the same solution for 24 hours (these last two groups, while 
they are kept on ice in the fridge). Different parts of each fish (eye, muscle, skin, gills) 
were sampled by a sampling procedure based on the use of polymeric strips 
functionalized with adsorptive beads. The method, originally developed for the non-
invasive sampling of cultural heritage, was exploited as a tool that can be easily applied 
in the field. The strips were then extracted with different media according to the final 
analysis: lipidomics (muscle, skin) by UHPLC-HRMS, metabolomics (muscle, skin, eye, 
gills) by GCxGC-MS, proteomics (muscle, skin) by UHPLC-HRMS.  
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The collected data were processed using multivariate statistical techniques of pattern 
recognition (PCA, cluster analysis) and classification (PLS-DA, SIMCA, Artificial neural 
networks) in order to correctly identify the samples treated illegally from the control 
samples and identify biomarkers of the illicit treatment. Bioinformatics was also applied 
to identify the pathways involved in the effect played by the applied treatment.     
The work is financed by Ministero della salute (Ricerca Finalizzata 2016 - GR-2016-
02363722 - The use of Led multi-spectral imaging for fast and innovative indexing of 
seafood preservation). 
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Cocoa is one of the most economically important commodities in the world and 
currently the main producers are West and East Africa (three-quarters of world 
production) and Latin America and Asia [1-2]. Cocoa production is strongly influenced by 
socio-political balances in farm areas and especially by climate change which affects 
both the amount of cocoa production and the flavour quality of the final products [3-6]. 
Since the flavour of cocoa products is the main property that directs the consumer's 
choice, as well as acting as an indicator of the quality of the product itself, it is 
necessary to ensure a high level of raw material quality standards [5]. Therefore, tools to 
track sustainable cocoa production are of paramount importance, especially due to 
climate change and the introduction of foreign varieties to support the high global 
demand for cocoa-derived products, which heavily influence cocoa production, quality 
and purity. With this in mind, the study we report is part of a broader project aimed at 
analysing the flavour profiles of cocoa from different origins and defining their 
chemical-sensory identity card aimed at a constant quality standard supply by also 
considering cocoa from different origins to cope with climate change and political 
conflicts. The volatilome of one hundred sixty cocoa samples was analyzed by HS-SPME-
GC-MS in combination with chemometrics for origin “identitation”[7-9]. To achieve the 
above-mentioned objectives, fingerprinting (non-targeted) and profiling (targeted) 
approaches were used, which were able to decipher the information contained in the 
complex volatilome dataset of both beans and liquor from different origins and validate 
the results, allowing the origins studied to be discriminated with successful 
classification models for their informative, discriminative and classification capacity. The 
results indicate a coherent, clear clustering of samples according to their origin with the 
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two analytical strategies, both on raw beans and on cocoa liquors, albeit with 
differences at the molecular level. Predicting the classification of cocoa beans with the 
untargeted fingerprint on an external test set gave excellent results for beans with a 
classification rate of 100% and very good results for liquors (88%), despite the 
processing they underwent. Better results were obtained for targeted approaches with 
a classification rate above 92% (i.e. 92.86% for beans and 92.31% for liquors). 
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Chemometrics applied to spectroscopic data is becoming more and more popular in the 
field of medical diagnostics. By today, many user-friendly libraries with implemented 
chemometric algorithms exist to “facilitate” access to machine learning. However, one 
can observe trends in the scientific community towards over- or misuse of certain 
algorithms [1]. Software tools can easily and rapidly be used as a black box without 
proper evaluation (or knowledge) of whether the methods are appropriate regarding 
the three elements that make an algorithm successful: the data, the reference values, 
and the validation, as for example cross-validation and external validation. 
This work presents a real-life example of misuse of Partial Least Squares Discriminant 
Analysis (PLS-DA) validation, resulting in overoptimistic or promising results. It shows 
how important a reliable validation procedure is when unbalanced classes are used or 
when the data has so much variance that it is difficult to create a good classification 
model [2]. 
The study is performed on data from dried human cerebrospinal fluid samples recorded 
by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy in attenuated total internal reflectance 
mode (ATR-FTIR). The dataset is small but balanced in terms of healthy and unhealthy 
groups. Each sample was measured three times to assure statistical significance. The 
samples were collected from 20 Alzheimer’s-diagnosed and 19 healthy control subjects. 
After preprocessing, data was split into training and validation sets, 80% and 20%, 
respectively [3]. Figure 1 shows how the outcomes can be interpreted differently 
depending on the cross-validation method used. Leave-one-spectrum-out models 
follow the same trend as the training models, yielding high accuracy of nearly 100%. 
However, leave-one-subject-out cross-validation does not even exceed 70%. The next 
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step of evaluating the model with an external validation set confirms the poor 
performance of the models, reflected by accuracies of around 65%. 

 
Figure 1: Accuracy and precision for different validation methods compared to the 
trained model. a) Leave-one-spectrum-out cross-validation. b) Leave-one-subject-out 
cross-validation. c) External validation set. 

Our results indicate that the indiscriminate use of PLS-DA is inadvisable and that the 
utilization of intelligent criteria for data splitting can ensure the preservation of diversity 
within the dataset in both the training and testing subsets. Smart data selection is 
crucial for designing opportune validation strategies concerning specific modeling 
objectives. These findings have significant implications in chemometrics, particularly for 
predictive models in medical diagnostics. Moreover, we strongly have to emphasize the 
message that the best cross-validation (or validation) procedure is not the one giving 
the best figures of merit but the one giving the highest information on the data and the 
specific modeling objectives. 
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Plant analysis requires techniques with good sensitivity and minimal sample preparation 
using fewer chemicals in order to improve the analytical frequency [1]. For instance, X-
ray fluorescence (XRF) is an effective technique for several elements’ determination 
when in high concentration (1% or more). However, it has limitations for light elements 
(Z < 13) in bench-top instruments. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) makes 
chemical elements, such as P or S, difficult to detect depending on the instrumental 
configuration. Then, these two non-invasive techniques, energy-dispersive XRF (EDXRF) 
and LIBS were employed to predict the concentration levels of several macronutrients 
in non-conventional food plants (PANC). Partial least squares (PLS) models reveal 
remarkable results, using data from EDXRF fluorescence lines and LIBS atomic and ionic 
emission lines. The findings are that the EDXRF models can well-predict the 
macronutrients better than LIBS data, with standard error of calibration (SEC) between 
0.57 and 0.70% (g/100g). Data fusion was also tested, and it did not reach improvements. 
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Nowadays a correct and balanced diet becomes an important topic for the human 
health. It is also interesting to evaluate the content of antioxidant compounds present 
in foods and the intake through the diet. In Mediterranean diet the mean content of 
polyphenols and flavonoids intake is reported to be around 664 – 1011 mg/day and 259 – 
449 mg/day, respectively1,2. The assumption of grain derivates, contributes for about 3 % 
and 1% of the total polyphenols and flavonoids intakes 1,2. For this reason, there is an 
interest on the enrichment of bread and other grain derivatives, using for instance 
oilseeds3. 
In this work a prototype of fortified Piadina Romagnola, made with refined (R) and 
whole grain (WG) flour, added with soy (S), flax seeds (FS), chia (CH) and sesame (SE) at 
different percentages were analysed, through spectrophotometric assay for the 
determination of the total content of polyphenols (TPC), flavonoids (TFC) and the Trolox 
equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC). The analyses were performed at the arrival of 
the product (fresh, F), after cooking at 180 °C (cook, C) and after the expiration date 
(shelf-life, SL). The fortified samples were compared with the corresponding commercial 
products with no addiction (CP). The results of the statistical analysis showed that there 
was a significant difference between the commercial product and the prototype 
additions (Student’s t-test, p < 0.05) and from the two-way analysis of the variance 
(ANOVA) underlined a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between the fresh 
samples and the cooked and shelf-life ones. The principal component analysis (PCA) 
showed that the samples made with whole grain flour and with high percentage of 
addition had a higher value of TPC, TFC and TEAC than the samples made with refined 
flour, creating two different groups. On the other hand, any separation due to the 
treatments was revealed (C and SL). 
A k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classification method between three classes was also 
calculated: values of TPCtotal ≥ 30 mg GAE/100 g and TFCtotal ≥ 30 mg CE/100 g and 
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TEACtotal ≥ 100 and an add ≥ 10 % (HH), values of TPCtotal ≥ 30 mg GAE/100 g and TFCtotal ≥ 
30 mg CE/100 g and TEACtotal ≥ 100 and an add < 10% (HL) and values of TPCtotal < 30 mg 
GAE/100 g and TFCtotal < 30 mg CE/100 g and TEACtotal < 100 and an add < 10% (LL). The 
division in training set (107 samples) and test set (54 samples) was done randomizing the 
rows. In cross validation for k = 3 the total percentage of correct prediction was 91% and 
in prediction the total percentage of correct prediction was 95%. 
The results suggest the good performance of the model and the possibility to apply this 
chemometric model to other food matrices. 
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Aiming to supply the growing demand for energy by society, different methods of 
energy production have been developed, among them, the thermochemical conversion 
of biomass has been reported as one of the promising methods. While for pyrolysis or 
gasification processes, a preliminary drying step is mandatory, for thermal liquefaction  
(TL) processes, the biomass is used wet, being the main advantage of that approach. 
Several polar solvents can be employed in TL processes, among them water in near or 
supercritical conditions. The main product obtained from thermal liquefaction processes 
is the bio-oil, which has the potential to produce fuels with characteristics similar to 
fossil fuels, such as gasoline and diesel [1]. Especially for the hydrothermal process, as 
water is the major input component, it turns the process environmentally friendly. 
However, water is considered a contaminant to fuels. In this context, knowing the water 
content provides information about the efficiency of the phase separation in the 
production process as well as about the bio-oil quality. Some works have described the 
use of FTIR [2] [3] and NIR [4] data associated with chemometrics to predict the water 
content in bio-oils from pyrolysis or TL processes, though all of them are related to 
continuous process or use just one kind of biomass or even one solvent in the 
conversion process. In this context, this work aims to describe the use of FTIR data and 
chemometrics to build a predictive model to determine the water content of bio-oil 
samples from TL processes in batch, that employed water or ethanol as production 
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solvent and different biomasses such as sugarcane bagasse, sugarcane straw, and 
eucalyptus wood. The reference water values were obtained from a volumetric Karl-
fisher equipment.  
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Total-reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF) spectroscopy is a suitable analytical method 
for the determination of the elemental composition of different kind of samples. In 
recent years, the technique has been widely used for agri-food products (Borgese et al., 
2015). However, despite the growing application of TXRF, few studies have considered 
and applied multivariate strategies for improving method performance and usability. In 
particular, at least two critical steps could profit from the application of chemometric 
tools: i) sample preparation and ii) signal analysis. As for the first step, our goal was to 
find the best sample preparation for an organic material. In literature there is no 
accordance among the amounts of sample/suspender to be used. Thus, the design of 
experiments has been used as a rational approach to find suitable conditions of sample 
preparation (mass of the sample and dispersant volume). A 22 full factorial design was 
set up having as responses the recovery of twelve elements. The obtained response 
surfaces allowed to identify the region(s) of the experimental domain in which a 
suitable recovery (80-120%) was reached for most of the elements. 
For what concern the second aspect, the output of TXRF is a continuous spectrum 
which is multivariate in its nature. Nonetheless, in literature these signals are seldom 
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treated directly by multivariate methods, while, most commonly, a quantitation of the 
single elements is carried out. Thus, we aimed at evaluating the feasibility of TXRF 
coupled with multivariate data analysis for the discrimination of beans (twenty-four 
genotypes) from two growing sites comparing this analytical approach with the most 
common one, i.e., by using the quantified elemental composition for the multivariate 
analysis. The elemental dataset (144 × 12) and the spectral dataset (144 × 2312) were 
subjected to different preprocessing methods (according to the different nature of the 
data), explored by PCA and then different classification models were built and tested 
(Allegretta et al., 2023). The results showed that good discrimination between the 
growing sites could be achieved with both the datasets and approaches. In the case of 
the spectral dataset, the great variability associated to the bean genotypes masked that 
related to the growing sites which could be highlighted by using the GLSW filter. The 
practical advantage of the direct use of TXRF signals for classification purposes lied in 
the possibility to avoid the elemental quantification procedure (and related errors) thus 
speeding up the analysis and the classification assessment. 
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The recent years have seen an exponentially growing production of monoclonal 
antibodies, which are clinically used for the treatment of immunological, oncological, 
and infectious diseases, such as Covid-19. The development of new monoclonal 
antibodies is an expensive and time-consuming process, typically lasting more than 10 
years and costing more than 2 billion dollars (Epifa 2021; Barberi et al., 2022). Along 
monoclonal antibodies development, the identification of appropriate cell lines, that 
guarantee the desired product quality attributes (i.e., productivity, stability, product 
quality), requires an extensive experimentation and is a key step for all subsequent 
development stages. For this reason, pharmaceutical companies are looking at 
innovative modeling solutions to accelerate monoclonal antibodies process 
development, while preserving the main product quality attributes (Li et al., 2010).  
In this work, we aim at accelerating the selection and scale-up of high productive cell 
lines exploiting the wealth of information contained in dynamic metabolomic data from 
AMBR15® scale through multivariate statistical techniques.  
The use of multiway and evolving multivariate statistical techniques on dynamic 
metabolomic profiles identifies high productive cell lines already from the early stages 
of the experimentation at AMBR15® scale. In fact, a validation accuracy of 100% is 
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achieved only exploiting the metabolomic profiles from the first week of culture. This 
early identification allows to make timely decision on process development, and 
eventually scale-up promising cell lines even before the end of the experimentation at 
AMBR15® scale. 
Furthermore, the exploitation of dynamic metabolomic data and the in-depth 
inspection of the multivariate models allow to identify the metabolic trats of cell lines 
with industrially relevant phenotypes (i.e., high productivity). The biomarkers mostly 
associated with antibody productivity along the entire cell culture are identified, while 
the variation of the importance of metabolic pathways for the discrimination of cell 
productivity along the cultivation is studied. Specifically, metabolic pathways related to 
tricarboxylic acid cycle have a predominant importance in the early stage of the 
cultivation, while pathways related to amino and nucleotide sugars show larger 
importance in the late stages of the cultivation. This knowledge could be exploited to 
improve the confidence in the selection of promising cell lines, even mitigating the risk 
of progressing inadequate cell lines along the development stages. Furthermore, the 
identified cellular function provide insight for the further improvement of antibody 
productivity through genetic manipulation.  
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Historical mortars are building materials mainly composed of lime, sand, and water. They 
have been used since antiquity to bond bricks and stones in constructions and to make 
plasters to protect them. Organic compounds have frequently been added to lime 
mortars for property modifications to satisfy various functional needs in building 
techniques [1]. Understanding the composition of historical mortars and the impact of 
various additives is of great importance for gaining insights into past technologies and 
improving modern conservation practices [2, 3]. 
Different groups of mortar samples were prepared with gum arabic and linseed oil 
added as additional ingredients in mortar samples. The samples were analysed over time 
using different infrared techniques: external reflection FTIR (ER-FT-IR) spectroscopy 
(7500 - 375 cm−1), ATR-FT-MIR spectrometer (4000 - 600 cm−1), and Miniaturized NIR 
spectrometers (7407- 4000 cm−1). Spectra were organized in different arrays and 
multivariate strategies were investigated to understand how additives affect the 
production process of mortars. The carbonation kinetics were also monitored with X-ray 
diffraction spectroscopy and thermogravimetric analyses. 
This research aimed to propose multivariate statistical strategies to deal with several 
datasets  
composed of different samples acquired over time and with different instrumentations. 
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Electroless deposition is one of the most widely employed process in the coating 
industry, being nickel the most used metal. Nickel and its alloys represent 95 % of all the 
industrial electroless applications, with sodium hypophosphite being the most widely 
used reducing agent, leading to Ni-P coatings [1]. During the deposition process, the 
concentration of nickel and other compounds present in the electrolyte decreases, so 
they need to be replenished. 
 
Titration with EDTA and spectrophotometric measurement at a single wavelength are 
the two procedures used in the industry to control nickel levels before replenishment. 
Due to the green color of nickel in an acidic environment, its concentration can be 
evaluated between 380-400 nm. However, while reagents are being added to the 
electrolyte to provide the optimum conditions, organic additives are also accumulating 
in the bath, altering the electrolyte spectrum in the UV region along time. As seen in 
Figure 1, this spectrum modification affects the wavelengths at which nickel is 
measured. Specifically, this organic compounds accumulation increases the absorbance, 
giving rise to a systematic error in the estimation of the metal even though multivariate 
calibration like Partial Least Square (PLS) is used, which increases as long as the bath 
ages, since the predicted values are higher than the actual concentrations. 
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Figure 1. 
Obtained spectra of some of the analyzed samples, from light green (first coatings) to dark 
green (last coatings). 
 
To avoid systematic error that can observed in the first two plots of the Figure 2, 
different strategies have been used. Instead of using exclusively standard solutions to 
build PLS models, titrated samples from another bath have also been included in the 
calibration set. In this work, the results obtained using different calibration sets, spectral 
ranges and data preprocessing are contrasted and presented. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison between the predicted Ni2+ concentration by UV-Vis using a) an univariate 
calibration at 392 nm; b) a PLS model of the spectrum between 300 and 1000 nm and as 
calibration set only standard solutions; c) a PLS model of the spectrum between 300 and 1000 
nm and as calibration set standards solutions and samples from another bath; vs reference Ni2+ 
concentration. 
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Sorptive extraction combines analyte extraction and preconcentration from water 
matrices with a simple sample preparation technique. In this work, the sorption ability of 
two polymeric materials was evaluated for the extraction of trace amounts of 40 
contaminants with a wide range of polarities (-3.8 < logD < 6.88) from water samples. 
These included different classes of emerging contaminants such as pharmaceuticals, UV-
filters, estrogens, as well as a group of polar compounds of increasing interest, called 
“persistent mobile organic contaminants” (PMOCs). 
Polyethersulfone (PES), in the form of a porous membrane, was chosen due to its 
explored capabilities for the extraction of a wide range of semi-polar and less polar 
compounds [1,2], while a starch-based biodegradable flexible film (SBF) was studied for 
the first time, as a greener option. Pieces of each polymer were placed in vials 
containing spiked water for 24h and then extracted with methanol. To find the best 
compromise for a list of compounds differing in so many properties, a design of 
experiments (DoE) was employed to simultaneously investigate several factors, possibly 
affecting the interaction mechanism. As a first approach, two identical Plackett-Burman 
screening designs were conducted for each material, to explore the effect of 5 variables 
on the extraction efficiency: pH, NaCl concentration, temperature, film dimension and % 
of organic modifier (ethanol). The LC-MS/MS signals in the eluate were used as 
responses to be modeled. Some of the studied variables have already been explored in 
PES sorptive extraction processes through DoE approaches, but for a smaller range of 
compound polarity [1,2].  
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the responses of the 
experiments, highlighting the correlation among some of them, which suggested a 
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similar behavior for some groups of substances. However, in both cases PC1, PC2 and 
PC3 explained approximately 75% of the variance (approximately 35% and 25% for PC1 
and PC2, respectively). Thus, single MLR models were computed, rather than using the 
scores’ values as a unique response. 
Some of the more polar analytes only slightly accumulated onto both films, behaving 
the same in all experiments. By contrast, UV filters and the anti-bacterial triclosan were 
completely extracted by SBF from water in all cases. Still, a positive effect of the 
temperature was observed for PES. For all non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, uptake 
was significantly dependent on film dimension, but was positive for PES and surprisingly 
negative for SBF. The organic modifier effect was only statistically significant for four 
compounds using SBF. Instead, it had a negative effect on 9 semi-polar and less polar 
compounds for PES. In the studied pH range, some anionic compounds were negatively 
dependent on pH for SBF but not for PES. 
Considering the outcomes of the screening designs, further experimental designs will be 
performed to study the quadratic models and understand potential interactions among 
variables. Finally, the sorptive extraction analytical methods will be optimized ad hoc for 
different classes of analytes. 
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Olive oil is known to have important health benefits due to its particular composition of 
bioactive compounds. These compounds are strongly influenced by various agronomic 
factors, such as the type of crop, the maturation state of olives, the agroclimatic 
conditions, or the type of irrigation [1], giving rise to oils with different characteristics. 
On the other hand, superhigh-density olive groves and high-density olive groves are 
rapidly expanding in olive oil producer countries [2]. In this sense, consumers should 
have more information concerning how is produced the olive oil they buy. 
Consequently, having quick and simple tools that allow differentiating the type of oil is 
essential so that producers and consumers can choose. 
Due to the native fluorescence of olive oil, in this work, the use of a non-destructive 
technique as fluorescence spectroscopy, combined with chemometric algorithms, is 
proposed to discriminate between olive oils obtained from olives belonging to rainfed 
crops and to super-intensive olive crops with different irrigation treatments: intensive 
adult dry, super intensive young irrigated, intensive young irrigated, super intensive 
adult irrigated and intensive adult irrigated. Olive oils were collected in two different 
maturation states (green and veraison) and for each production system and maturation 
stage, 6 oil samples (6 replicates) were extracted. Thus, a total of 60 samples were 
available (5 production systems x 2 maturation stages x 6 replicates). 
The excitation-emission matrices (EEMs) of the samples were recorded in the two 
fluorescence regions that present the most relevant information. The first region was 
recorded with excitation wavelengths between 220 to 700 nm and emission from 300 to 
600 m, corresponding to the presence of polyphenols and oxidation compounds. The 
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second fluorescence region was recorded from 220 to 700 nm of excitation and from 
650 to 800 nm of emission, corresponding to chlorophylls and pheophytins. The EEMs 
obtained were analyzed using parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) as an exploratory 
analysis. The scores of PARAFAC were used to perform a classification model using 
linear discriminant analysis (LDA).  
Each maturation state was analysed by separately. The two fluorescence regions and 
the combination of them were tested in both sets of samples, in order to select the one 
that allows better discrimination between the different groups. In all cases the optimum 
number of components was three and the excitation and emission loading profiles were 
similar for the two maturation stages. The best results were obtained when the two 
studied regions of the samples were fused. In this case, PARAFAC-LDA was able to 
discriminate between olive oils of the five production systems with an 80% of correct 
predictions in the green ripening state and a 100% of correct prediction in the veraison 
maturation state.  
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Nectarines are a type of stone fruit widely consumed due to their sweet taste and 
various health benefits. As the ripening of nectarines plays a critical role in determining 
the final quality of the fruit and its shelf life, it is necessary to understand this process 
and the factors that affect it (Marini & Trout, 1984). The ripening of nectarines is 
influenced by various internal and external factors, including sunlight exposure, 
watering or temperature. 

To gain a deeper understanding of the factors affecting ripening, a study was conducted 
using Fourier Transform-Near Infrared (FT-NIR) spectroscopy and chemometric 
techniques such as ANOVA-Simultaneous Component Analysis (ASCA) for quantifying 
the effects, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for studying sample groupings and 
Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) for building calibration models for key quality 
parameters such as pH, penetromy, sugar content or total acidity. 

In this study, the factors that could affect the most during the ripening time have been 
considered (Muleo et al., 1994). First, the evolution in time, that is, samples have been 
collected once a week during eleven weeks since stone hardening. Second, the position 
of the nectarines on the tree: nectarines in the top of the tree and middle height of the 
tree, nectarines at the tip of the branches and closer to the trunk and nectarines in the 
south-east and north-west sides of the tree have been collected and classified in these 
categories, four biological replicates for each combination and sampling day. Finally, the 
differences in the sampling point of the individual nectarines have been considered, 
systematically measuring the dark side and the light side, two replicates on each side. In 
addition, samples were measured with and without skin, in order to study its influence 
on the spectra and to conclude which measurement gives more reliable information. 
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The results show that all factors studied had a significant impact at some point on the 
ripening process, but the homogeneity between nectarines at the end of the ripening 
process is not strictly determined by the sunlight received. Different strategies such as 
spectra preprocessing and data unfolding were used to understand the differences 
between the ripening process of nectarine skin and nectarine flesh and to assess the 
influencing factors.  

In conclusion, the combination of NIR spectroscopy and chemometrics shows to be a 
valuable tool for understanding the ripening process of nectarines. These findings could 
have important implications for the fruit industry and may lead to the development of 
new harvesting, storage and handling procedures to improve the quality of nectarines 
for consumers. 
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Citalopram hydrobromide salt is an antidepressant belonging to a group of drugs called 
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and it is used to treat major depressive 
disorders. In the investigation of Durby et al. l [1], Near-Infrared (NIR) transmittance and 
Raman spectroscopy chemometric calibrations of the active substance content of a 
pharmaceutical tablet were developed using partial least squares regression (PLS) 
combined with suitable preprocessing and variable selection. In the present work, 
various dosage values for active substance were measured (120 tablets in total) and 
manufactured by pilot production scale.  

The spectral acquisition range for NIR is 7400 –10 507 cm−1 (404 variables), and for 
Raman 3600 – 200 cm−1 (3401 variables) per sample. The citalopram content  (ranging 
between 5.6–8.0 wt. %) was measured by high-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC). The original dataset was divided into a calibration set (80 samples) and a test set 
(40 samples) using Kennard–Stone (KS) algorithm.  

The sensitivity of Raman scattering to detect citalopram in pharmaceutical 
tablets has been checked. The changes are easily tracked due to a distinct strongly 
active cyanide (CN) Raman mode, found at 2233 cm -1. However, Raman analysis is 
problematic in some way, as the tablet spectra suffer from a strong fluorescence 
background. This background seems to originate from an unknown residual in the 
primary excipient, i.e. microcrystalline cellulose. Cellulose contains trace amounts of 
organic substances that can be highly fluorescent. Better results were obtained with NIR 
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transmittance spectroscopy, relying on second aromatic stretching C-H overtones at 
8830 cm-1 (corresponding to 1132 nm). This peak is partially overlapped with the peak at 
8200 cm-1 (1220 nm) originating from the primary excipient, microcrystalline cellulose.  

The present work aims to explore and compare the ability of Raman and NIR 
spectroscopy combined with PLS analysis to detect active citalopram substance, on the 
one hand and on the other, to assess the efficacy of a particular code for background 
fluorescence correction. Baseline correction was achieved by using adaptive iteratively 
reweighted penalized least squares (airPLS) [2]. It proved its usefulness as the baseline 
was successfully corrected without losing spectral information. Furthermore, two data 
fusion strategies were used (both low-level and mid-level fusion) for combining the NIR 
and Raman spectra to generate fusion spectra. For evaluating the response of different 
models to data fusion strategy, partial least squares (PLS) regression and radial basis 
function artificial neural network (RBF ANN) were applied to the modeling of four 
different groups of spectral data[3].  
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The increase in chronic diseases and the delay in their detection makes the 
development of point-of-care devices of vital importance. Traditionally, their prevention 
and control was centralized in laboratories because the analytical techniques used are 
complex, expensive, and require trained personnel. This caused that in extreme 
situations, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, many patients were diagnosed in late stages 
of their disease and others could not continue with their treatment due to congestion in 
hospitals. The development of artificial intelligence along with machine learning, 
together with the development of portable sensing devices, has paved the way for the 
creation of decentralized platforms capable of remote communication to facilitate 
decision making. 
 
Electrochemical biosensors have emerged as devices capable of overcoming these 
limitations by being fast, simple of operation and low-cost. In this context, the use of 
chemometrics is a key factor in electrochemical analysis, providing a valuable resource 
for the precise and simultaneous quantification of analytes in complex matrices with 
multiple interferers [1]. 
  
Organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) are presented as a promising solid-state 
devices due to the low power consumption, ion-to-electron transduction and high 
signal amplification. Combination of thick-film technologies with ion-selective 
membranes provides high analytical performance, low operational voltages and high 
switching speeds [2].   
 
The present work proposes an array of biochemical transistors capable of predicting and 
monitoring K+, Na+ and NH4+ simultaneously thanks to the development of chemometric 
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models. This compact device will open the doors to remote monitoring for people with 
cystic fibrosis. 
 
     A 

 

     B  

  

Figure 4. (A) Schematic of an OECT, where S is the source, D is the Drain, W is the width, 
L is the length, and d is the thickness of the channel. (B) Schematic of the measurement 
cell. 
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Food adulteration is a more common practice than it may seem, and that can have 
serious consequences for public health [1]. Adulterated food products can contain low-
cost or harmful substances that may cause illnesses, allergies or even death. It is crucial 
to detect and prevent food adulteration to ensure food safety and to prevent frauds 
against consumers [2]. To achieve this, it is essential to have effective methods for 
detecting food adulteration. Traditional laboratory techniques may be time-consuming 
and expensive, leading to delayed detection and a higher risk of contaminated food 
entering the market. 
 
Portable instruments offer a convenient and cost-effective alternative for detecting 
food adulteration on-site, allowing for quicker and more efficient monitoring of food 
quality. These instruments are easy to use, require minimal sample preparation, and 
provide rapid and reliable results. Near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is a well-established 
and mature technique, which equipment, as most of the analytical instrumentation, has 
evolved from large, benchtop-based instruments through on-line and in-line 
instruments for industry, to miniaturized portable devices. Miniaturized NIR 
instrumentation is gaining importance in the last years despite the plethora of different 
instruments with different technological solutions which require of suitable and 
structured analytical strategies to obtain reliable results [3]. It is also important to be 
aware that it is not usually possible to directly adapt analytical methods based on 
benchtop NIR instrumentation to miniaturized NIR instrumentation, because both types 
of instruments have their own sources of variability. Therefore, understanding the 
different sources of variability [4] and the influence of the experimental parameters, 
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either from the sample to be measured or from the temporary distribution of the 
measurements, may help to obtain a better performance of the results obtained with 
these instruments and to have a clear vision of the features and limitations of 
miniaturized NIR instruments. 
 
In this study we have used different NIR miniaturized instruments from two different 
companies, with different characteristics and modes of operation, for the measurement 
of sweet and bitter almond flour as a case study, with the aim of evaluating the 
performance of the constructed multivariate models for the prediction of the 
adulteration of sweet almonds flour with bitter almonds. Different experiment 
parameters such as the granulometry of the samples, the influence of the day of 
measurement or the number of replicates, have been varied during the measurements 
with the different instruments. 
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Bacterial spores can cause major problems, such as food poisoning (like neurotoxins or 
emetic toxins) or serious diseases (like anthrax or botulism). This dormant form of 
bacteria is made of several barriers offering an extreme resistance to many abiotic 
stresses (radiation, temperature, pressure, etc.) which makes its study in situ difficult. In 
order to better understand the biological and chemical mechanisms involved and 
specific to spore resistance, the acquisition of environmental parameters is necessary 
(Pacheco et al. 2022). Dipicolinic acid (DPA) is a specific molecule in bacterial spores that 
is essential for their resistance to various stresses such as exposure to ultraviolet (UV) 
light and for their germination. DPA has a particular photochemistry that is not fully 
understood. More than 90% of DPA is chelated to calcium ions forming calcium 
dipicolinate (CaDPA) (Dikec et al. 2022). CaDPA is known to be either a photoprotective 
or a photosensitiser agent in terms of UV radiation, depending on its hydration state. 
This molecule is also known to produce numerous photoproducts (DPAp) upon UV 
exposure, some of which influence spore resistance. 
The purpose of this study is to better characterise the influence of hydration on the 
photochemistry of CaDPA using vibrational spectroscopy through three different 
techniques: Raman, FTIR and O-PTIR microspectroscopy. All analyses were performed at 
the SMIS beamline of the Synchrotron Soleil. 
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Synthetic CaDPA was exposed to UVc or UVb in dry conditions or in a water solution. 
Raman, FTIR and O-PTIR spectra of dry or wet CaDPA were compared before and after 
irradiation. Fig. 1 shows the schematic protocol. 

 
Figure 1: schematic representation of the analytical protocol. 

Several data tables were obtained for each spectroscopic analysis. In this study, the 
differences in the spectra of UV-exposed CaDPA are investigated to understand the 
particularities of these spectra following exposure. Some of these differences are 
directly visible on the spectra but others are more difficult to detect and interpret. 
Sometimes minor differences may contain a large amount of information which can be 
critical to understanding the data completely. For this reason, direct interpretation of 
the spectral results can prove difficult. To overcome these difficulties and obtain deeper 
insights, we need to use data mining methods. These methods must be suitable for 
handling large multidimensional datasets and exploring all spectral information 
simultaneously. 
Principal component analysis as an exploratory method was used initially after data pre-
processing (which may differ for each type of spectral analysis), but we sought to 
identify common relationships and assess concordance among the multiple datasets. So, 
multiple co-inertia analysis (mCIA) was used because it is an ordination method based 
on a criterion for optimising the covariance between tables. It provides a representation 
of the stable and unstable parts of the variability of the assemblage structure with 
respect to a reference structure derived from each table. Recently it has been applied to 
integrative analysis of multiple -omics datasets (Cantini et al. 2021 and Subramanian et 
al. 2020). Similarities between the datasets or relevant features can be identified by the 
use of graphical representations. On the basis of this exploratory study, it may be said 
that whatever the platform considered (FTIR, Raman or O-PTIR), UVc wet and control 
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samples stand out from the others. The FTIR domain is very discriminating: dry samples 
exposed to UVc are well separated along the dimension 1 from samples in solution 
exposed to UVc; dimension 2 separates dry samples exposed to UVb from samples in 
solution exposed to UVb. With Raman spectroscopy, dimension 1 separates the samples 
according to the nature of the UV: samples treated with UVb are positioned along the 
negative side of the axis and samples treated with UVc are on the positive side. In the 
case of O-PTIR spectroscopy, this separation between the two UV treatments is less 
clear. 
While the information obtained via O-PTIR seems to be closer to that provided by 
Raman than to that provided by FTIR, the three techniques seem to be quite 
complimentary. 
The results provide details on the influence of the hydration of CaDPA during both UVc 
and UVb exposure. The hydration state seems to have a slight influence on CaDPA 
photoreactions, also visible in the pyridine ring bands. These findings may help to 
unravel the molecule’s dual role in the UV resistance of spores (Dikec et al.,2023). 
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Vibrational spectroscopy, including Raman scattering and Infrared absorption, is a very 
selective spectroscopic technique providing precise information on 
chemical/biochemical composition and molecular structure of complex samples. 
Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR FT-IR) spectroscopy is a 
technique that has been widely used in many fields. This technique is fast, simple, non-
destructive, and requires only small quantities of measured material with minimal-to no 
sample preparation. A significant advantage of ATR FT-IR is a specific spectral signature 
for different sample types based on their biochemical composition. The infrared 
spectrum displays unique vibrational characteristics of a sample based on the different 
absorption frequencies of the individual functional groups (Manheim et al., 2016). In 
addition to that, spectra from heterogeneous biological systems such as cells, body 
fluids, etc. can be associated with hundreds or thousands of biomolecules. Biological 
samples for forensic and medical analysis contain components such as proteins, nucleic 
acids, carbohydrates and lipids, etc. FT-IR spectra of these samples are very complex and 
must be interpreted with caution. Such spectra are very complex with underlying 
systematic variation that can make statistical analysis difficult. 
To elucidate multiplex spectral information of sample composition and to enable the 
analysis of many spectra required for further application, multivariate statistical 
techniques are needed. Machine learning (ML) based computational framework has the 
potential to characterize such complex data sets and to enable understanding of very 
complex mathematical patterns and relationships hidden within the original spectral 
fingerprinting targeted in a particular project (Srivastava et al., 2020). 
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ML works on principles of pattern recognition in data and error minimization. ML 
algorithms seek regularities in spectral signatures of known examples, train a system to 
identify learned patterns and make subsequent predictions on unknown data. This is a 
contrary approach to traditional FTIR spectral library search approach, since it does not 
exclusively focus on spectral features originating from one specific molecule/compound 
itself. Specifically, we will demonstrate here the great potential of ML for ATR FT-IR 
spectroscopy in forensic applications to extract knowledge from ATR FT-IR data and 
produce outputs that could be used for individual outcome prediction analysis and 
forensic decision making (Takamura et al., 2019; Mistek et al. 2019). 
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The production season of milk is a crucial factor that affects the fatty acid composition 
(Scano and Caboni, 2021) and mineral content (González et al., 2011) of cheese products, 
thus influencing their nutritional quality. Sheep’s milk cheese, specifically, can have a 
positive impact on human health due to its bioactive unsaturated fatty acids, such as 
conjugated linoleic acids (CLA, e.g. C18:2 cis 9, trans 11) and vaccenic acid (C18:1 trans 11), 
which play a significant role as nutraceutical substances. The present study aimed to 
investigate the effect of cheese production season on the fatty acid profile, expressed 
as % Fatty Acids Methyl Esters (FAME). The mineral profile was also assessed in terms of 
calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, phosphorus, sulphur, zinc, and iron content. 
The study involved two tasks, namely classification and inference. First, 27 cheese 
samples were classified according to their production month (January, April, June). Three 
external samples were then taken from each period (totalling 9 external samples). These 
samples were used to infer the unknown %FAME profile and were classified for external 
validation purposes. Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PPCA) (Shah et al. 2017) 
was used to estimate missing data. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was then 
performed on the first two Principal Components (PCs) as a classification tool. The 
analysis of the model loadings allowed for the assessment of the correlation between 
the variables and the cheese production month. The PPCA scores relevant to the 
external samples were used to reconstruct missing data observations and were plotted 
in the PPCA+LDA score plot to evaluate the model's capability in classifying external 
samples whose fatty acid profile was unknown. 5-fold Venetian Blind Cross Validation 
(VBCV) was used for internal validation to determine the robustness of the model. The 
results indicated a positive correlation between short-chain fatty acids and the winter 
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period (January), between polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) and spring (April), and a 
prevalence of long-chain saturated fatty acids during the early summer (June). Such 
results are in line with those reported in other studies (Caboni et al., 2019). The model 
showed remarkable performance in autoprediction and cross-validation, with 100% of 
the samples being correctly classified in both cases. The external validation results 
indicated that the PPCA+LDA model was effective in correctly classifying all the 
samples, suggesting that the proposed approach may be useful in determining the fatty 
acid content and classifying dairy products based on their production season. 
Classification results are reported in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Score plot for PPCA+LDA classification. Dot symbols: autoprediction samples. 

Cross symbols: external validation samples. 
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Anomaly detection refers to the identification of data points that are unusual or deviate 
significantly from what is expected[1]. This technique has many applications, including 
fraud detection, cybersecurity, medical diagnosis, and production monitoring. Regarding 
production monitoring applications, the ability to identify the development of an 
anomaly in the behavior of the monitored machine with a reasonable margin of time 
allows anticipating the insurgence of a blocking issue, providing potentially great value 
from an economical and environmental standpoint.  
The detection of anomalies can be achieved through statistical methods, machine 
learning algorithms, and deep learning techniques. Recent years have seen an increase 
in popularity of the latter, as it has proven to be highly effective in detecting anomalies 
even in complex data sets. The main issue with deep learning techniques resides in the 
fact that the obtained models are affected by “black-boxing”, meaning it is usually 
difficult for the user to understand the relations learned by the model, making it difficult 
to understand how the model is performing its predictions.  
With the present work, we want to share our experience on the topic that has matured 
working with Iveco Group in the context of the DOLPHINS Project[2] for the anomaly 
detection and applied predictive maintenance on machineries of the production lines in 
the Brescia(IT), Suzzara(IT) and Valladolid(ES) plants. 
Three methodologies for signal reconstruction are presented: Auto Associative Kernel 
Regression (AAKR)[3], Principal Component Analysis (PCA)[4] and Artificial Neural Nets 
Autoencoders[5]. The whole project has been coded in Python, leveraging already 
existing libraries when possible and writing custom routines when needed. The whole 
data pipeline is handled with the Kedro library, facilitiating communication between the 
project partners while allowing code's reproducibility and portability.  
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The techniques presented could be applied in many contexts and at very different 
scales, providing tools to understand better and take better decisions in planning and 
maintaining a production facility. 
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“Mountain Product” is a relatively new quality label defined in the European Community 
regulation [1] reserved for food products produced and processed in mountain areas, 
aiming to support the economy in disadvantaged areas. However, the “Mountain 
Product” denomination is still not enough spread and not well known by consumers, the 
present work is part of a larger research project whose objective is to develop an 
analytical methodology to conjugate identity, sustainability, and value, i.e., MOUNTAIN-
ID (https://www.mountainid.unimore.it). Moreover, very few studies attempt to 
differentiate the same food product produced in a mountain area from the one 
obtained in the plane. Both dairy farmers and consortia want to protect the authenticity 
of their products from analogues and, at the same time, promote them. In this scenario, 
the present study aimed at assessing among different samples of Parmigiano Reggiano, 
a PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) product [2], the ones with the mountain 
denomination, namely the “Progetto Territorio Parmigiano Reggiano Prodotto di 
Montagna” (PdM). In order to obtain the identitary traits, different analytical approaches 
are employed, including spectroscopic techniques used as fingerprinting (untargeted) 
strategies. With the aim to differentiate PdM with respect non-PdM (as well PDO 
Parmigiano Reggiano, but produced in plain areas) products, chemometrics models are 
developed testing different strategies, i.e. class modeling and discrimination, and fusing 
information from different spectroscopies.  
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Iron nuclearity, defined as the number of iron atoms combined in a singular coordination 
object by bridging oxygen atoms, is one of the parameters used to assess the toxicity 
potential of mineral fibres. Isolated ferrous iron atoms have the highest potential to 
catalyse the formation of toxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) responsible for adverse 
effects in vivo while iron clusters seem less effective in producing ROS in the biological 
medium (Gualtieri, 2021). In this context, UV-Vis spectroscopy has proven promising in 
identifying iron structure in these complex natural samples (see for example, Martra et 
al., 1999 with crocidolite and Borghi et al., 2010 with chrysotile). However, these methods 
show low sensitivity, being unreliable if applied to natural systems with low iron 
contents. In the current study, the authors propose a novel approach, coupling UV-Vis 
spectroscopy with Multivariate Curve Resolution – Alternating Least Squares (MCR-ALS, 
De Juan & Tauler, 2006), aiming to obtaining information on the iron chemical 
environment, namely if the iron nuclearity can be ascribed to Fe2+ isolated, Fe3+ isolated 
or Fe cluster. Twenty-seven different samples of both synthetic and natural iron-
containing mineral fibres have been collected and analysed by Solid UV Vis with 
integrating sphere accessory. MCR-ALS method has been employed to resolve specific 
spectral profiles for each type of nuclearity and assess the extent of each of them in the 
sample. Data has been partitioned in calibration (17 samples) and test (10 samples) sets, 
in order to validate the model. The results show that a model with 4 components 
provided the best results, being able to distinguish mineral fibres according to the three 
investigated iron nuclearity modes. These results will be of great help to clarify the role 
of iron in the existing models for the assessment of the toxicity potential of mineral 
fibres. 
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Nowadays, there is an urgent need for a transition from fossil fuels to biomass-based 
economy and, in the last decades, European policies are moving in that direction. In this 
scenario, wood – and lignocellulosic material in general – are becoming more appealing. 
At the end of the life cycle, the utilized material ends up in the waste stream generating 
waste wood. Waste wood includes wood or wood-containing material from different 
sectors, which means it presents inherent high variability (Edo et al., 2016). Considering 
the high and continuously increasing demand in wood (Mantau et al., 2010) the big 
challenge is to reuse and recycle instead of dispose it. This is also in line with Waste 
Framework Directive of the European Union. Most waste wood can be reused or 
recycled and only wood with hazardous substances needs to be sent to the disposal 
with no benefits. Because of these contaminants the recycling potential of waste wood 
is still low (Faraca et al., 2019) and could increase if the material is properly sorted and 
handled based on its quality and characteristics. To this aim, waste wood material was 
divided in three categories: i) virgin wood that can be used both for panel board 
production and bioenergy applications, ii) treated wood that can be used for panel 
board production and iii) impregnated and painted wood (disposal wood) that should 
be sent to the disposal with no reuse. The material has been investigated using near-
infrared (NIR) spectroscopy since such technique has the potential for the on-line 
sorting of the material and could represent a valid solution for the rapid screening.     
The results of a previous study (under revision) proved that the spectra collected with a 
bench-top spectrophotometer can be used to develop Soft Independent Modeling of 
Class Analogy (SIMCA) classification models and discriminate between the three waste 
wood categories. But it showed also that some samples are more challenging to be 
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classified than others because of their similarities in the chemical composition. For this 
reason, a subset of waste wood samples have been analyzed with NIR hyperspectral 
camera (Specim SWIR 3 - Specim, Spectral Imaging, Ltd, Oulu, Finland). In detail five 
waste wood types (virgin wood, treated wood, old wood, impregnated wood and 
painted wood) have been selected for this study for a total of 16 images of pure 
materials and 12 images of mixtures material. The idea is to investigate if NIR 
hyperspectral camera can facilitate the visualization of the distribution of different 
chemical components in a sample. In fact, since each spectrum is related to a pixel in the 
image, it is most suitable for analysis of heterogeneous samples. As a first step, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) has been computed to investigate the spectral differences 
and search for groupings among the five waste wood types. PCA is also a powerful tool 
for describing the variation in multivariate data sets and investigate spectral variability. 
We considered both pixel-based and object-based approaches and first conclusions 
were drawn on their advantages and limitations, also compared to the ‘traditional’ NIR 
technique. Next steps will aim in quantifying their respective effects (both positive and 
negative) on the classification results. 
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Cereals are among the most important staple food crops; they are cheap source of 
calories, protein and elements for the inhabitants worldwide. Among the cereals, Durum 
wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) is the base of many largely used foods like pasta. These 
foods provide a large part of the essential elements, however, when polluted, they can 
contribute significantly to overexposure to some elements. Wheat plants exploit the 
elements present in the soil for their biological needs but there is a significant 
difference in the concentrations of these elements in the different soils. Another 
important source of some elements is both atmospheric and soil pollution, furthermore 
in agricultural practices there is extensive use of substances containing potentially toxic 
elements for humans. Wheat plants will therefore accumulate elements differently 
based on different exposures of the plants to the aforementioned sources. It is 
important to understand, since the cereal seeds are used for food purposes, how many 
and which elements are accumulated in the seeds. 
Some studies investigated the mineral elements in cereals 1,2,3, but only few of them 
concerned the durum wheat4, however, to the best of our knowledge, none investigate 
the distribution of the element in the grain kernel. The distribution in the kernel is 
important because going from the outer to the inner of the seed, during the grinding 
process, we can obtain: bran, semolina and flour that are used for different kind of food 
products. The knowledge of their elemental affinity can help to produce food of special 
characteristic or reduce the impact of environmental pollution on the final food 
products.  
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Here we analyzed, by ICP-OES, 13 variety of durum wheat each grown both with 
traditional and organic methods. Twentyeight elements were quantified in each sample. 
The data matrix was analyzed in order to highlight the differences between the kind of 
grinded material and of the growing methods. There is evidence that most of the 
elements concentrate in the bran. PCA easily distinguish two groups, one with whole 
seed and bran and the other with semolina and flour. The difference between organic 
and conventional growing is more evident in the group with semolina and flour. 
Classification with respect to agronomic method gives good result by PLS-DA or even 
better with LDA and QDA. Only few elements characterize the growing methods. 
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In light of the recent inclusion of the yellow mealworm (Tenebrio molitor larva) on the 
European Union's list of authorized foods, a study was designed to differentiate and 
characterize different edible insects. The work focused on three specific types of edible 
insects, namely the house cricket (Acheta domesticus L.), the buffalo worm (Alphitobius 
Diaperinus), and the yellow mealworm (Tenebrio molitor larva), in accordance with the 
European Food Safety Authority's (EFSA) deliberations regarding the limited number of 
insects approved for consumption. There are several reasons why (RE)-introducing 
edible insects into the human diet could be valuable. Firstly, insects have been a 
significant part of the human diet since ancient times, which makes it important to 
emphasize the term "reintroduction". Secondly,  this could be part of a series of actions 
to support the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development goals. Indeed, adopting 
insects as a food source could help ensure food security and provide environmental and 
socio-economic benefits [1]. In general, insects have proved to be a good and low-input 
source of protein, minerals, vitamins, polyphenols, and fatty acids. However, it is evident 
that the nutritional composition of insects varies depending on the species, life stages, 
environment, and diet. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to characterize the 
elemental profile of insect species that have been authorized for introduction into the 
European market. The samples were purchased from a European online shop; dried 
aliquots were mineralized using a microwave-assisted digester (Ethos-One, Milestone, 
Bergamo, Italy). They were then analyzed using an Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass 
Spectrometer (iCAP-TQe, Thermo Fisher). After validating the analytical method for 
accuracy and precision, the multi-elemental profiles were processed using chemometric 
methods to distinguish species based on their mineral composition.  
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Fig.1: Biplot of the Principal Component Analysis obtained by the data matrix (75x20). 
 
The Linear Discriminant Analysis produced satisfying results in predicting the external 
set (designated according to the Duplex algorithm). Several variable selection and 
variable reduction methods were tested and compared in this context [2].  
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Tigernuts is a typical foodstuff from a specific region of Valencia (Spain) known as 
“L’Horta Nord”. Some tigernuts cultivated in this region are protected under a Protected 
Designation of Origin (PDO) “Chufa de Valencia” because they present unique 
characteristics associated with their particular production area. The high energetic and 
nutritive properties of tigernuts combined with its potential as an alternative foodstuff 
to other products of animal origin, have led the increasing in their demand and, 
therefore, the expansion of its cultivation around the world. For that reason, an 
exhaustive quality control to check the geographical origin is necessary in order to 
ensure the quality product for the consumer. In this line, the main goal of the research is 
the development of a new multivariate analytical method capable of authenticating the 
geographical origin of tigernut samples applying the tandem “fingerprinting” and 
“chemometrics”. 
For that purpose, the fat fraction of the tigernuts was extracted using the Pressurized 
Liquid Extraction technique (PLE). The optimal conditions of the extraction procedure 
were calculated using the design of experiments methodology (DoE). An ad-hoc analysis 
method was developed using liquid chromatography coupled with an ultraviolet-visible 
detector in a normal phase mode to acquire the instrumental fingerprint from fat 
fraction. Firstly, the fingerprint was examined by unsupervised chemometrics tools to 
observe the natural grouping of the samples using PCA method. After that, classification 
models (PLS-DA, SIMCA) were developed to discriminate between PDO tigernuts and 
Non-PDO tigernuts.  
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Figure 1: Sample assignment of tigernut samples from PLS-DA model developed with 
two input-classes: PDO and NON-DOP. 
 
As a result, a methodology developed in this research made it possible the 
authentication of the tigernuts from different geographical origins, which makes it a 
tool with great potential to prevent food fraud. 
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The European Food Safety Authority asked for novel approaches for identifying 
mechanically separated meat (MSM) in meat products, due to food safety concern [1]. In 
this study, a novel approach based on multivariate analysis of 43 trace elements in meat 
products is described. Overall, 27 trace elements and 16 rare earth elements were 
determined by using ICP-MS after sample mineralization of 100 meat samples, 
composed of different percentages of MSM, obtained at low and high pressure, and 
without MSM. Chemometric classification models were developed in order to 
discriminate between meat products with or without MSM. Classification models were 
rigorously validated, both internally and externally: in details, a cross-validation strategy 
with six cancellation groups was applied for an internal validation achieving a total 
prediction rate of 97.2%. Then, the final validation of this approach was completed by 
analyzing and classifying 10 ‘blind’ meat samples, obtaining a method accuracy equal to 
90%, a significant improvement in field. Thus, the described method is applicable for the 
discrimination of meat products containing MSM, even if the processing was carried out 
at low and high pressure. This is the main strength of this approach. Indeed, most 
available approaches for the identification of MSM in meat products allow the clear 
distinction between MSM obtained by high pressure technology and meat not 
mechanically separated, while the differentiation between MSM obtained by low 
pressure technology and simple minced meat is not possible. This is due to the similarity 
between low-pressure MSM and fresh meat, since this type of mechanical deboning 
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does not lead to significant release of bone fragments, bone marrow, etc., in meat. The 
analytical approach described in this study, on the contrary, can also be applied for 
identifying this type of MSM, since it exploits the potential of multi-elemental analysis 
(43 parameters) coupled to multivariate analysis.  
This analytical method was also evaluated using the AGREE tool which investigates the 
12 principles of green analytical chemistry. The final value obtained of 0.6, being higher 
than 0.5, assures the “GREEnness” of this approach [2-4]. 
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The lipid fraction of foods has a dramatic influence on their nutritional profile as well as 
their sensory impact. During the eating process, volatile compounds originate from the 
interaction between saliva and the food matrix, due to mechanical action and 
enzymatic reactions.  
It is known that the activity of lipase and α-amylase is higher in subjects with larger 
body mass index (BMI). Recent research showed that the release of certain volatiles is 
linked to the variation of salivary composition, that is different in normal weight and 
obese subjects [1,2].  
The electronic nose (EN) is an instrument using electronic chemical sensors that detect 
specific group of volatile molecules. An EN often contains multiple sensors, such that 
several groups of molecules are recorded.  
This contribution will present an experiment aimed to verify the ability of EN in 
detecting differences in volatiles emitted after the interaction of a food product with 
human saliva produced by subjects with different BMIs.  
Extra virgin olive oil (EVOO) was used as our fat of preference, which was combined 
with saliva from 60 subjects (age range: 18-65 years), of which 23 had normal BMI, 18 
was overweight and 14 was obese (water was used as the blank for the analysis). After 4 
minutes of interaction between 0.3 mL of saliva and 100 mL EVOO, the released volatiles 
were recorded up to 100 seconds using an Electronic Nose PEN2 (Airsense Analytics, 
Germany) fitted with 10 sensors MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor). 
The data analysis aimed to firstly highlight the part of the signal, then on the ‘cleaned’ 
data, several normalization methods were applied in order to remove unwanted effects 
and to standardize the responses of different runs, then PCA was applied as an 
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unsupervised exploratory tool to understand the data structure, and finally some other 
chemometric methods were applied to generate a classification model, which was 
cross-validate by using a leave-one-out cross-validation by excluding one subject at a 
time.  
Despite the inter- and intra-variability of the subjects’ salivary composition and the 
analytical error of the EN, it was possible to find data cluster by using PCA according to 
the subjects BMI, and differentiating the obese individuals from the others (Figure 1). A 
classification model based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was also successfully 
employed, showing a correct classification rate (cross-validation) of 88.6%, 92.6 and 
93.9% for overweight, obese and normal-weight subjects, respectively. A partial least 
square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was also built, showing potential to classify 
subjects based on 3 groups of data, with promising applications for screening of fat-
saliva matrices simulating food consumption (Figure 1). This research could be useful to 
understand the different response of subjects to new food products, by using an 
objective instrumental tool which can provide fast responses, in addition to proper data 
treatment and chemometric analysis.  
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experiment and the results from EN analysis.  
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Metallica is one of the cornerstones of metal rock music, and the go-to band for starting 
to explore this genre [1]. It is a band central to any discourse around the multi-faced 
topic of what is real rock and metal music, but also a very successful powerhouse of 
musical production and live performances. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA, [2]) is, arguably, the cornerstone of chemometrics, 
and the go-to method for exploratory data analysis. It is a technique central to any 
course in multivariate data analysis, but also a very efficient tool for compressing data, 
to the point that many people, especially those from the many branches of informatics, 
only use it as a compression tool, thus not fully exploiting its potential. 
In our study we want to investigate the meeting point between Metallica and PCA, to 
answer a very common research question about the former: “Has Metallica evolved 
through the years in their studio albums attending to strict music indicators?”. This 
debate has been always a central point discussion between supporters and critics of the 
band. The approach considers a careful identification and selection of the data that can 
be used to describe the musical production (not the recording quality) of the band 
throughout their studio albums, coupled with the power of PCA, which is simply used to 
model and extract information from such dataset. 
The parallel aim of the study, and the crucial message behind this research, is to convey 
the idea behind PCA in a clear and fresh way, making its use, potentiality and 
functioning as clear as possible to both the novice (who might be struggling with 
grasping the full power of this technique) and the expert user (who might be sick and 
tired of always seeing the usual chemical dataset used for explaining PCA). With the 
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idea of eventually shaping it into a tutorial, the whole data analysis pipeline will be 
described together with tricks and suggestions on how to structure and conduct it in 
potentially any other real-world scenario, showing the strengths and weaknesses of the 
data collection procedure, the database construction, the application of PCA and the 
interpretation of the results. 
Disclaimer: Why Metallica? That’s an easy one. Because we love it! 
 

 
Figure 1. James Hetfield estimating the sources of maximum variance. 
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Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) is defined as a reduction in an expected fetal 
growth pattern and is associated with poor perinatal and long-term postnatal outcomes 
(Sharma et al., 2016). Perinatal mortality rate has been decreased thanks to the prenatal 
identification of small fetuses for gestational age (SGA), however, a large proportion of 
fetuses born SGA are not diagnosed during the pregnancy despite performing third 
trimester ultrasounds (Figueras et al., 2008). 
In this work, we use the recently developed Variable-selection ANOVA Simultaneous 
Component Analysis (VASCA, Camacho et al. (2023)) to infer potential biomarkers in a 
longitudinal study in IUGR. Variables of different classes and its possible relations, such 
as complete blood count, hemodynamics, immune biomarkers and fecal bacteria 
(metagenomics), in different stages of the pregnancy and fecal samples of the baby will 
be include in the model. VASCA is a multivariate alternative to the False Discovery Rate 
by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995), which can improve the statistical power in 
multivariate studies, leading to a better identification of biomarkers.  
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Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has been widely used in food, feed and other 
fields for rapid analysis nondestructive analysis. Normally, PLS calibration are developed 
specifically for each product (Global) and accuracy depends also on the correct choice 
of calibrations. A different approach (Shenk et al. 1998) is to build a multiproduct 
database and have LOCAL calibrations built on the fly for each sample being predicted. 
In practice with LOCAL calibrations the user doesn’t have to select a specific calibration, 
but the algorithm selects the best set of samples to be used for predicting each 
unknown sample. The study evaluated Global, Shenk’s LOCAL and a new locally 
weighted method based on partial least squared scores (LWPLSR; Lesnoff et al. 2020) 
recently published, comparing them to the traditional Global calibrations. A total of 3379 
samples including forages (5 products n = 2263) and grains (4 products n = 1116) were 
used, with selection of a test set (n = 340) using “Kennard and Stone” algorithm. Global 
calibrations were developed for the 9 different products and also for the entire 
multiproduct database, while local methods always used the full database. Calibrations 
were developed after spectral math pretreatments, Standard Normal Variate and 
Detrend as well as Savitzky-Golay (D=1, Smooth 7, Pol. Ord 2). PLS prediction models 
were developed and optimized by cross validation and, prediction were evaluated by 
Root Mean Standard Error of Prediction (RMSEP) All computations for calibration, 
validation were developed using R Version 1.3.1093.  

Table 1 shows the RMSEP values, for Global the single products were predicted 
with specific calibrations, while the entire testing set was predicted with the one 
multiproduct calibration. In general local methods provided more accurate predictions 
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for the full testing set but also for the specific products than Global calibrations. The 
differences between global and local were smaller for DM, than Protein and ADF. 
Reduction of RMSEP of Local over Global for the different products was about 20-25% 
for Protein, 24-36% for ADF and 0-18% for DM. Between locals, LWPLSR is the method 
that yielded the best performances. Among the products there was a very small set 
(ALP n = 27) of alfalfa byproducts, which had the largest differences between Global 
and local for Protein and ADF. These constituents are more influenced by the matrix of 
the sample and having a large global dataset ensure fair accuracy. On the other hand for 
DM which has stronger spectral signal global calibration work as good as local ones. 
LOCAL algorithm was much faster (few seconds per sample) than LWPLSR run under R 
package (“Rchemo”), which should be improved for practical use. 

Table 1. RMSEP values obtained by Global calibration and for each Local method. 

Ingredient Testing set (No.) 
RMSEP of different Models 

Global Local Algorithm LWPLSR 

Protein (%) 

All (339) 0.73 0.59 0.57 
CSL (47) 0.55 0.40 0.41 
HAY (121) 0.91 0.78 0.75 
ALP (3) 0.99 0.46 0.54 

SGS (28) 0.99 0.69 0.52 
TMR (28) 0.43 0.40 0.36 

Barley (13) 0.55 0.34 0.48 
Oat (16) 0.62 0.52 0.60 

Corn (48) 0.34 0.36 0.39 
Wheat (35) 0.62 0.37 0.40 

ADF (%) 

All (331) 1.44 1.31 1.03 
CSL (47) 1.35 0.95 0.76 
HAY (121) 1.49 1.30 1.25 
ALP (3) 1.70 0.92 0.65 

SGS (28) 2.05 2.54 1.40 
TMR (27) 1.90 1.88 1.13 

Barley (13) 1.35 0.85 0.86 
Oat (16) 1.54 1.05 1.10 

Corn (44) 0.80 0.46 0.44 
Wheat (32) 0.71 0.40 0.54 

DM (%) 
All (332) 0.72 0.63 0.50 
CSL (47) 0.92 0.73 0.46 
HAY (121) 0.72 0.68 0.60 
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ALP (3) 0.38 0.78 0.42 
SGS (28) 0.79 0.72 0.40 
TMR (28) 0.90 0.85 0.69 

Barley (13) 0.25 0.32 0.41 
Oat (16) 0.38 0.35 0.26 

Corn (41) 0.54 0.40 0.30 
Wheat (35) 0.45 0.39 0.34 
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Apart from the well-known double-stranded structure, DNA may form other 
characteristic, non-canonical, structures, such as G-quadruplex, i-motif, triplex DNA, … 
Recent studies on human genome have discovered DNA regions where these structures 
may be formed in vivo. Also, the i-motif structure has been shown to be a potential tool 
for the development of pH sensors in chemical analysis [Alba, 2016]. 
The in vitro study of the chemical and conformational equilibria, as well as the related 
kinetics aspects, of these structures is mainly carried out by using spectroscopic 
techniques, such as molecular absorption, circular dichroism, molecular fluorescence, or 
nuclear magnetic resonance. In this scenario, Chemometrics has been shown to be a 
useful in analyzing multivariate data recorded along the monitoring of these 
conformational changes or chemical equilibria. 
In this presentation, a brief introduction to some of these structures will be given, 
paving the way to the explanation of many examples of application of Chemometrics 
(hard and soft modelling, basically) to data sets of different nature. 
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In the last decades the enforcement of national and international regulations on water 
quality, such as the Water Framework Directive (WFD - 2000/60/EC), the Marine 
Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD - 2008/56/EC), and the Maritime Spatial Planning 
Directive (MSPD - 2014/89/EU), obliges EU Member States to regularly and extensively 
monitor marine ecosystems. Several water quality parameters can be monitored: 
physical properties, chlorophyll content, nutrients, toxic elements, organic pollutants, 
etc. The techniques can be applied in situ, ex situ (lab-based measurement), or by means 
of remote sensing. Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2022), in a very recent critical review, 
observed that currently, short-term and discrete monitoring coupled with ex situ lab-
based measurement are still the mainstream in water quality measurement. In this way 
the information obtained is sparse along time dimension, thus there is a need of 
combining the high-dimensional data obtained by the different sampling methods using 
data fusion techniques and machine learning models. The aim of the study is to use a 
data fusion technique to contextualize water sampling analysis results merging them 
with data collected continuously, at different time spans by different instruments, at a 
seawater sampling site. In brief, long-term time series of data (temperature, pH, 
dissolved oxygen, etc...) collected at a sampling site in the Gulf of Trieste (Italy) in the 
past has been organized and analyzed by Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm 
(Kohonen, 2013) for identifying seawater typical dynamic states. Among the 
unsupervised data analysis methods Clark et al. (Clark et al., 2020) published a review 
describing the use and advantages of elaborating water quality data using SOM 
algorithm. It proved to be a useful tool for investigating spatial and temporal patterns in 
the data. Moreover Li et al. (Li et al., 2020) proved that the SOM is effective in marine 
data clustering. The SOM outcome is a matrix containing recurrent profiles that can be 
considered recurrent “states” of the environmental compartment. The profiles can be 
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easily characterized by the modeled values (weight of nodes) of the monitored 
parameters. The output matrix can be further analyzed by clustering algorithms such as 
hierarchical (HCA) or k-means (KM) clustering for obtaining few recurrent “macro-states” 
of the environmental compartment (Solidoro et al., 2009; Vesanto and Alhoniemi, 2000). 
The results obtained has been integrated by a low-level data fusion technique with 
results of sparse seawater sampling carried out at the same site for ex-situ lab analysis 
of nutrients and pollutants. The sparse samplings have been contextualized in terms of 
“macro-states” occurring before and during the sampling time to allow the 
characterization of the “macro-states” in terms of nutrient and pollutant profiles and, at 
the same time, to allow comparison of sampling results carried out during the same 
period in different years. 
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In the baking industry, a precise knowledge of aroma and its influencing parameters is 
crucial for the formulation of new recipes and meeting consumer needs. 
In this study, an innovative method based on Arrow-SPME-GC-MS was developed with 
the aim of chemometrics for analyzing the flavor of four industrial bread samples and 
examining the influence of different yeasts (sourdough, beer's yeast, and a mixture of 
both) on volatile organic compounds (VOCs) produced in the final product. Since the 
aroma profile was sampled using a novel Arrow-SPME fiber [1], the factors affecting its 
adsorption and absorption mechanisms were optimized by means of Design of 
Experiment (DoE) technique, allowing for the rational planning of experiments to 
optimize specific properties of the system under investigation [2]. For this purpose, a 
Face-Centered Central Composite Design (FC-CCD) was exploited. 
As GC-MS (hyphenate techniques in general) signals analysis requires high 
computational capabilities as well as efficient methods to reduce data dimensionality 
and to extract useful information, the novel multi-way data analysis approach, 
PARADISe [4] (PARAFAC2-based deconvolution and identification system [5]), was used 
to deconvolute the chromatographic peaks from raw chromatographic data and 
integrate the areas of the deconvoluted peaks for all samples simultaneously. The 
PARADISe approach was particularly effective in revealing co-eluted compounds that 
would otherwise be difficult to detect by mathematically decomposing the 
chromatogram. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used as an exploratory analysis 
to evaluate the effects of the investigated variables, yeasts, and leavening times, on the 
aroma profiles of the bread samples. The identification of the compounds that most 
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differentiate the various samples from each other helped to explain the differences that 
emerged on the basis of the used recipe. 
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The loss of freshness of fish and fishery products is mainly due to microbial spoilage. 
Particularly, Specific Spoilage Organisms (SSO), are microorganisms which, during 
storage, grow faster than the others, causing the formation of metabolites responsible 
for off odors and off-flavors, leading to sensory rejection of the product. Many of these 
compounds such as alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, organic acids, sulphides, esters and 
amines were applied to definine the spoilage status of seafood [1]. However, the 
conventional technique of  microbial quality charaterization imply time, economic 
resources and skilled personnel, therfore the development of a rapid alternative method 
as IR spectroscopy is required. The application of IR spectroscopy to microbial load 
prediction should carefully consider many different confounders (i.e. physical status, 
seasonality, conservation temperature, etc.) that could affect bacterial and spectral 
features. Moreover, chemometric pre-processing approaches and features selection 
should be carefully evaluated to define the capability of IR spectroscopy [2].  
The aim of this study is to evaluate how spectroscopic data can be used to predict 
microbial load of Pseudomonas spp. as principal indicator among other SSO in seafood 
products taking in consideration factors affecting prediction performances. In detail, a 
total of 81 cuttlefish samples (fresh, frozen-thawed, and frozen-thawed treated with 
peroxide hydrogen) were collected from a wholesale fish plant, and then stored at 0, 2 
and 4 °C until rejection of sensory analysis. At 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12 days of storage, samples 
were evaluated through microbiological, sensory and spectroscopic analyis by portable 
NIR tools obtaining a total of 348 observations. Sensorial and microbiological analyses 
were combined to each respective spectrum to perform principal component analysis 
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(PCA) and Partial Least Square (PLS) regression as exploratory and as predictive 
approaches, respectively.  
In particular, after proper data pretreaatment (i.e., standard normal variate, baseline 
removal, smoothing and second derivative) a PCA model was built to highlight the 
importance of factors such as physical status, geographic origin, month of fishing, 
treatment and days of storage. Results highlight Pseudomonas spp. are clustered with 
sensory variables, whereas batches clustered with treatment meaning that those effects 
affect the spectral features.  

Furthermore, PLS was used to predict the load of Pseudomonas spp. from the sensorial 
and NIR spectroscopic data. With eight component (chosen according to the one-sigma 
heuristic method [3]), 85% and 75% of variance of the X and Y blocks, respectively, was 
captured. This ensures a good predictive ability with a Root Mean Squared Error 
Prediction RMSEP = 0.76 and R2 = 0.75, corresponding to a relative mean error of 15%; 
whereas a R2cv of 0.62 and RMSEP of 0.93 were reported in cross-validation. Figure 1a, b 
shows calibration and cross-validation predictions obtained from the described model. 
In conclusion, spectroscopic data in association with machine learning techniques 
appear to be a promising tool for the prediction of fish product adulteration and 
spoilage resulting from microbial proliferation [4]. 

 

Figure 1a, b: Fitted values of the load of Pseudomonas spp. by means of Partial Least Squares Regression in 
calibration (left) and in cross-validation (right). 

Testing set shows interestingly that predictions are, in average, more precise when 
microbial load is around 6 Log CFU/g, near the deterioration threshold for seafood 
products. At 7 Log CFU/g Pseudomonas spp. modify the food substrate (mainly 
proteolytic activity) producing different spoilage compounds that change the spectral 
features [5].  
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Furthermore, this solution  represent an intertesting support to overcome spoilage level 
identification to reduce the number of microbiological and time of analysis (few 
minutes for NIR spectroscopy vs. 48/72 h of microbial analysis), reducing the cost of lab 
analysis on the economy of companies that operate directly in the seafood market by 
portable spectroscpy tools. 
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Periodontal disease is one of the most frequent diseases affecting dental elements, with 
periods of disease activity followed by periods of remission. Traditional clinical and 
radiological methods only capture pre-existing destruction rather than current disease 
activity, and metabolomic analysis of gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) has attracted 
attention as a valuable tool for periodontal disease prognosis and diagnosis. 
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a spectroscopic technique that has various 
advantages over standard bioanalysis for the analysis of biological samples ranging from 
in vitro cell culture models to ex vivo tissues and biofluids. SERS datasets derived from 
biofluids are rich in metabolic fingerprint information, but access to this information is 
not always simple. Bioanalytical SERS is a highly complicated field that necessitates a 
thorough understanding of the chemical and physical interactions that exist between 
photons, nanomaterials, and biological systems. Discovering meaningful information in 
the midst of this complication is a difficult task. Chemometrics provides extremely 
useful tools to assist us in this effort. 
Several strategies for dealing with the design, processing, and interpretation of SERS 
spectrum data from biofluids will be briefly discussed in this communication. In 
particular, a successful thorough deployment of chemometrics methodologies (from the 
design of experiments to multivariate analysis and data fusion) to relate the SERS 
metabolic fingerprint of GCF to the periodontal health of both teeth and dental 
implants will be presented. 
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Raman spectroscopy recently proved a tremendous capacity to identify disease specific 
markers in various (bio)samples being a non-invasive, rapid, and reliable method for 
cancer detection. In this study, we firstly aimed to record vibrational spectra of salivary 
exosomes isolated from oral and oropharyngeal cancer patients and healthy controls 
using Surface Enhancement Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). Then we assessed this 
method’s capacity to discriminate between malignant and non-malignant samples by 
means of Principal Component - Linear Discrimination Analysis (PC-LDA) of the SERS 
spectra of salivary exosomes. The vibrational spectra were collected on a solid 
plasmonic substrate developed in our group, synthesized using tangential flow filtered 
and concentrated (TFF) silver nanoparticles, capable to generate very reproducible 
spectra for a whole range of bioanalytes. SERS examination identified interesting 
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variations of the vibrational bands assigned to thiocyanate, proteins and nucleic acids 
between the saliva of cancer and control groups. The chemometric analysis - performed 
on the whole spectra as well as on specific regions - indicated discrimination sensitivity 
between the two groups up to 79.3%. The sensitivity is influenced by the spectral 
interval used for the multivariate analysis, being lower (75.9%) when the full range 
spectra were used. 
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The tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) is one of the most widely cultivated and 
consumed fruits globally. 
Nutritionally, it is rich in substances essential for human nutrition and in particular 
contains carotenoids like lycopene, beta-carotene, and lutein. 
Moreover, it is an easily cultivated fruit, adaptable to various climates, and used in 
cuisines worldwide [1]. 
From an economic perspective, the cost of tomato production varies depending on the 
cultivation method. Tomatoes grown unconventionally (in greenhouses, tents, 
hydroponics, organic farming, etc.) tend to have higher costs because these methods 
require investments in facilities, equipment, climate control systems, nutrients, and so 
on [2]. 
It is estimated that approximately 5 million hectares of land worldwide were used to 
grow around 189 million tonnes of tomatoes in 2021, with 24 million tonnes in Europe 
and 6 million tonnes in Italy [3]. 
In this study, a total number of 201 samples were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy, 
and the collected spectra were investigated using Partial-Least-Square Discriminant 
Analysis (PLS-DA) to evaluate the ability to distinguish tomatoes from conventional and 
non-conventional agriculture based on their Raman spectral profiles. 
The results show that PLS-DA was capable of classifying samples according to their 
production technology, with a 93% rate of correctly classified samples in external 
prediction. 
This analytical methodology has proven to be an efficient screening tool that could be 
used in quality control and authenticity assessment to discriminate tomatoes produced 
by different agricultural techniques. 
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The interest in using hyperspectral images generated by laser-induced breakdown 
spectroscopy (LIBS) on bioanalysis has been increasing due to some advantages of the 
technique such as its fast data acquisition, the possibility to perform multielemental 
analyses and to detect both major and minor elements at the same time [1], which may 
be well suited for clinical analyses. Some recent spectrometers can even work at kHz 
range acquisition rates, thus a single map has hundreds of thousands of spectra. While 
in one hand having that much information from a sample may allow us to dig deeper 
into it, on the other hand the sheer amount of spectra skews the variance and hinders 
minor elements found in scarce pixels. That is, even though a minor element generates a 
signal in a given spectrum, usual variance-based multivariate exploratory tools may not 
find it. One way to better explore this sort of dataset is to use the convex-hull, the 
minimal multidimensional geometric object that contains all the dataset. The main idea 
is that we can project all data as a cloud in a multidimensional space based on the 
variables and the points of data with the most different values will stay further away 
from the others. The convex hull is a geometric object that connects all outermost 
points and, mathematically, each point inside this object is potentially a linear 
combination of them. We can then consider that all different source of signals will be 
part of the convex-hull and use that for qualitatively finding all elements. Calculating 
the convex-hull, however, is not simple and for most software, it is limited to lower 
dimensionalities. Our group has proposed an estimation of the convex hull named 
Interesting features finder (IFF) [2], which attempts to find the outermost parts by using 
thousands of random vectors and inspecting the frequency in which the points are 
assumed as being the outermost ones. In the analysis of a LIBS image from a miner’s 
lung tissue, IFF managed to identify elements such as Ni and Sn found on less than 12 
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pixels out of the 245100 pixels on the image. Furthermore, once we Pareto-scaled the 
spectra before applying IFF, we could find peaks attributed to Au and Ag. These findings 
are important given that some elements might prove to be harmful to a patient even if 
scarcely found on the tissue. As such, using pre-processing steps before IFF seems to 
improve the estimation of the convex-hull and its use as an exploratory tool for LIBS 
images on a clinical environment. 
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Pooled testing is the process of testing samples together as a combined group, rather 
than individually, to identify those samples with a binary trait of interest, positive 
samples, especially when the prevalence in the whole population is low. Since the 
pioneer work of Dorfman [1], the pooling of samples has been widely used in infectious 
diseases in medical as well as veterinarian applications. The recent SARS-CoV-2 
pandemic, where rapid diagnostic and screening testing through PCR were imperative, 
has driven numerous sample pooling strategies [2, 3], some of which have received 
regulatory approval. 
Within the field of chemometrics, Cela [4] has developed a different approach to obtain 
the pooled samples in the analytical laboratory, based on supersaturated (SS) designs of 
experiments. 
In this work, we suggest firstly, a procedure to make the pooled samples and secondly, 
a logical, not numerical, algorithm to identify the positive samples from the outcomes of 
the analysis of the pooled samples. 
For the former, the ‘half’ of a Plackett-Burman design is used that includes the mixture 
of all individual samples. For the latter, an algorithm built from the logical structure of 
the matrix of the design of the mixtures and the experimental response 
(positive/negative) for each of them determines which individual samples cannot be 
positive. To unequivocally identify the positive samples, a hierarchical three-stage 
method is applied: the first stage consists of pooling all samples, the second one applies 
the proposed algorithm and, if necessary, a third stage is carried out for individual 
identification.  
As a proof of concept, 10 individual samples have been considered to build the pooled 
samples. In this case, if the prevalence of positive equals 0.05, the expected average 
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number of trials is 2.552, lower than 5.987, the best expected value found in the 
literature for a hierarchical method. 
The procedure is applied to the detection of food samples contaminated with a 
pathogen (Salmonella) and others contaminated with an allergen (nut) by means of 
polymerase chain reaction, PCR, test. The Salmonella is regulated by Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 2073/2005 of 15 November 2005 on microbiological criteria for 
foodstuffs, whereas the presence of nut by Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on food information 
provided to consumers. All contaminated samples have been correctly identified. 
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Today, deep learning approaches  [1] are increasingly used to address industrial and 
scientific issues. Indeed, for several years, deep learning methods have been increasingly 
integrated for various applications of spectroscopic data processing [2] due to the 
development of open-source tools such as Pytorch, Tensorflow or Keras. These tools 
allow the use of deep learning models that are efficient both in terms of inference time 
and predictive performance. Nevertheless, these supervised approaches require a large 
volume of annotated data. In chemometrics, deep learning approaches have already 
been used to process spectroscopic data. However, approaches such as partial least 
squares (PLS) regression [3] or local PLS [4] are still widely used because they are very 
data-efficient. In the case of chemical data we also observe a high cost of annotating 
the data. Indeed, it is sometimes necessary to carry out an in-depth spectral study to 
characterise a sample or even to associate a reference measurement (protein content, 
sugar, etc.) with a spectral measurement. This annotation cost often limits 
chemometricians to using deep learning approaches. 
To enable chemometricians to use deep learning approaches on chemical data one 
solution is to reduce the number of data to be annotated. In order to limit this decrease 
in performance, sampling methods have been developed for spectroscopic data 
processing [5]. Optimal experimental design (or active learning) makes it possible to 
select a set of samples to be annotated that is as relevant as possible for the model 
calibration. However, as the field of deep learning combined with optimal experimental 
design is still under-researched, very few studies have been developed. 
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In this study, we propose to test different optimal experimental design methods 
developed which allow the selection of representative samples from a database. More 
precisely, we propose to integrate Space Filling Design algorithms [6] to make them 
more appropriate for chemical data processing.  
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Molecules such as lipids, antioxidants, anti-inflammatory, contained in natural matrices 
such as seeds, plants, fruits or microalgae represent compounds of interest for the food, 
cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries. The recovery of these molecules is achieved by 
conventional extraction methods involving toxic organic solvents or by hydro 
distillation. Sustainable development and environmental protection are pushing 
companies to move towards green and efficient technologies as extraction using 
supercritical CO2 (CO2-SC). This clean process allows a selective extraction of weakly 
polar compounds with a very high efficiency, with low temperatures and extraction 
times around 3 hours compared to 8 to 12 hours for classical techniques. At the end of 
the process, the CO2 becomes gaseous again and is totally separated from the extract, 
thus avoiding separation steps. Within the framework of an industrial scale 
development, the determination of the autoclave volumes, and the choice of the 
optimal operating conditions are made using the knowledge of the solubilities of the 
extracts in the CO2-SC, of the transfer and diffusion coefficients, the optimal duration of 
extraction and the maximum quantity that can be extracted [1,2]. These parameters are 
accessible via the modeling of experimental extraction kinetics curves obtained, most 
often, from laboratory scale studies. Many experimental and modeling studies are 
presented in the literature, however few simulation studies have been performed. The 
results are specific to the studied matrix and the parameters useful for industrial 
development are not considered. That's the reason why, we propose the development 
of a versatile predictive tool of the extraction kinetics curves by CO2-SC for a wide 
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range of solid matrices. This simulation tool would make it possible to get rid of the long 
and costly experiments or at least to limit the number of experiments to be carried out.  
For this purpose, the methodology consists in establishing a database as exhaustive as 
possible, differentiating each solid matrix and integrating the operating conditions as 
well as the parameters of the experimental points from the literature to develop 
predictive tools. The work will be based on the Sovova model (Figure 1) which takes into 
account the biological nature of solid matrices.  

 
Figure 1 : Sovova models and parameters to be modeled 

 
The information in the database will be exploited using design of experiments 
methodology in order to establish predictive models giving access to the values of the 
Sovova model parameters q1, qc, K... as a function of the type of natural matrix and the 
operating conditions. These tools will then be put together in the form of a software 
coded in Matlab. This software will simulate the extraction kinetics by CO2-SC from the 
choice of a natural matrix and the extraction operating conditions chosen by the user. It 
will also indicate the co-solvent used to extract the polar compounds of interest from 
the selected matrix. The tool will thus be totally predictive and versatile. The first results 
obtained on argan [3-5] and primerose are promising.  
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Optimizing a multi-residue analysis when using an automatic SPE (Solid Phase 
Extraction) system and complex matrices becomes a difficult problem to address due to 
the large number of experimental factors that can influence the recovery of an analyte. 
Furthermore, in most cases the conditions that enhance the response for one analyte 
are in conflict with another. 
In this work, AQbD (Analytical Quality by Design) is applied to the development of an 
analytical procedure based on automatic solid phase extraction system coupled to 
HPLC-FLD in a multi-residue analysis. To obtain the CMP (Control Method Parameter) 
that maximizing the desired CQA (Control Quality Attributes) a D-optimal design and 
PARAFAC have been used. Specifically, this methodology is applied in the simultaneous 
quantification of nine PAHs (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons) in coffee samples. The 
first problem is to handle a large number of factors (with different levels) to optimize 
the responses. This task has been carried out using a D-optimal design [1] which, starting 
from a full factorial design of 4 factors with 72 experiments, allows to reduce to 19, 
maintaining the reliability of the estimates, saving time and costs in the laboratory. 
Table 1 shows each factor and their levels.  
The second problem addressed is related to the choice of the type of response (Yi). A 
complex matrix such as coffee contains impurities that interfere with the target analytes 
and in the chromatographic determination, they can coelute with them. A PARAFAC 
decomposition allows to avoid this problem and use the ‘second order advantage’ to 
unequivocally identify each analyte. Then, the obtained sample loadings were used as 
response (specifically, each Yi response is the difference between the obtained sample 
loading for a spiked coffee sample minus the sample loading of the pure coffee sample). 
The multi-residue analysis has been performed with nine PAHs: PHE (phenanthrene), 
ANT (anthracene), FLN (fluoranthene), PYR (pyrene), CHR (chrysene), BaA 
(benzo[a]anthracene), PER (perylene), BbF (benzo[b]fluoranthene) and BaP 
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(benzo[a]pyrene). PAHs are a family of organic compounds with potential toxicity 
(carcinogenicity) to humans and, they are mainly generated during the incomplete 
combustion of organic matter (such as coffee roasting). European regulations amending 
foodstuff set maximum levels for BaP and the sum of the content of four compounds 
(PAH4): BaP, BaA, BbF and CHR. 
 

Table 1. The four factors (CMP) and their levels in the SPE optimization procedure. 

Code Factor Num. 
levels Code Level 

X1 Elution volume 2 
A: 2 mL 
B: 5 mL 

X2 
Dry time with nitrogen 
in the wash stage 3 

A: 5 min 
B: 7.5 min 
C: 10 min 

X3 Wash volume  3 
A: 1 mL 
B: 3 mL 
C: 5 mL 

X4 Organic solvent 4 

A: 0% 
B: 20 % methanol 
C: 20 % acetonitrile 
D: 10 % methanol +10% acetonitrile 

 

With the D-optimal model built, 13 coefficients are fitted that estimate the effect of 
going from one level to another in each factor, as well as the interaction between the 
levels of two of them (X2, X3). Once the 9 models [1] have been validated, it is possible to 
choose the levels of each factor that maximize the majority of nine responses (Yi), which 
are shown in Table 2. The last column shows the experimental condition chosen. 
 
Table 2. Levels of the factors that maximize each response Yi. *significant at 0.05 
 YPHE YANT YFLN YPYR  YCHR YBaA YPER YBbF YBaP Level chosen 
X1 B B B A B - B B B 5 mL 
X2 C A B B B B B B* B 7.5 min 
X3 B A A A A A A A A 1 mL 
X4 A* D D D* D*  D* D D D*  10%MeOH 

+10% ACN 
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Lithium recovery from batteries is becoming increasingly important due to the growing 
demand for lithium as a critical material in the production of rechargeable batteries 
used in electric vehicles and consumer electronics.1 The global lithium iron phosphate 
battery market is projected to grow from $10.12 billion in 2021 to $49.96 billion by 2028.2 
Recycling lithium from spent batteries not only conserves the limited resources of 
lithium but also helps reduce the environmental impact associated with mining and 
refining the metal. In addition, lithium recovery from batteries can also help reduce the 
cost of production of new batteries and improve their sustainability.3 
The best process to recover lithium from lithium iron phosphate batteries can be done 
through the hydrometallurgical process that involves the dissolution of the battery 
material in an aqueous solution, followed by separation and purification of the lithium. 
This process can be more environmentally friendly than the pyrometallurgical process 
and is often used for recycling batteries on a larger scale.4 
The aim of this work is developing a cost-effective and sustainable hydrometallurgical 
process. For this reason, we propose the use of tartaric acid in order to recover lithium 
from LiFePO4 pouch cells. Tartaric acid is an eco-friendly weak organic acid that occurs 
naturally in many fruits (mainly in grapes but also in bananas, tamarinds and citrus) and 
can be recovered from various natural by-products, mostly from winery ones.5 It is an 
effective leaching agent for metal extraction because of their ability to complex with 
metal ions and it is also a perfect substitute for common strong inorganic acids (H2SO4, 
HCl, HNO3) and strong basis (NaOH, NH4OH).  
For this study, tartaric acid was supplied by Distillerie Mazzari S.p.A. (Italy), which 
recovers it from wine waste (vinasses).  
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In other words, using agri-food wastes it is possible to process another waste, the 
industrial one, to recover and reintegrate precious metals for an efficient circular 
economy. 
A representative dataset of pouch cells was considered to ensure that the project 
outcome was representative, including the possibility of exporting it to a pilot and/or 
industrial process. So, LiFePO4 pouch cells were characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
to determine the mineralogical composition and the degree of crystallinity; by Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) for a 
morphological study followed by an elementary analysis; by inductively coupled plasma 
(ICP-OES) to investigate the concentration of Li and Fe in the batteries. For the recovery 
process were considered a series of independent variables: solid to liquid ratio (g/L), 
reaction times (min), temperature (°C), acid concentrations (mol/L) and H2O2 
concentration (vol %). To determine the optimal conditions for an efficient metal 
recovery and to maximize profits, an experimental design (DOE) was carried out. In 
particular way, a two-step experimental design was conducted to determine the 
optimal conditions for metal recovery. First, a screening design was carried out to 
identify the most significant variables. Then, a response surface design, through a 
central composite design was performed to find the optimal conditions for the selected 
independent variables. 
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Hundreds of new chemicals are produced and released in the environment every year. 
Many of these, defined as emerging contaminants, are potentially harmful even at low 
concentrations, for humans, animals, and the environment itself. The monitoring of 
emerging contaminants in different matrices is crucial to unearth contaminated areas or 
compartments, to assess bioaccumulation and biomagnification in the biota and to 
evaluate the associate risk. [1] 
To this regard, bivalves are considered good bioindicators to evaluate environmental 
contaminations, as these animals exclusively feed by filtering high volumes of sea water. 
Together with nutrients, they potentially accumulate contaminants present in the water 
and in the soil [2] and, consequently, the determination of contaminants in bivalve 
tissues is representative of the environmental contamination itself. 
From an analytical point of view, the characterization and quantification of emerging 
contaminants in animal tissues is doubly challenging, as analytes are unknown, and the 
matrix is complex. The non-targeted workflow is generally based on high performance 
liquid chromatography coupled with high resolution mass spectrometry (HPLC-HRMS) 
[3]. In this light, along with the optimization of the instrumental parameters, it is also 
crucial to optimize and validate a general and simple extraction protocol to cover the 
widest possible range of analytes in terms of chemical properties (i.e. molecular weight 
and polarity). Dispersive solid phase extraction, based on QuEChERS (Quick, Easy, Cheap, 
Effective, Rugged and Safe) approach, is a good compromise, but several parameters 
should be evaluated. 
In the present work, the optimization and validation, on 33 selected analytes of a 
general extraction procedure based on QuEChERS, is proposed. A d-Optimal Design 
approach, based on four variables (matrix to solvent ratio and percentage of acid in the 
solvent being the continuous ones and salting-out buffer composition and adsorbent 
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for clean up being the discreet ones), three levels each, was chosen to optimize the 
number of experiments. The responses were analyzed with CAT [4] software to obtain 
coefficients, confidence intervals and isoresponse curves for every variable and every 
analyte (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Example of coefficients values (on the left) and isoresponse curve (on the 
right). 
In the isoresponse curves plot, the two continuous variables are on the abscissa and 
ordinate and the levels of the two discreet variables were selected according to the 
maximum response. This allowed, for each analyte, the determination of the best set of 
values for the four variables under study. The values of the parameters leading to the 
extraction, at least to some extent, of all the analytes was considered the optimal one. 
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The aviation sector is one of the most important industries in the world, by 2019 it 
supported around 4.1% of the world’s Gross Domestic Product, transported around 4.5 
billion passengers and 0.5% of international shipment, representing 35% of worldwide 
trade by value.  
However, 80% of CO2 emissions come from long-haul flights, representing a limitation 
for the low energy density of current batteries. With the present projections, it is not 
expected that cryogenic hydrogen or electric-powered planes will be commercially 
available before 2030 [1-3]. On the other hand, intense research has been performed for 
the development and certification of synthetic fuels coming from renewable feedstock, 
also known as Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAF). Since SAF can reduce CO2 emissions up 
to 80% over their life cycle, they are considered key elements to reach the sector’s 
climate objectives. 
In general, it is expected that both conventional jet fuels and SAF preserve their 
properties over time, nevertheless the exposure pollutants and thermal stress during 
the length of their lifetime can result in oxidation. Oxidation leads to fuel degradation, 
which deteriorate the quality of the product, which can thus limit the efficiency of the 
system or even lead to failures [4]. 
Different approaches have been used to model autoxidation; for example, several 
detailed mechanisms for different hydrocarbons have been developed [5–7]. However, 
these approaches cannot consider solvent effects in liquid phase oxidation. Even though 
some corrections have been [8, 9] used to incorporate the solvent effects, the number 
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of parameters to be calculated in real fuels with thousands of mixtures is 
computationally unfeasible [10]. 
An alternative to the traditional kinetic modelling is the use of Quantitative Structure-
Property Relationships (QSPR), which has already been used for the prediction of several 
hydrocarbons and fuels, such as the freezing point, flash point, octane and cetane 
number [11-13]. 
In this work, we propose to use QSPR to predict and understand the factors responsible 
of oxidation stability in liquid phase.  
We identified 105 relevant and commercially available pure hydrocarbons present in 
conventional and alternative jet fuels. These hydrocarbons were analyzed by the Rapid 
Small Scale Oxidation Test (PetroOxy/RapidOxy) with oxygen at 700 kPa and 
temperatures between 100 and 160 ºC. This method measures the time required for the 
consumption of 10% of the oxygen present in the system, also known as induction 
period (IP). Relevant 2D molecular descriptors were calculated from the hydrocarbons’ 
structures, such as the number of primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary carbons, 
among other molecular fragments 
A first model was obtained by using Partial Least Squares (PLS) [14] and the calculated 
molecular descriptors. The resulting model was able to accurately predict the stability of 
linear, branched and cyclic alkanes. However, the model provided inaccurate predictions 
for di-aromatics like 1-methylnaphthalene, and some mixtures of di-aromatics and 
naphtheno-aromatics with alkanes, suggesting the presence of non-linear blending 
effects. To address these limitations, non-linear modeling was performed with Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) regression [15]. 
The interpretation of the PLS model’s coefficient allowed to determine the parameters 
related to a compound’s reactivity, like the experimental temperature, the presence of 
tertiary carbons, secondary carbons in alpha position in naphthene-aromatics and alkyl-
benzenes, and a high number of hydrogen atoms, among others. On the other hand, it 
was found that the presence of quaternary carbons, aromatic and aliphatic rings was 
related to high stability. While these trends have been already found in other works 
[16,17], to our knowledge, this work is the first to establish to generate a database of the 
IP of jet fuel-related hydrocarbons with a standardized method, as well to quantitively 
determine the relationship between IP and several molecular features. 
Future work will focus on the use Near Infrared Spectroscopy and chemometrics to 
study relations between the formation of oxidized species and the induction period, as 
well as to try to predict the IP from spectral information. 
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In the last years, Artificial Intelligence has played an increasingly relevant role for the 
prediction of human health toxicological endpoints.1 Among others, the developmental 
toxicity2 is of utmost importance for the protection of children from the risks posed by 
chemicals. This work presents TIRESIA (an acronym standing for Toxicology Intelligence 
and Regulatory Evaluations for Scientific and Industry Application), a free website 
available at http://tiresia.uniba.it/.3 TIRESIA employs the established CAESAR4 training 
set made of 234 chemicals for model learning. As many as 212 free available molecular 
descriptors by RDKit5 and 606 free available autocorrelator descriptors by Mordred6 
were calculated. Various classifiers such as Random Forest (RF),7 Support Vector 
Machine (SVM)8 and eXtreme Gradient Boostin (XGB)9 were challenged and based on 
cross-validation analyses, the latter was selected along with 27 molecular descriptors. 
The CAESAR test set and the Procter&Gamble (P&G)10 industrial dataset, including as a 
whole 585 chemicals, were finally used for model validation and generalization.  
TIRESIA provides, in agreement with OECD principles,11 a density-based applicability 
domain to improve the prediction reliability. Notably, TIRESIA generates results in a 
standard portable document format, detailing a wealth of information about SHAP 
explainability analyses to increase the prediction transparency.12,13 
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Introduction. Bread-making quality is an important issue in the food industry and much 
research has been conducted to characterize it (MacRitchie, 2016). The use of non-
contact and fast spectroscopic sensors is a competitive advantage. Hyperspectral 
imaging combines spatial and spectral measurement, and increases the discriminating 
power of image analysis. The aim of this study was to evaluate breadmaking quality by 
using texture analysis of hyperspectral imaging and chemometrics. 
Material and methods. In this study, the slices of bread are issued from breads made 
from an experimental design with the recipe (P), the baking(C), the position of the slice 
and the staling time as factors. To characterize these products, we used a Visible-Near 
InfraRed (VNIR) imaging system, which is inexpensive, easy to use, easy to transport, 
and does not require a conveyor. The chemometrical part of this work focuses on the 
analysis of the image texture using co-occurrence matrix (Haralick et al., 1973) by 
extracting parameters (contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity), which will be 
used as new predictive features. These data are analyzed by principal component 
analysis (PCA) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the selection of relevant variables.  
Results. The PCA results (Figure1a) show that the breads are clearly different by recipe 
on the PC1-PC2 factorial map. Bread with recipe #1 was correlated with the feature 
“Contrast” regardless the angle tested. Contrast is a measure of the difference in 
intensity between a pixel and its neighbor across the image. The more the texture is 
contrasted, the higher the feature. Breads with recipes #2 and #3 are associated with 
the correlation and homogeneity/energy variables, respectively. 
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Figure 5: PC1-PC2 factorial map with barycenters of group “recipes” (a) and correlation circle (b). 
 
The ANOVA shows a significant effect for the factor “recipe” (figure 2), which is 
associated with the "correlation" parameter. The factor "cooking" is significant to a lesser 
extent and an interaction between these two factors was also noted. 

  
Figure 6: Independent analyses of variance: Fisher test values 

 
Discussion and conclusion. This first study of the potential of VNIR imaging for spatial 
analysis of bread characteristics with different manufacturing parameters could become 
a complementary tool to those of sourdough rheology on the one hand, and near 
infrared spectroscopy on the other hand. 
Future developments concern a generalization of the calculation of the co-occurrence 
matrix, by integrating different distances between the pixels considered. Taking into 
account all spectral frames will allow to complete this study by combining the spatial 
and spectral aspects, and to select relevant variables, i.e. wavelengths.The presented 
methodology can be appropriated for characterizing breadmaking quality. 
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The continuous technological evolution and the interest of industries in monitoring their 
own industrial processes have allowed the installation of in-line or on-line of Near 
Infrared (NIR) sensors that, together with the potential of chemometrics, provide real-
time information of the quality of the final product. 
Regarding quality, one of the main parameters that the industry is concerned with when 
quantifying and classifying is the heterogeneity of the material and the type of the NIR 
sensor needed to asses that quality. When the material is suspected to be 
heterogeneous, NIR hyperspectral cameras might be desired instead of NIR classical 
single-spot spectrophotometers. Nevertheless, it is not clear yet the extent to which a 
NIR hyperspectral camera is needed or the spatial information that a single spot classical 
NIR device can provide. 
The case study here concerns the industrial production of pesto alla genovese sauce in 
Barilla G. e R. Fratelli S.p.A food company (Italy). Pesto alla genovese sauce is one of the 
most popular Italian foods, and it is composed of an apparent heterogeneous mixture of 
basil, garlic, extra-virgin olive oil, parmesan cheese and other minor ingredients.  
Considering heterogeneous products such as pesto, Hyperspectral imaging techniques 
(HSI) have the advantages of optical spectroscopy combined with spatial information, 
thanks to the acquisition of spectral information for each pixel of the image, taking into 
consideration the distribution of components which enables objects to be found, 
materials to be identified or processes to be detected [1]. 
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This work aims at defining the application range of single-spot NIR spectrophotometers 
and NIR hyperspectral devices for the classification of different pesto sauces in-line. 
Points like the need for the HSI technique against NIR single spot will be 
comprehensively evaluated considering the component distribution in order not to 
overestimate the area or interest. 
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From a criminalistic point of view, traditional body fluid identification and analysis 
present severe limitations, essentially due to the critical conditions (e.g., complex 
heterogeneous sample matrices and/or degradation effects) in which these evidences 
are often found. Nowadays, the development of new techniques allowing to detect 
minute biological traces in a selective and non-destructive way is an urgent research 
issue in the forensic field.  
The present study delineates the possibility of localizing and identifying dehydrated 
biological fluids by using a novel multiblock platform (IRIS, XGLab SRL – Bruker Nano 
Analytics) that simultaneously acquires X-ray fluorescence (XRF, 1-40 keV) data together 
with visible & near-infrared (VNIR, 380–1100 nm) and short-wave infrared reflectance 
spectra (SWIR, 1100–2500 nm), coupled with chemometric methods. To exploit the 
complementary information embedded in the different hyperspectral data blocks, an 
efficient multivariate strategy based on principal component analysis (PCA) and 
multivariate curve resolution alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) was applied. 
Moreover, preliminary classification models involving partial least squares – discriminant 
analysis (PLS-DA) were evaluated, too. The chemometric strategy proved to be highly 
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efficient in the analysis of 3D data arrays by resolving overlapped vibrational bands and 
correlating elemental information.  
The performances of the chemometric strategy were evaluated for the differentiation of 
different biological fluids, such as blood, urine, semen and saliva, applied on wood and 
cotton tissue, producing multivariate chemical distribution maps, with and without the 
exploitation of reference spectra of pure components.  
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Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) systems are today well established in a wide range of 
analytical chemistry applications, driven by technological advancements. In the present 
study a multiblock platform that simultaneously acquire X-ray fluorescence (XRF, 1-40 
keV) data together with visible & near-infrared (VNIR, 380–1100 nm) and short-wave 
infrared reflectance spectroscopy (SWIR, 1100–2500 nm) was applied (IRIS, XGLab SRL – 
Bruker Nano Analytics). A critical point that limits implementation and application of 
such a platform is the complexity of data processing, trying to find a good compromise 
between advanced computational operations and straightforward graphical interfaces 
for data management and visualisation. Ideally, outputs should be easily readable and 
interpretable both by the users, who aim at digging inside the hyperspectral data, to 
reveal and discover the composition of the investigated surface, and by the research 
community, with whom the results are shared. In the present study, to exploit the 
complementary information embedded in the different hyperspectral data blocks, an 
efficient multivariate strategy based on the combination of principal component 
analysis (PCA), brushing, correlation diagrams and maps (within and between spectral 
blocks) was purposedly developed and presented. The chemometric strategy proved to 
be highly efficient in data reduction and for the extraction and integration of the most 
useful information coming from the three different spectroscopies, through an effective 
data visualization and inter-correlation assessment. As an illustrative example, data 
obtained from the analysis of a multi-layered painting were used.  
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Food colour is the first appealing factor for consumers, thus representing a commercial 
added value. In this work we investigated how the formulation of strawberry yogurt 
purée (SYP) – a strawberry-based preparation widely used in industry – affects its 
colour and how the colour changes over time when SYP is subjected to stress 
conditions due to the combined effect of light and temperature. In fact, the colour of 
anthocyanins can vary due to several factors, such as pH, temperature, light exposure, 
oxidase enzyme activity, and so on (Holzwarth, 2013), which cause degradation and 
browning phenomena. 
A combined approach involving mixture design and multivariate analysis of RGB images 
was used to achieve these objectives. Different proportions of strawberry purée, sugar, 
lemon juice and two types of thickener were mixed according to an I-optimal mixture 
design to obtain 44 SYP mixtures. The samples were stressed for five weeks under light 
and 35 °C of temperature, while a second aliquot of each sample was stored in the dark 
at 0-4 °C as control; every week RGB images of stressed and control samples were 
acquired by a flatbed scanner. The collected images were converted to reduce their 
dimensionality using two different approaches: i) by conversion into colourgrams, i.e., 
signals which can be seen as the colour fingerprint of the samples (Calvini, 2020), and ii) 
by calculation of the median values of various colour-related parameters. The 
colourgrams dataset was examined by Principal Component Analysis, while the median 
values of colour-related parameters were analysed by Response Surface Methodology 
and Partial Least Squares-Discriminant Analysis. Data analysis was aimed both at 
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identifying the colour parameters most suitable to describe colour variability over time, 
and at investigating the cause-effect relation between mixture composition and colour 
parameters.  
 

 
 
The results highlighted that the median red value is the most informative parameter to 
monitor SYP colour variation, which strongly depends on the amount of strawberry 
purée. The comparison between stressed and control samples showed a progressive 
browning over time, due to the thermal degradation of the anthocyanins, which 
becomes increasingly marked as the amount of strawberry purée increases. Results also 
showed that the thickener, although present in small quantities, influenced the colour 
degradation kinetics of the product. Finally, the median value of relative green was 
observed to increase over time for stressed samples. These results suggest that red and 
relative green parameters could be used as indices of the SYP colour degradation 
process. 
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Radiomics is a field of medical imaging that aims the extraction and analysis of 
quantitative features from medical images, such as CT, MRI, and PET scans, with the goal 
of improving diagnostic and therapeutic decision-making, in direction to enable 
personalized medicine [1]. Quantitative features are used to characterize the texture, 
shape, and intensity of a defined region of interest, ROI, of the image. Those includes 
but are not limited to: first order statistical features, as mean and standard deviation; 
shape based features as volume and surface area; gray-level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM) features that describes lengths and orientations of runs of pixels with similar 
gray levels [2]. In overall, in literature hundreds of radiomic features have been 
described. Weighted Holistic Invariant Molecular, WHIM, descriptors are a set of 
molecular descriptors based on statistical indices calculated on the projections of the 
atoms along principal axes [3]. WHIMs are built in such a way as to capture relevant 
molecular 2D/3D information being invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling. As far 
as we know the application of such descriptors among traditional radiomic ones has not 
been explored yet. In proposed work, we transpose WHIM application from chemical to 
2D or 3D image analysis. To do that, atomic coordinates of original WHIMs are 
substituted by pixel’s coordinates and weights of the calculated covariance matrix are 
represented by image’s pixels values, allowing to introduce a pixel intensity distribution 
dependence to shape descriptors, not possible with standard radiomic analysis. We 
started by computing the directional and global WHIMs based on the eigenvalues of a 
weighted covariance matrix. The directional ones determine the size of the image 
content along each principal direction, also considering the scores distribution, while 
the global descriptors are obtained by combining the directionals to account for 
changes in image properties across the main directions. To demonstrate the roto-
translational invariance of this method, we firstly tested it on toy images. Application on 
Medical Images was performed on BrainMetShare dataset [4]. Starting from  
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11 descriptors, an analysis on a subset of ≈ 1200 2D pre-contrast slices with unsupervised 
clustering, hierarchal and k-means techniques, was performed to identify similar brain 
anatomies. To do that each slice was scaled between 0 and 255. Enlarged set of WHIM 
molecular descriptors can be defined after any binning screen procedure using grayscale 
intervals. Finally, application of WHIM was tested to characterize shapes of segmented 
tumour volumes, at different grayscale levels, of the BRATS2020 dataset [5]. All these 
analyses were developed adapting WHIM formulas to 
images exploiting Python 3.8.0 libraries.  
Proposed WHIM descriptors applied to images, still not 
available in radiomics libraries, have been demonstrated to 
be invariant to roto translation. Moreover, this approach 
illustrates the potential of using this analysis to distinguish 
between images that represent different contexts of same 
body organ by using pixel-weighted shapes features. 
Preliminary studies for clinical outcome prediction are 
ongoing to be tested. Further potential successful 
application may involve the tracking of changes in the shape and size of tumours during 
and after treatment. 
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Figure 1. Examples of 
BrainMetShare MRI images 
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Halyomorpha halys, commonly known as Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (BMSB), is an 
insect pest of global importance which causes serious damages to the agri-food supply 
chain. In Europe, the Emilia-Romagna region was one of the areas of BMSB first 
occurrence, where it has caused major economic losses to pear orchards due to 
punctures on harvested fruits (Maistrello et al., 2017). In the frame of the EU Project 
HALY.ID, several strategies were proposed both upstream to prevent BMSB activity on 
crops and downstream to manage harvested product quality (HALY.ID, 2023). 
With the aim of implementing innovative pest management strategies, Near Infrared 
Hyperspectral Imaging (NIR-HSI) was considered as a potential field monitoring method 
for BMSB detection. Starting from hyperspectral images of BMSB specimens acquired on 
different vegetal backgrounds in the 980-1660 nm spectral range, a library of 
representative spectra of both BMSB and vegetal background types was used to 
calculate pixel-level classification models. The considered approach focused on 
modelling spectral information and selecting relevant spectral regions for discrimination 
by means of sparse-based variable selection coupled with Soft Partial Least Squares 
Discriminant Analysis (s-Soft PLS-DA) algorithm. Besides leading to promising results 
(EFF>90%), the spectral regions selected by s-Soft PLS-DA can be viewed as a first step 
toward the development of multispectral imaging systems for on-field BMSB detection 
(Ferrari et al., 2023). 
Moreover, NIR-HSI was also evaluated as a postharvest sorting system for the 
identification of damages caused by BMSB feeding activity on pears. To this aim, pear 
fruits (cv. «Williams» and «Abate Fétel») were collected in an organic orchard in Carpi 
(Modena, Italy). About half of the collected fruits were kept in contact with BMSB 
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specimens for one week before harvesting, while the remainder fruits were used as 
control samples. The hyperspectral images of the collected fruits were acquired in the 
1156-1674 nm range the same day of harvesting and at seven subsequent times, over a 
period of six weeks. Following the same procedure, RGB images of the pear samples 
were acquired as reference both before and after peeling the fruits. Indeed, the RGB 
images of unpeeled and peeled samples were used to visually classify the fruits based 
on damage type and intensity. 
A preliminary exploratory analysis performed on the hyperspectral images using 
Principal Component Analysis enabled the identification of damages. However, a clear 
identification of the Regions Of Interest (ROIs) ascribable to punctures was challenging 
due to their highly irregular shapes and blurred edges between sound and damaged 
areas. To address this issue, a supervised annotation of punctured regions based on data 
dimensionality reduction using the hyperspectrograms approach and spatial feature 
selection was successfully adopted (Ferrari et al., 2013, 2015) 
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In the present Communication, an upgrade of a MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) 
toolbox for implementing second-order multivariate calibration models is presented, 
named Multivariate Calibration 2 (MVC2). Due to the advances in the chemometric field, 
this software has undergone numerous changes since its last release in 2009 [1]. The new 
freely available MVC2 is presented and described, including the most recent findings 
regarding second-order calibration algorithms and their associated analytical figures of 
merit (AFOMs), incorporating novel features and models that make it a very practical 
tool for data processing. Overall, the current version presents different types of 
algorithms, designed to provide specific degrees of model flexibility for different multi-
way data scenarios: in addition to trilinear decomposition (TLD) and residual 
bilinearization (RBL) models, which were previously included in the 2009 version, parallel 
factor analysis 2 (PARAFAC2), a variant of the classic PARAFAC method [2], and 
multivariate curve resolution (MCR) [3] methods are now available. All these 
chemometric methodologies are integrated in the software for quantitative purposes, 
and if needed, they permit to exploit the so-called analytical second-order advantage. 
The program offers practical tools for data loading and visualization, model 
development and validation, and prediction in unknown samples. The software output 
also includes a comprehensive report on the AFOMs applicable to second-order 
calibration models i.e., sensitivity, analytical sensitivity, selectivity, limit of detection, 
limit of quantitation and prediction uncertainty, following IUPAC recommendations [4]. 
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In particular, the program also offers the possibility of estimating the extent of 
rotational ambiguity (RA) and its impact on the prediction uncertainty for a given test 
sample in MCR-ALS calibration models [5]. In the present report, the new features of 
MVC2 are illustrated through simulated examples and real calibration datasets. For the 
readers interested in testing and using the application it is possible to do so on a fully 
functional application running on a public available server.The GUI is freely available, 
along with examples and manual, and it can be downloaded from www.iquir-
conicet/descargas/mvc2.zip 
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Plant nutrition is a critical aspect of evaluating a specific cultures’ productivity. The 
determination of some macronutrients such as calcium, magnesium, and potassium in 
leaves is performed after acid digestion to convert the solid sample into a 
homogeneous aqueous solution. This procedure is time-consuming, and several 
experimental errors can be introduced. This study proposes a direct solid sample 
method combining laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) and partial least 
squares (PLS). Soy (with and without petiole) and corn leaves were collected, dried, 
milled, and pressed to obtain pellets around 15 mm in diameter. After acid digestion, 
reference concentrations for Ca, Mg, and K were obtained using inductively coupled 
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP OES), and a total of 896 samples were 
analyzed. An Applied Spectra (model J200) LIBS system was employed for emission 
spectra acquisition, and around 300 spectra (from 186 up to 1042 nm) were obtained for 
each sample. The LIBS system configuration was 70 mJ pulse energy, 1.0 µs delay time, 
and 100 µm spot size [1]. Twelve normalization modes [2] were tested, and calibration 
models for each type of sample and analyte were proposed using the signal area for 
some selected emission lines of the analytes. The noteworthy normalization mode for 
most models was the Euclidean norm. The standard error of calibration (SEC) varied 
from 0.5 g/kg (Mg in corn leaves with 2 latent variables) up to 4.9 g/kg (K in soy with 
petiole leaves with 2 latent variables). The proposed calibration models have been 
tested in validation and prediction data sets with promising results for direct plant 
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Gas-Chromatography coupled with Ion Mobility Spectrometry (GC-IMS) is a fast and 
sensitive analytical tool to extract chemical information from complex volatile samples. 
GC-IMS has been widely used in the food industry [3] and recently has been explored in 
biomedical applications [6] because of its ability to separate volatile organic 
compounds, fast response, easy operation, and portability [5]. Despite the advantages it 
presents it still presents several drawbacks, such as non-linearities, baseline drift, 
misalignments among samples, and peak overlaps, among others [4]. Correct 
chromatogram alignment is crucial to track data features among samples. Otherwise, 
subsequent data processing results would not be as reliable. There are several ways to 
align samples such as COW, PTW [1] and icoshift [2].  These techniques depend on 
parameter optimization that must be performed by an expert and can be 
computationally costly. To avoid this optimization, we propose a piecewise alignment 
with a set of reference peaks, we use a mixture of 6 ketones (2-butanone, 2-pentanone, 
2-hexanone, 2-heptanone, 2-octanone and 2-nonanone) with known retention indexes. 
To perform this alignment the retention time of each ketone is automatically recorded 
and matched to its retention index, and then with an interpolation we can obtain the 
new spectrum. To test this technique a set of 11 Samples were used, the samples were 
collected with a GC-IMS a FlavourSpec® from G.A.S. Dortmund (Dortmund, Germany), 
the samples were incubated 15 minutes at 60ºC, and the GC and the IMS temperatures 
were also set at 60ºC finally the flow rate for the drift gas and the carrier gas was set at 
200ml/min and 11 ml/min respectively. We can see the results of this alignment in Figure 
1, where we can see that the dispersion in each peak is reduced.   
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Figure 1. Reverse Ion Chromatogram of 11 ketone mixture samples before and after alignment. 
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Oregano is the herb with the greatest risk of adulteration (Maquet, 2021), which usually 
consists of the addition of undeclared plant material of lesser commercial value, such as 
olive, hazel and myrtle leaves. To tackle this issue, the European Spice Association 
suggests carrying out regular checks to verify the purity of the product through non-
targeted analytical techniques combined with chemometric methods for data 
processing (European Spice Association, 2018). Among these, NIR spectroscopy has 
found wide application in the identification of food fraud also in herbal and spice-based 
products thanks to its numerous advantages: reduced costs, rapidity in carrying out the 
analysis and limited or no sample preparation (Kucharska-Ambrożej, 2020; Massaro, 
2023). 
There are various types of NIR sensors on the market, which differ in size, acquisition 
methods and cost. The choice of the optimal configuration also depends on the nature 
of the sample: for powders with fine particle size and homogeneous distribution it may 
be sufficient to carry out punctual acquisitions with bench or portable NIR 
spectrometers, while for samples consisting of coarse and heterogeneous particles, such 
as dried oregano leaves, it is more appropriate to use imaging systems (NIR-HSI) which 
provide both spatial and spectral information. However, NIR-HSI systems are expensive, 
while portable NIR spectrometers are much cheaper and easier to handle even if they 
generally have lower performance as compared to benchtop instruments. 
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The main goal of this work is to develop multivariate models for the identification of 
adulterants in oregano leaves starting from the spectral data acquired with three NIR 
systems: benchtop NIR spectrometer, portable NIR spectrometer and NIR-HSI. The 
comparison of the performances obtained from the various instruments is aimed at i.) 
evaluating the minimum quantity of adulterant detectable with the various acquisition 
systems, ii.)  identifying the most significant spectral variables for adulteration detection 
and, more generally, iii.)  obtaining useful information on the cost-benefit ratio of the 
three types of NIR sensors when the analysis involves coarse-grained samples.  
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Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) is a widely used multivariate data analysis 
technique that has gained popularity due to its simplicity, versatility, and applicability in 
various fields, especially in spectroscopy. This method is used to build a regression 
equation that fits multiple response variables in a single model by finding new 
dimensions or Latent Variables (LVs) from the original data. PLSR maximizes the 
covariance between the response variables (X) and the value to be predicted (Y), 
reducing the dimensionality and making the interpretation of the results more intuitive 
(Geladi & Kowalski, 1986). 

Nevertheless, data analysis needs to be supervised by an expert analyst with enough 
experience to build regression models and ensure good performance, by choosing the 
right spectral preprocessing and the rank of the model, that is, the optimal number of 
LVs. To decide if the regression model is adequate, the analyst must choose the most 
suitable quality assessment parameters among the existing ones. Some of these 
parameters account for the same properties of the model, while some are 
complementary (Clark, 2003). For example, typical properties of the model are the shape 
of the curves of RMSE of Calibration (RMSECal), Cross Validation (RMSECV), or Prediction 
(RMSEP) vs. the number of LVs, the values of Explained Variance (EV) for each LV, the 
shape of the loadings and the Regression Vector (RV), or the plot of Q residuals vs 
Hotelling T2 values. However, the adequacy of these values and plots is usually decided 
based on the opinion of the analyst, which comes from experience and training. 
Sometimes, this may not be objective enough, and more quantitative tools are needed 
to assess the performance of the model (Liemohn et al., 2021). 

In this work, a novel tool is proposed to quantitatively evaluate the overall performance 
of PLSR models for spectroscopic data and potentially other sources of continuous data. 
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This tool considers several model properties and describes their suitability in a global 
way. The proposed tool enables non-experienced analysts to choose the optimal 
number of LVs and the adequate data preprocessing. It is calculated by converting some 
of the aforementioned parameters into numerical indexes and then combining them 
into a general score, the J-score, which can be used for the performance assessment of 
a model or for the comparison between models in a fast and objective way. 

In summary, the proposed tool is especially useful for non-expert analysts, helping them 
to evaluate the performance of PLSR models and can be easily implemented in existing 
software. The tool has been shown to be efficient and effective on real-world 
spectroscopic data, even if further improvements and extensions can be made in future 
work. 
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Multivariate data analysis is an indispensable tool when working with spectroscopic 
techniques as it helps extract the information of interest from the data obtained. Often 
data preprocessing is needed for this purpose, as its goal is to remove any unwanted 
systematic variation from the spectra, such as baseline shifts and scatter effects, while 
retaining the information of interest. Systematic variation in the descriptor matrix X 
(spectra) that is independent of the chemical variation in the response matrix Y (value 
to predict) introduces modeling problems for subsequent multivariate projection and 
regression methods such as Partial Least Squares (PLS) and negatively affects prediction 
and interpretation (Jonsson & Gabrielsson, 2009). 
 
Traditionally, choosing the appropriate preprocessing steps involves trial-and-error 
approaches, where the prediction uncertainty (Root Mean Square Error) or other metrics 
can be used to determine the best preprocessing method. However, as datasets 
become larger and preprocessing and analysis algorithms more complex, the 
computation time required to iterate all available options becomes non-practical. To 
overcome this challenge, various approaches have been proposed, such as Design of 
Experiment (Gerretzen et al., 2015), orthogonalization (SPORT) (Roger et al., 2020), or 
spectral signal-to-error ratio (Skibsted et al., 2004). 
 
Instead, the present research introduces a new approach to filtering preprocessing 
algorithms based on the properties of the raw data. The proposed method creates rules 
for selection criteria that an expert analyst would use, but in an automated and 
objective way, eliminating the need for trial-and-error methods. The MATLAB toolbox 
presented quantifies the noise in the data and the multiplicative and additive scatter-
effects, to decide which preprocessing algorithms should be iterated to correct the 
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spectra. The toolbox helps the user choose the best preprocessing methodology for 
their data, resulting in optimal PLS models that are better than what a non-expert 
analyst would obtain by trial-and-error and in considerably less time. 
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Soil organic carbon (SOC) is an indicator of soil organic matter content, which has an 
important role in modulating atmospheric CO2. Soil components are interdependent, 
that means no single soil component is free to vary independently from the rest and 
carry only relative information. It is, soil properties have a compositional nature. Thus, 
VisNIRS correlations with compositional reference data needs specific compositional 
data (CoDa) methods (Aitchison 1986; Pawlowsky-Glahn et al. 2015). The soil moisture 
variation supposes a handicap to VisNIRS measurement of SOC. Considering moisture as 
a soil component, a compositional model can integrate the moisture prediction along 
with the other components considered, as soil organic carbon content (SOC). The 
interference of moisture content in determining SOC could therefore be avoided by 
using a compositional model. The preliminary calibrations from four ILR (isometric 
logarithmic coordinates as defined by Egozcue et al., 2003), implying as soil components 
moisture (SM), SOC, inorganic carbon (NOC), the textural fractions ‘clay’ and ‘silt’, and 
the rest of soil mass ‘sand+rest’, were quite fine, with R2 0.94, 0.87, 0.81 and 0.79 and R2cv 
0.86, 0.77, 0.71, 0.67. Therefore, this method to estimate SOC could be satisfactory. More 
research is ongoing to verify this approach within the frame of the ProbeField project 
(https://ejpsoil.eu/soil-research/probefield), granted by the EJP-Soil program, focused 
on proximal sensing techniques for SOC measurement. 
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Currently, there is a belief that drugs used after the expiration date no longer work or 
even these can cause some type of damage. In the present work, the expiration date of 
several types of drugs on the market is analyzed, to find out if these, with the expired 
expiration date, present spectroscopic differences with those drugs whose expiration 
date is still valid. For this study, the Raman spectroscopy technique and Super-
Paramagnetic Clustering (SPC) method were used to analyze spectral differences (or 
chemical differences) between drugs. The Raman spectroscopy technique is the best 
technique to study the chemical composition of a substance or material. To measure the 
drug Raman spectra, Horiba equipment, LabRam HR800, was used with an Olympus 
confocal microscope focusing a laser of 830 nm and 17 mW on the drugs through a 100X 
Leica long-range objective [1]. In the SPC method, used to classify Raman spectra, the 
clustering process is based on a phenomenon of clustering observed in nature at the 
atomic level and perfectly described by a statistical physics model known as the Potts 
model, which describes the interacting spins on a crystalline lattice [2].  In this novel 
method, a Potts spin is assigned to each data point (Raman spectrum) and introduces an 
interaction between neighboring points, whose strength or coupling is a decreasing 
function of the distance between the nearest neighboring sites [3-5]. This clustering 
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method allows identifying hierarchical structures in the spectra data banks. Thirteen 
drugs were analyzed, including capsules, tablets, syrups, ointments, and injections with 1 
to 3 expired expiration dates. Comparing drugs with expiration dates still valid and 
expired, the SPC method results showed that, although some drugs clearly indicated 
chemical differences (formation of different clusters), others indicated no existence of 
chemical differences (formation of a single cluster), even among those with up to two 
expired expiration dates. The results show that SPC is an excellent mathematical tool for 
pattern recognition in databases (spectra), allowing to discrimination of expired drugs 
from non-expired ones. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of 
preliminary results evaluating the usefulness of Raman spectroscopy and SPC in the 
study of the expiration of drugs distributed on the market. 
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) continues to be a challenging neurodegenerative 
disease lacking reliable biomarkers and early diagnosis (1). Moreover, despite the 
progress in discovering genetic mutations, misdiagnosis with other-neurodegenerative 
diseases still occurs. In this study, we used human supernatant blood to obtain infrared 
spectroscopic signatures of ALS and other motor-related neuro disorders, comparing 
them to healthy controls. Since blood reflects many metabolic changes and 
disarrangements in the organism, spectral differences associated with health and 
disease patients or ALS-specific pathological events could be readily detectable. The 
recorded spectra classification analysis was performed to establish apparent differences 
between the groups (2). Our results showed that FTIR spectroscopy is a powerful tool in 
discriminating between ALS and controls, providing high specificity for ALS (100%) and 
other neuropathies (98%). In addition, the results after six months of ALS progression 
are discussed. Overall, the study suggests that infrared spectroscopy could be a 
promising diagnostic tool for ALS and other neurodegenerative diseases. 
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The performance of multivariate models in chemometrics often depends on the applied 
method of scaling the x-variables. Autoscaling and Pareto scaling are widely used; here 
an adjusted Pareto scaling is suggested – covering the range from no scaling via 
classical Pareto scaling to autoscaling.  
(1) Autoscaling of a variable is performed by xc /s with xc for the centred original variable, 
and s the standard deviation of the variable. (2) Pareto scaling is performed by xc /s 0.5. 
The scaling effect is weaker than with autoscaling, noise is less amplified, and variables 
with a high original variance retain part of their importance for the model. (3) Adjusted 
Pareto scaling is performed by xc /s P with P varying between 0 (no scaling) and 1 
(autoscaling), typically in steps of 0.1, thus including classical Pareto scaling with P = 0.5. 
An optimum P can be selected by evaluating the model performances by repeated 
double cross validation [1].  
Adjusted Pareto scaling has been applied together with PLS regression for various data 
sets: (A) Heating value of biomass modelled by elemental content data. (B) GC retention 
indices modelled by molecular descriptors. (C) Glucose content of fermentation samples 
modelled by NIR absorbances. Results indicate that classical Pareto scaling often can be 
improved by searching for an optimum exponent P.  
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Knowledge of the applicability domain (AD) of regression models based on 
artificial neural networks (ANNs) is a requisite for applying ANNs in routine analyses 
using spectroscopic data. The AD limits can be defined from different metrics that 
condition the confidence of the predictions of the established regression model. 

In multivariate regression methods such as the Partial Least Squares (PLS) 
calibration, the applicability limits are commonly based on Hotelling T2 and Q statistics 
[1,2]. These limits allow the detection of samples that are rare compared to those used 
to establish the model. Other limits based on criteria such as ASTM’s RMSSR (Root Mean 
Square Spectral Residuals) and NND (Nearest Neighbor Distance) [3] have also been 
used to flag spectra outside the established limits as discordant spectra. Although 
measures based on the similarity among spectra apply to all types of models, those that 
consider the specific form of the model, such as Hotelling’s T2 and Q statistics, are 
preferred, since they are related to how the spectrum is being used by the model. A 
similar system for defining the limits of applicability of multivariate regression based on 
ANNs has not been reported yet. This work proposes a methodology to establish the 
limits of applicability of regression neural networks and shows its implementation for 
the prediction of a diesel property using infrared spectra. 

A test set was created by randomly selecting samples from a data set of 2172 diesel 
samples. The rest of the samples were split into training and validation sets using the 
Kennard-Stone algorithm. A feed-forward neural network (FFNN) was trained to predict 
the density of the diesel samples from their infrared spectra. The activations of the 
hidden layer of the FFNN were used to train a decoder network to reconstruct the 
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training spectra. The squared Mahalanobis distance (MD2) of the hidden layer activations 
and the spectral residuals (Q residuals) from the decoder network were used to define 
the applicability limits of the calibration model. The FFNN model provided a high 
determination coefficient between real and predicted density values (R2 = 0.99), with 
low prediction errors (RMSEP = 0.72 kg/m3) comparable to other reported results [4-6]. 
The warning limits for the MD2 and Q residuals were decided from the empirical 
cumulative distribution function of both metrics. These warning limits define the 
applicability domain of the FFNN regression model. Beyond these limits, the spectrum of 
a new sample is flagged as atypical. 
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Recently, some of us proposed a novel RoBoost PLS algorithm to assess the relevance of 
different samples in PLS calibration based on a weighting scheme defined according to 
three criteria calculated for each latent variable: X-residuals, Y-residuals and leverage. 
The method (extended also to multiple responses) [1] has proven to be efficient to 
detect both X and Y outliers and obtaining more robust models. Here we aim extending 
the methodology also to local regression scenario [2], and multiblock-PLS. In particular, 
by using simulated spectroscopic data [3] we investigated different situations ranging 
from clear presence of grouping to smooth transitions, such as in process monitoring. In 
both cases, local regression is best suited with respect to standard regression, however 
the influent/outlier samples may be of different nature (strong outlier for the overall 
data set, outlier for specific group, a combination of both situation) and have a different 
impact on the model robustness.  
Since two weighting schemes are combined, i.e. the Roboost and the local, several 
parameters need to be tuned, thus a double cross-validation is implemented. The code 
has been developed in MATLAB environment. 
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Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning methodology widely used in several 
research fields to find groups of similar patterns in complex data. The results generated 
by clustering algorithms generally depend on user-defined input parameters such as the 
number of expected groups, which can have a great impact on the homogeneity of the 
identified clusters. 
Clustering validity indices (CVIs) are an effective method for determining the optimal 
number of clusters that best fits the natural partition of a dataset. They do not require 
any underlying assumption nor a priori knowledge about the real dataset structure. 
Since 1965, many cluster validity indices have been proposed in the literature and used 
in several different applications. 
We evaluated the performance of 68 cluster validity indices on several real-life and 
simulated datasets. CVIs were compared on the same optimal partition for each dataset, 
which was previously searched for by the k-means clustering algorithm. Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) methods were applied to 
disclose mutual relationships among the indices and to select those that are more 
promising in terms of accuracy and reliability. 
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Transferring models between instruments or processes speeds deployment and 
facilitates knowledge sharing. Challenges often arise when transferring models between 
instruments and process equipment. 
A methodology will be presented which will reduce the transfer burden while 
identifying key parameters helping mitigate common issues when transferring 
calibration or reactor models. 
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In decades, numerous data-driven models have been extensively employed for quality 
prediction in modern process engineering, and sufficient process measurements are the 
basis for applying these models. Nevertheless, some available process information, such 
as the process topology (i.e., the process flow diagram), has been neglected in previous 
research, even if it would be highly desirable to include it in a regression model that is 
used for product quality prediction. Unfortunately, including process information in a 
mathematical model is quite challenging since fusing two types of data (measurements 
and graphical information) together is very complex1. In this research, a state-of-art 
structural model, sequential-orthogonalized PLS (SO-PLS)2, is applied to address this 
problem and predict product quality. SO-PLS is an extension of a popular chemometric 
method, multi-block PLS, which can block the complex process system into several 
simple subdivisions for modeling3. Differing from multi-block PLS, SO-PLS has the 
potential to capture the process topology, track the information flow, and translate it 
into the block permutation4. The orthogonalization procedure, performed in a 
predefined block order, eliminates the overlapping information between the connecting 
blocks and retains the independent information of each block for quality prediction5. 
This extra “feature extraction” from orthogonalization empowers SO-PLS to provide a 
better prediction performance than conventional PLS for complex manufacturing 
processes including several unit operations and connections between them. The 
potential of the proposed SO-PLS model is demonstrated by a simple but 
representative numerical case. 
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The correct identification of raw materials plays a key role in the quality control of the 
tyre industry production chain. Especially when dealing with a large number of raw 
materials having different chemical compositions, and with analysis performed by 
several operators in different plants, it is important to perform raw material 
identification (RMID) being as more accurate and automated as possible. In this context, 
near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is one of the most suitable techniques, as it is non-
destructive, user-friendly and timesaving. 
 
In the present study, performed in collaboration with Pirelli Tyre S.p.A., FT-NIR spectra 
(Perkin Elmer, Frontier NIR, 10000 – 4000 cm-1) were acquired for most of the raw 
materials used for tyre production in two of the main Pirelli Tyre’s factories. 
Exploratory analysis by means of principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on 
the data with the aim to investigate data structures and groupings within samples. Due 
to the huge amount of data collected, it was necessary to automate the exploratory 
analysis through the creation of a dedicated routine in the Matlab ® (Version 2022b, The 
MathWorks, Inc.) environment. This automation strategy includes incoming controls for 
each spectrum acquired, with the aim of detecting anomalous data and for the 
transformation of the measurement scale (from reflectance to pseudo-absorbance). If 
there are measurement replicates, the average spectrum is then calculated. Supervised 
classification strategies were then applied on this data, in order to define the class 
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membership of raw material analyzed, in terms of both material specification and 
supplier. 
With the aim to apply this strategy for the routine analysis performed in the context of 
quality assurance, a report including all steps of data import and processing is then 
generated. 
A further improvement of this RMID protocol will be the development of predictive 
models in order to estimate chemical and physical characteristics of the raw material 
directly during the acceptance phase. 
 
Once developed and validated, the proposed strategy will be implemented in a 
graphical user interface (GUI) created in the Python environment for an immediate 
application in the industrial production chain; its usage will not require the operator to 
have previous knowledge about spectroscopy and chemometrics. 
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